
Towards the Danger, 
The Democide of the Hawai’ian 
Native Capitol of Lahaina Maui 

 

 

"We took the biggest crime scene, second only to 9/11, and we did everything to mitigate 

that,” said John Pelletier, the Las Vegas false-flag incident commander and current Maui 

Police chief (and coroner), said on the Las Vegas incident. Now in Maui, he roadblocked 

EVERY exit from the city and corralled people back into the fire, running them around in a 

roadblock rotisserie while they got nuked with DEW (Directed Energy Weapons). 

Extraordinary claims DO require extraordinary evidence, and the burden of proof is certainly on 

us, but this "burden" is really just a call to "light the fire within" and "carry the torch" of truth. 

The billionaires on the rich "other side" of the island, who are stealing the land from the 

natives for their AI smart city concentration camp pilot program (and new Epstein island). 

 

https://www.reviewjournal.com/crime/las-vegas-police-captain-named-police-chief-in-maui-hawaii-2454245/
https://www.reviewjournal.com/crime/las-vegas-police-captain-named-police-chief-in-maui-hawaii-2454245/
https://rumble.com/v3a8w70-maui-fires-john-pelletier-is-also-the-coroner-how-convenient.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/bo80Jr8mMxAo/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMx1-yaRLyQ
https://brucecain.substack.com/p/the-maui-fires-and-the-globalist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nuvg8t158Ms&list=PLZCjPv2EuUUGvYtm4aVd8pvNg4paTiF7N&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nuvg8t158Ms&list=PLZCjPv2EuUUGvYtm4aVd8pvNg4paTiF7N&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t9TD4IMG6iE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nuvg8t158Ms&list=PLZCjPv2EuUUGvYtm4aVd8pvNg4paTiF7N&index=7


 

Source requests; I've compiled all the sources I can cite with zero embellishments (outside of 

"translations" of legalese etc, which will appear in parentheses, blue text, or [brackets]). If there's 

any claim, rumor, or speculation that hasn't been sourced yet (or the source has been removed), 

I state it plainly and ask for help in locating those sources, especially any videos, time stamps, 

and authentic photos that are relevant, such as the < 3 pm video (which I have seen firsthand) 

from a motorist exiting the bypass who captured the early stages of the "Flare Up" that 

seems to have been taken down from Youtube and hasn't been re-uploaded to Bitchute, 

Odysee, LBRY, Rumble, or Hive.  

 

Also, FEMA claims not to have removed any vehicles prior to the phase 2 recovery process, 

but there WERE vehicles that had already been removed from Front Street by 2:30 pm the 

next day. At the very north end of the traffic jam on Front street near the Methodist church, 

there were vehicles blocking the northbound traffic that were facing south in the 

northbound lane. Why are there white unmarked government vehicles blocking the 

escaping traffic? In various videos you can see skid marks where vehicles were dragged away 

to the north.  

 

(Update: It was a Jeep with a surfboard rack on top, and a work truck with a frame on the back 

for tools and equipment. What is still unusual though is they were facing south in the 

northbound lane, along with two unmarked government vehicles also facing south, 

BLOCKING the northbound escape route on Front Street. This was NOT an official 

roadblock, nor are the vehicles marked, so something is suspicious here. Those vehicles 

were either removed or driven away by the morning of August 10th, and they may have 

been part of the cause of the traffic jam that backed up Front street. This area in particular 

was the least captured area for both drone and ground footage, partly due to the no fly 

zone, as well as ground crews blocking it off to "clear debris for EPA and FEMA". I have 

no doubt those crews probably have some sort of affiliation with Blackrock, Vanguard, or 

Carlyle.)  

 

UPDATE: (Other organizations and agencies may include the National Guard Bureau, Defense 

Logistics Agency, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Special Operations Command, U.S. 

Transportation Command, secretaries of the military services, the Joint Staff, and the Assistant 

Secretary of Defense for Homeland Defense and Global Security.) 

https://www.bitchute.com/
https://odysee.com/
https://lbry.com/
https://rumble.com/v38yeao-update-from-the-frontlines-of-the-maui-fires-dr.-robert-malone-bruce-dougla.html
https://hive.io/
https://youtu.be/_zik2vcn1yk?si=LCkroEMXQYITyd_J&t=793
https://youtu.be/_zik2vcn1yk?si=LCkroEMXQYITyd_J&t=793


You can see skid marks where vehicles were dragged away to the north. 

Skid marks in front of the Methodist church, and white unmarked  

government vehicles blocking the escaping traffic up ahead. 



Two unmarked government vehicles also facing south, BLOCKING the northbound escape 

route on Front Street. This was not an official roadblock, nor are the vehicles marked, so 

something is suspicious here. 

Two unmarked government vehicles also facing south, BLOCKING the northbound escape 

route on Front Street. This was not an official roadblock, nor are the vehicles marked, so 

something is suspicious here.  



 

 

 

Also looking for more photos of military helicopters that were seen flying over Maui on 

August 8th and August 9th, and specifically any that show Apaches or Seahawks with front-

mounted nose pods or wing-mounted modules. Note: Apaches have fixed stub "wings", but 

Seahawks don't.  

Update: Better images have surfaced of a Seahawk that was seen flying over Maui on the 

AFTERNOON OF AUGUST 8TH, WHEN MANY OTHER CHOPPERS WERE NOT 

ABLE TO FLY. NOTE: THIS IS NOT A "LASERHAWK" (Blackhawks and Seahawks with 

laser modules are called "LASERHAWKS").  

Update: Better images have surfaced of a Seahawk that was seen flying over Maui on the 

AFTERNOON OF AUGUST 8TH, WHEN MANY OTHER CHOPPERS WERE NOT 

ABLE TO FLY.  

 

This chopper belongs to the Helicopter Maritime Strike Squadron 37 (HSM-37) 

"Easyriders", and is one of two Seahawks (#31 and #41) that were dispatched from the 

USS Wayne E. Meyer to Maui on August 8th. While it has the standard nose-mounted 

Raytheon Multi-Spectral Electro-Optical Targeting System (EOTS) for targeting and 

imaging, it also has a side mounted fuel tank for extended range. 

https://www.helis.com/database/modelorg/Navy-Seahawks/
https://www.helis.com/database/modelorg/Navy-Seahawks/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRXiX1HmXjY
https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/products/sikorsky-mh-60-seahawk-helicopters.html
https://www.helis.com/database/news/mh-60s_almds/
https://www.helis.com/database/news/mh-60s_almds/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRXiX1HmXjY
https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/products/sikorsky-mh-60-seahawk-helicopters.html
https://www.seaforces.org/usnair/HSM/Helicopter-Maritime-Strike-Squadron-37.htm
https://www.seaforces.org/usnair/HSM/Helicopter-Maritime-Strike-Squadron-37.htm
https://youtu.be/YPGlciWyLaE?si=S7ynIzyAzVpUmK8C
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_Wayne_E._Meyer
https://www.militaryaerospace.com/communications/article/16718620/raytheon-wins-another-contract-for-multispectral-targeting-systems-for-navy-helicopters


(US Navy Photo) This chopper belongs to the Helicopter Maritime Strike Squadron 37 

(HSM-37) "Easyriders", and IS one of the two Seahawks (#31 and #41) that were dispatched 

from the USS Wayne E. Meyer to Maui on August 8th. While it still has the standard nose-

mounted Raytheon Multi-Spectral Electro-Optical Targeting System (EOTS) for targeting 

and imaging, it's shown here without the extra fuel tank for extended range). This IS the same 

exact helicopter seen over Maui.  

 

Seahawk detachments typically perform anti-submarine and anti-mine operations, which 

often utilize a laser module about the same size and shape as the extra fuel tank (and in the 

same position) so it's easy to confuse the two at first, ESPECIALLY WHEN THE 

IDENTIFYING NUMBER (#41) HAs BEEN REMOVED OR COVERED, AS THEY 

WERE OVER MAUI. They can also perform search and "rescue" operations, but the only 

helicopters that rescued anyone were a Navy CH-47 Chinook that rescued 14 people and a Coast 

Guard MH-65 Dolphin that rescued 17. 

The crew of this particular Seahawk posted about their mission on Facebook, where they claimed 

to have "searched the coastline for survivors who escaped the wildfires in Lahaina and 

helped coordinate firefighting efforts by identifying hotspots from the air." Based on the 

configuration of the chopper this appears to be what they were actually equipped to do, SO 

WHY COVER/REMOVE THE NUMBERS? 

https://www.seaforces.org/usnair/HSM/Helicopter-Maritime-Strike-Squadron-37.htm
https://www.seaforces.org/usnair/HSM/Helicopter-Maritime-Strike-Squadron-37.htm
https://youtu.be/YPGlciWyLaE?si=S7ynIzyAzVpUmK8C
https://youtu.be/YPGlciWyLaE?si=S7ynIzyAzVpUmK8C
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_Wayne_E._Meyer
https://www.militaryaerospace.com/communications/article/16718620/raytheon-wins-another-contract-for-multispectral-targeting-systems-for-navy-helicopters
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=611590104435253&set=pb.100067528056461.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=611590104435253&set=pb.100067528056461.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=611590104435253&set=pcb.611590857768511
https://youtu.be/YPGlciWyLaE?si=S7ynIzyAzVpUmK8C
https://www.facebook.com/USCGCKimball/posts/pfbid0Gomrf5HVF5MMd6ma7J5hJfwiJadavDjGsaJt85ndhCLCfJFb39D9rCrTtvDLxYial
https://www.facebook.com/USCGCKimball/posts/pfbid0Gomrf5HVF5MMd6ma7J5hJfwiJadavDjGsaJt85ndhCLCfJFb39D9rCrTtvDLxYial
https://www.facebook.com/HSM37EasyriderOhana/posts/pfbid02iea6VZT1EfwFJ2xSc2Vos5idc1sWSR2wCDvWZfL2zrWtxyVPa4GqMS6bgsgrH97Rl
https://www.facebook.com/HSM37EasyriderOhana/posts/pfbid02iea6VZT1EfwFJ2xSc2Vos5idc1sWSR2wCDvWZfL2zrWtxyVPa4GqMS6bgsgrH97Rl
https://www.facebook.com/HSM37EasyriderOhana/posts/pfbid02iea6VZT1EfwFJ2xSc2Vos5idc1sWSR2wCDvWZfL2zrWtxyVPa4GqMS6bgsgrH97Rl


The crew of 

this Seahawk posted about their mission on Facebook, where they claimed to have "searched the 

coastline for survivors who escaped the wildfires in Lahaina and helped coordinate 

firefighting efforts by identifying hotspots from the air." Based on the configuration of the 

chopper this appears to be what they were actually equipped to do, SO WHY 

COVER/REMOVE THE NUMBERS? 

https://www.facebook.com/HSM37EasyriderOhana/posts/pfbid02iea6VZT1EfwFJ2xSc2Vos5idc1sWSR2wCDvWZfL2zrWtxyVPa4GqMS6bgsgrH97Rl
https://www.facebook.com/HSM37EasyriderOhana/posts/pfbid02iea6VZT1EfwFJ2xSc2Vos5idc1sWSR2wCDvWZfL2zrWtxyVPa4GqMS6bgsgrH97Rl
https://www.facebook.com/HSM37EasyriderOhana/posts/pfbid02iea6VZT1EfwFJ2xSc2Vos5idc1sWSR2wCDvWZfL2zrWtxyVPa4GqMS6bgsgrH97Rl


Besides 

the missing number (#41) on the chopper, another oddity is found in their Facebook posts from 

the days prior to the fire, where they packed up early before the end of Exercise Talisman 

Sabre ("NOT JUST AN EXERCISE") and shipped out to Pearl Harbor to rendezvous with 

the USS Wayne E. Meyer, just in time to respond as part of the Defense Support of Civil 

Authorities (DSCA), which was activated some time between 3:21 pm and 4:30 pm on 

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=611590104435253&set=pcb.611590857768511
https://www.facebook.com/HSM37EasyriderOhana/posts/pfbid0LetXRRHkP6ZvhHj48c7W1X9aezabCnbDKhEPb8nXi2FoN8St7aJNvrDMjsCubrk4l
https://www.facebook.com/HSM37EasyriderOhana/posts/pfbid0LetXRRHkP6ZvhHj48c7W1X9aezabCnbDKhEPb8nXi2FoN8St7aJNvrDMjsCubrk4l
https://www.defense.gov/Multimedia/Experience/Exercise-Talisman-Sabre/
https://www.defense.gov/Multimedia/Experience/Exercise-Talisman-Sabre/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_Wayne_E._Meyer


August 8th. Easyrider #31 still has its ID# on the 

plane to Pearl Harbor. 

https://www.facebook.com/reel/1672737933176841
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1672737933176841


Easyrider #41 (according to its exhaust covers) may not have its ID# showing, on the plane 

to Pearl Harbor. This IS MOST LIKELY the same exact helicopter seen over Maui.  

 

Besides the missing numbers (#31 or #41) on the chopper, another oddity is found in their 

Facebook posts from the days prior to the fire, where they packed up early before the end of 

Exercise Talisman Sabre ("NOT JUST AN EXERCISE") and shipped out to Pearl Harbor 

to rendezvous with the USS Wayne E. Meyer (DDG-108), just in time to respond as part of 

the Defense Support of Civil Authorities (DSCA), which was activated some time between 

3:21 pm and 4:30 pm on August 8th. 

Helicopter Maritime Strike Squadron 37 (HSM-37) "Easyriders" packed up early before 

the end of Exercise Talisman Sabre ("NOT JUST AN EXERCISE") and shipped out to 

Pearl Harbor to rendezvous with the USS Wayne E. Meyer (DDG-108), just in time to 

respond as part of the Defense Support of Civil Authorities (DSCA), which was activated 

some time between 3:21 pm and 4:30 pm on August 8th.  

 

Due to the similarities in configuration, the missing ID numbers (#41), and similar responding 

detachments from other squadrons also being within range at the time, I originally misidentified 

this chopper to be from the "LASERHAWKS" of Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron 26 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=611590104435253&set=pb.100067528056461.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=611590104435253&set=pb.100067528056461.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=611590104435253&set=pcb.611590857768511
https://www.facebook.com/HSM37EasyriderOhana/posts/pfbid0LetXRRHkP6ZvhHj48c7W1X9aezabCnbDKhEPb8nXi2FoN8St7aJNvrDMjsCubrk4l
https://www.facebook.com/HSM37EasyriderOhana/posts/pfbid0LetXRRHkP6ZvhHj48c7W1X9aezabCnbDKhEPb8nXi2FoN8St7aJNvrDMjsCubrk4l
https://www.defense.gov/Multimedia/Experience/Exercise-Talisman-Sabre/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_Wayne_E._Meyer
https://www.seaforces.org/usnair/HSM/Helicopter-Maritime-Strike-Squadron-37.htm
https://www.defense.gov/Multimedia/Experience/Exercise-Talisman-Sabre/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_Wayne_E._Meyer
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=611590104435253&set=pcb.611590857768511
https://news.usni.org/2017/01/11/navy-finalizing-counter-mine-package-for-lcs-other-ships-shore-operators-may-also-use-it


(HSC-26), Detachment 2, equipped with the Airborne Laser Mine Detection System 

(ALMDS).  

 

Airborne Laser Mine Detection Systems (ALMDS) use the same mount position as the extra 

fuel tank and are of a similar size and shape. Laserhawks also have the optical targeting system 

in the nose, which instead controls an (ALMDS) laser module on the retractable "wing". 

Alternatively, the nose-mounted Seahawk EOTS can easily be swapped with a 50 kW nose-

mounted laser pod from an Apache (the USS America (LHA-6) typically carries up to 7 of 

these Apache lasers in their inventory). 

Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron 26 (HSC-26) Detachment 2 (LASERHAWKS), which 

often deploys from the USS America (LHA-6) with the Ronald Reagan Carrier Strike Group 

5 (CSG-5), providing ordnance, critical logistical, SAR, and MEDEVAC support (mostly for 

anti-mine missions as well as humanitarian search and "rescue" missions). 

https://news.usni.org/2017/01/11/navy-finalizing-counter-mine-package-for-lcs-other-ships-shore-operators-may-also-use-it
https://news.usni.org/2017/01/11/navy-finalizing-counter-mine-package-for-lcs-other-ships-shore-operators-may-also-use-it
https://www.navaltoday.com/2019/06/17/us-navy-tests-laser-based-almds-mine-warfare-system-during-baltops/
https://www.helis.com/database/news/mh-60s_almds/
https://www.navaltoday.com/2019/06/17/us-navy-tests-laser-based-almds-mine-warfare-system-during-baltops/
https://raytheon.mediaroom.com/2017-06-19-Raytheon-unveils-compact-Multi-Spectral-Targeting-System-TM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3EjOyrFXF4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3EjOyrFXF4
https://www.c7f.navy.mil/About-Us/Facts-Sheet/
https://www.c7f.navy.mil/About-Us/Facts-Sheet/
https://www.helis.com/database/news/mh-60s_almds/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HSC-25
https://www.c7f.navy.mil/About-Us/Facts-Sheet/


Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron 26 (HSC-26) Detachment 2 (LASERHAWKS), which 

often deploys from the USS America (LHA-6) with the Ronald Reagan Carrier Strike Group 

5 (CSG-5), providing ordnance, critical logistical, SAR, and MEDEVAC support (mostly for 

anti-mine missions as well as humanitarian search and "rescue" missions).  

 

Laserhawks were confirmed to be within range of Maui at the time, but are NOT confirmed to 

have been involved in the disaster response. They were present aboard The United States 7th 

Fleet's Amphibious and Mine Countermeasure ship, the USS America (LHA-6), which has 

at least two Seahawks as part of the Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron 26 (HSC-26) 

Detachment 2 (LASERHAWKS), which routinely participates in Fleet and Theater exercises 

(RIMPAC, Foal Eagle, Cobra Gold, CARAT, C/JLOTS, and TALISMAN SABRE) and also 

provides a wide variety of support services at NAB, Coronado California.  

https://www.helis.com/database/news/mh-60s_almds/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HSC-25
https://www.c7f.navy.mil/About-Us/Facts-Sheet/
https://www.c7f.navy.mil/About-Us/Facts-Sheet/
https://www.c7f.navy.mil/About-Us/Facts-Sheet/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_America_(LHA-6)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_America_(LHA-6)
https://www.helis.com/database/news/mh-60s_almds/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naval_Beach_Group_One
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RIMPAC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foal_Eagle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cobra_Gold
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cooperation_Afloat_Readiness_and_Training
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=C/JLOTS&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exercise_Talisman_Saber
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naval_Beach_Group_One
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naval_Beach_Group_One


An MH-60S Sea Hawk helicopter from the "LASERHAWKS" of Helicopter Sea Combat 

Squadron (HSC) 26, Detachment 2, equipped with the Airborne Laser Mine Detection 

System (ALMDS) conducts flight operations on August 4th, 2014. US Navy photo. 

 

 

Nearly the size of an aircraft carrier, the USS America (LHA-6) is capable of carrying dozens 

of helicopters, MV22 Ospreys and F-35B Joint Strike Fighter aircraft along with more than 

1,700 Marines and their equipment. Amphibious ships are specifically designed to operate 

relatively close to shore, using landing craft in support of amphibious operations ashore. It often 

forward deploys with the Ronald Reagan Carrier Strike Group 5 (CSG 5), providing 

ordnance, critical logistical, SAR, and MEDEVAC support (mostly for anti-mine missions as 

well as humanitarian search and "rescue" missions). 

https://news.usni.org/2017/01/11/navy-finalizing-counter-mine-package-for-lcs-other-ships-shore-operators-may-also-use-it
https://news.usni.org/2017/01/11/navy-finalizing-counter-mine-package-for-lcs-other-ships-shore-operators-may-also-use-it
https://news.usni.org/2017/01/11/navy-finalizing-counter-mine-package-for-lcs-other-ships-shore-operators-may-also-use-it
https://news.usni.org/2017/01/11/navy-finalizing-counter-mine-package-for-lcs-other-ships-shore-operators-may-also-use-it
https://www.c7f.navy.mil/About-Us/Facts-Sheet/
https://www.c7f.navy.mil/About-Us/Facts-Sheet/
https://www.c7f.navy.mil/About-Us/Facts-Sheet/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HSC-25
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HSC-25


Nearly the size of an aircraft carrier, USS America is capable of carrying dozens of 

helicopters, MV22 Ospreys and F-35B Joint Strike Fighter aircraft along with more than 1,700 

Marines and their equipment.  

 

Update #2: After Hawaii's acting lieutenant governor, Sylvia Luke, declared the emergency 

for Maui at 3:21 pm, local and state emergency officials requested Defense Support of Civil 

Authorities (DSCA) from the Joint Task Force Civil Support (JTF-CS) and DoD dispatched 

the US Northern Command (US NORTHCOM), and the US Indo-Pacific Command (US 

INDOPACOM), which just finished hosting the wargames exercise Talisman Sabre (NOT 

JUST AN EXERCISE) aboard the USS Ronald Reagan (which is ironically called for help).  

https://www.c7f.navy.mil/About-Us/Facts-Sheet/
https://www.c7f.navy.mil/About-Us/Facts-Sheet/
https://www.c7f.navy.mil/About-Us/Facts-Sheet/
https://www.jtfcs.northcom.mil/About/Factsheets/Article/1199952/joint-task-force-civil-support-fact-sheet/
https://sgp.fas.org/eprint/northcom-opplans.html
https://www.ndia.org/events/2021/3/8/1540---post-2021
https://youtu.be/AjMz2Ufi_E0
https://youtu.be/AjMz2Ufi_E0


After Hawaii's acting lieutenant governor, Sylvia Luke, declared the emergency for Maui 

at 3:21 pm, local and state emergency officials requested Defense Support of Civil Authorities 

(DSCA) from the Joint Task Force Civil Support (JTF-CS) and DoD dispatched the US 

Northern Command (US NORTHCOM), and the US Indo-Pacific Command (US 

INDOPACOM), which just finished hosting the wargames exercise Talisman Sabre (NOT 

JUST AN EXERCISE) aboard the USS Ronald Reagan (which is ironically called for help).  

 

 

I am also looking for any graphs or charts of HECO electric grids at the precise times the fires 

started. The Kula fires, Upcountry fires, and the first Lahaina fire all began at 6:30am on 

8/8, the exact moment that power was restored to the grid. (The Olinda fire began the night 

before (on the 7th) when a powerline "sparked" in a brilliant flash that can be seen far above the 

ground.) If we can see how much power was flowing and when, it might help nail down another 

data point and build a case. You never know what's relevant until something actually 

corroborates or can be proven with evidence, so keep an eye out for any people, places, things, 

and events that may seem irrelevant or unrelated at first, because almost nothing actually is, 

especially when the fact checker smokescreen is a sure-fire way of calibrating when you're over 

the target. 

 

I am also looking for medical reports that cite burn injuries that may indicate contact with molten 

surfaces, to corroborate the many reports of "napalm-like" burns that were alleged to have 

occurred from contacting molten asphalt and metals etc. 

https://www.jtfcs.northcom.mil/About/Factsheets/Article/1199952/joint-task-force-civil-support-fact-sheet/
https://sgp.fas.org/eprint/northcom-opplans.html
https://sgp.fas.org/eprint/northcom-opplans.html
https://www.ndia.org/events/2021/3/8/1540---post-2021
https://youtu.be/AjMz2Ufi_E0
https://youtu.be/AjMz2Ufi_E0
https://youtu.be/7Q6lNB6yilY?si=2BKSnDIyqFyu_mc9
https://youtu.be/7Q6lNB6yilY?si=2BKSnDIyqFyu_mc9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8013xT59D9g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8013xT59D9g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8013xT59D9g


https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cv9LdA-rlgD/ 

 

The only general evacuation notices were County of Maui Facebook posts (with one exception 

where the Maui Fire Chief Brad Ventura was called on his vacation in Colorado and he sent a 

text warning FROM COLORADO for a single neighborhood), when there was already no 

phone, no internet, no power, no sirens, and no water? Yeah, Manuel at the Commission on 

Water and Resource Management, who declined water to Lahaina firemen, was already 

reassigned to a different unspecified position within the Department of Land and Natural 

Resources (DLNR). But then again, the major shareholders of the utilities on Hawai'i are 

the corporate oligarchies of Blackrock Inc, Vanguard Group, and the Carlyle Group, so 

collusion should be no surprise here, it's "par for the course".  

 

"Too many coincidences is evidence of no coincidence at all." - Jason Breshears, ARCHAIX 

 

I will also be showing objects that “burned” and the approximate order in which they were 

destroyed, along with photos, videos, and locations of BLUE objects, and the approximate order 

they survived. (The city "burned" from the east side towards the southwest, then the “fire” 

turned north AGAINST the 80 mph wind later that evening.) Also, the locations of boats 

anchored out to sea that also "burned", and the approximate range at which rescue boats couldn't 

advance any closer to shore (about 600 to 1200 feet depending on the time and location. For 

example, the water near Baby beach at 5:30 pm seems to have been safe almost near the beach 

but not by 10:30 pm, however down by the harbor it was about 1200 feet or more where boats 

couldn't get any closer, until some time between 8:30 pm and 1:30 am, again depending on 

location.) I've seen many blue cars, blue houses, blue-green buckets, and even blue shirts and a 

blue paper pamphlet, which will be placed on the updated map. 

Eric West of the Hawaii Real Estate YouTube channel has been a godsend during this 

obviously un-natural disaster. When the fire was still happening, he hit the trails on his dirt bike 

with 4K GoPros and drones. He was also able to get in and collect footage of the entire Ground 

Zero area, house by house, and blue car by blue car, which turned out to be good for more than 

just surveying the damage to life and property, but the damage to liberty as well. He has taken 

great risks, both financial and personal, and has lost his job with his old real estate company and 

been harassed by police for the truth he began sharing after the sacred town of Lahaina was 

wiped off the map as part of a land grab for the diabolic plans of narcissistic billionaires with no 

regard for the sanctity of human life. He is documenting everyone and everything that happened 

in the early moments, to preserve the truth so people can know what's really going on, and what 

we can do about it. He's doing it, and we can to. No matter where you place your faith, we all 

have a calling and I pray that you answer yours when you receive it. Hoʻoponopono, Aloha, and 

Mahalo.      

Below is an investigation white board that will get updated over time. Feel free to edit and add 

your own data points, but please share in the comments. Here's the link to the map: 

https://imgur.com/a/LHkda99 

https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=6913783975321432&set=pcb.6913784025321427
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/maui-emergency-management-director-defends-decision-not-sound-sirens-f-rcna100336
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2023/aug/17/hawaii-fires-maui-water-rights-disaster-capitalism
https://freepressers.com/articles/equity-obsessed-hawaii-official-delayed-water-to-maui
https://freepressers.com/articles/equity-obsessed-hawaii-official-delayed-water-to-maui
https://freepressers.com/articles/equity-obsessed-hawaii-official-delayed-water-to-maui
https://freepressers.com/articles/equity-obsessed-hawaii-official-delayed-water-to-maui
https://www.wallstreetzen.com/stocks/us/nyse/he/ownership
https://www.wallstreetzen.com/stocks/us/nyse/he/ownership
https://www.hawaiiantel.com/aboutus/Our-History
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDeIYVoMQ-4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDeIYVoMQ-4
https://www.youtube.com/@hawaiirealestateorg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3b4w7P2xkqU&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3b4w7P2xkqU&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7PSYNqZqAVs
https://youtu.be/_zik2vcn1yk?si=252L9wQIKR9q9P_1
https://youtu.be/_zik2vcn1yk?si=252L9wQIKR9q9P_1
https://youtu.be/NO83K8s8dnk?si=4PTNfqsGWYKgpQmq
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W6_RyE6XZiw
https://imgur.com/a/LHkda99
https://imgur.com/a/LHkda99


Investigation white board that will get updated over time. Feel free to edit and add your 

own data points, but please share in the comments below. 

https://imgur.com/a/LHkda99
https://imgur.com/a/LHkda99


Damage assessment for Lahaina. Purple dots indicate destroyed structures. Around 80-

85% of Lahaina properties were destroyed.  

 

 

Timeline: A history of relevant events is necessary for 

complete context: 

 

 

June 1st, 1970: "Forest Fire as a Military Weapon"; 

DARPA sponsored a study by the US Department of Agriculture's Forest Service, titled 

"Forest Fire as a Military Weapon". The report was released on June 1st, 1970, and was 

archived by the Department of Defense Technical Information Center. (The report was originally 

labelled "Secret", although distribution was authorized to U.S. Gov't. agencies and their 

contractors. It was unclassified by DARPA on May 10th, 1983. 

https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/AD0509724.pdf
https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/AD0509724.pdf
https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/citations/AD0509724


DARPA 

sponsored a study by the US Department of Agriculture's Forest Service, titled "Forest 

Fire as a Military Weapon".  

"Is the military industrial complex insane enough to incinerate Earth's last remaining forests in 

order to achieve the objectives of the global controllers? The short answer is yes. A formerly 

classified US military document titled "Forest Fire As A Military Weapon" is a truly shocking 

exposé of planned scorched Earth destruction. The US Forest Service actually participated in the 

research and planning that went into this military instruction manual for carrying 

out orchestrated forest fire catastrophes. What part have climate intervention operations played 

in the preparation of forests for extreme and unprecedented incineration all over the world? The 

video report below reveals the shocking degree of research that the US military and the US 

Forest Service has put into preparing forests for extreme incineration."  

https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/AD0509724.pdf
https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/AD0509724.pdf
https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/AD0509724.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nmL0aTXXoM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rf78rEAJvhY&t=3969s
https://youtu.be/3aIqqvNnYYM
https://youtu.be/3aIqqvNnYYM
https://youtu.be/3aIqqvNnYYM


https://www.youtube.com/embed/3aIqqvNnYYM  

This video report reveals the shocking degree of research that the US military and the US Forest 

Service has put into preparing forests for extreme incineration.  

 

 

 

December 17th, 2013: This day was officially designated by 

the State of Hawaii as "JUMPSmartMaui Day";  

"During the period between 2011 and 2016, there had been a smart 

community project called JUMPSmartMaui (JSM) held on the island of 

Maui, Hawaii, U.S. With the objective of effective utilization of 

renewable energy, that had been penetrating on a larger scale, and 

widespread deployment of electric vehicles (EVs), a smart community 

was constructed by Hawaiian and Japanese stakeholders, headed by the New Energy and 

Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO) of Japan. 

During the period between 2011 and 2016, there had been a smart 

community project called JUMPSmartMaui (JSM) held on the island of 

Maui, Hawaii. 

 

 

Smart community is a social system that integrates advanced 

https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/category/engineering-wildfires/
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/category/engineering-wildfires/
https://www.nedo.go.jp/english/news/reports_20130222.html
https://www.nedo.go.jp/english/news/reports_20130222.html
https://www.nedo.go.jp/content/100864936.pdf
https://www.nedo.go.jp/content/100864936.pdf
https://www.nedo.go.jp/content/100864936.pdf
https://www.nedo.go.jp/content/100864936.pdf
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-981-15-2989-4_3


environmental and energy technologies and provides citizens belonging to the community with a 

sustainable, safe and secure(d) society.  

Overall structure of JUMPSmartMaui Smart Community System.  

 

 

A ceremony to commemorate the commencement of the project 

was held on December 17, 2013, the day when the whole system 

commenced the operation as a project. This day was officially 

designated by the State of Hawaii as JUMPSmartMaui Day" 

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-981-15-2989-4_3
https://www.nedo.go.jp/content/100864936.pdf


Former Maui Mayor Arakawa participating in the JUMPSmartMaui Project.  

 

February 18th, 2015: The New Smart Grid in Hawaii; 

JUMPSmartMaui Project; 

Hitachi announced that it has begun operations on the demonstration site for the "Japan-U.S. 

Island Grid Project" (commonly referred to as "JUMPSmartMaui") on the island of Maui, 

Hawaii, in collaboration with the New Energy and Industrial Technology Development 

Organization (NEDO), Mizuho Bank, Ltd. and Cyber Defense Institute, Inc. An opening 

ceremony was held on Maui to coincide with the launch of site operations.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gWh1J5iPDfI  

JUMPSmartMaui Project  

 

Attendees at the ceremony included Mr. Hiroshi Kuniyoshi, Executive Director at NEDO; 

Mr. Koji Tanaka, Executive Vice President and Executive Officer at Hitachi; Mr. Kosuke 

Nakamura, Managing Executive Officer at Mizuho Bank; and Mr. Makoto Kubota, President of 

Cyber Defense Institute. Also, Mr. Alan M. Arakawa, (former) Mayor of Maui County, and 

Ms. Sharon Suzuki, President of Maui Electric Company attended the ceremony. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/m9ER7gMO_ww?si=mvMj_GMFdzr72M5E  

JUMPSmartMaui Project  

https://social-innovation.hitachi/en/case_studies/the-new-smart-grid-in-hawaii-jumpsmartmaui-project/
https://www.hitachi.eu/en/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/final_maui_press_release.pdf
https://www.hitachi.eu/en/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/final_maui_press_release.pdf
https://www.nedo.go.jp/content/100864936.pdf
https://www.nedo.go.jp/content/100864936.pdf
https://social-innovation.hitachi/en/case_studies/the-new-smart-grid-in-hawaii-jumpsmartmaui-project/
https://social-innovation.hitachi/en/case_studies/the-new-smart-grid-in-hawaii-jumpsmartmaui-project/


 

"The goal of this project, which is based on an agreement between the American and 

Japanese governments, is to demonstrate smart grid technologies that will enable the 

efficient use of renewable energy and will contribute to the implementation of a low-carbon 

social infrastructure system in island regions. Based on the results of analysis and evaluations, 

the goal of this site is to build a business model for future “Island Smart Grids” that will be 

built in other sub-tropical regions (like the Greek island of Rhodes and Spanish island of 

Tenerife)." 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/3Aesy38NnAw?si=Qin1MA-VchojdVUz  

Hosts Jay Fidell and Michael Hamnett speak with Marc Matsuura (Hawaii Natural Energy 

Institute) about the JumpStart Maui Project and the latest progress in moving to a smart grid. 

Also Featured: Derrick Sonoda (Hawaiian Electric) with some helpful tips for energy 

conservation.  

 

 

 

March 4th, 2015: ATHENA laser stops truck in field test; 

Lockheed Martin's 30-kilowatt fiber laser weapon system successfully disabled the engine of 

a small truck during a field test, demonstrating the rapidly evolving precision capability to 

protect military forces and (destroy) critical infrastructure. 

Known as ATHENA, for Advanced Test High Energy Asset, the ground-based prototype 

https://www.nedo.go.jp/content/100864936.pdf
https://www.nedo.go.jp/content/100864936.pdf
https://www.nedo.go.jp/english/news/reports_20130222.html
https://www.nedo.go.jp/english/news/reports_20130222.html
https://www.nedo.go.jp/english/news/reports_20130222.html
https://www.nedo.go.jp/english/news/reports_20130222.html
https://phys.org/news/2015-03-laser-weapon-truck-field.html


system "burned" through the engine manifold in a matter of seconds from more than a 

mile away. 

.  

Known as ATHENA, for Advanced Test High Energy Asset, the ground-based prototype 

system "burned" through the engine manifold in a matter of seconds from more than a mile 

away. (To be fair, a 30 kW beam could technically do this in less than a minute, so the claim of 

seconds is still semantically accurate. I'll explain more later.) The truck was mounted on 

a test platform with its engine and drive train running to simulate an operationally-relevant test 

scenario. This test represents the next step to providing lightweight and rugged laser weapon 

systems for military aircraft, helicopters, ships and trucks. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/48QPwrTRfAI?si=0GJ11NAYWg5T-XHW  

ATHENA, for Advanced Test High Energy Asset, the ground-based prototype system "burned" 

through the engine manifold in a matter of seconds from more than a mile away.  

The demonstration marked the first field testing of an integrated 30-kilowatt, single-mode 

fiber laser weapon system prototype. Through a technique called spectral beam combining, 

multiple fiber laser modules form a single, powerful, high-quality beam that provides 

greater efficiency and lethality than multiple individual 10-kilowatt lasers used in other 

systems. 

 

 

September 25th-27th, 2015: UN-Sustainable Development Summit 2015; "Transforming 

Our World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development" 

The United Nations summit for the adoption of the post-2015 development agenda was held 

from 25 to 27 September 2015, in New York and convened as a high-level plenary meeting of 

the General Assembly (big wigs). 

 

At the three-day summit on sustainable development in 2015, more than 150 world leaders 

(traitors) gathered at United Nations Headquarters in New York to formally approve an 

ambitious (arrogant) new agenda for sustainable development (shameful divestment). 

The new plan (ploy), called Transforming Our World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development, included a declaration, of 17 sustainable development (shameful divestment) 

goals and 169 targets. 

https://phys.org/tags/laser+weapon/
https://www.un.org/en/conferences/environment/newyork2015
https://undocs.org/en/A/RES/70/1
https://undocs.org/en/A/RES/70/1
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/hlpf
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/953
https://undocs.org/en/A/RES/70/1
https://undocs.org/en/A/RES/70/1
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/




Transforming Our World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (Shameful 

Divestment)  

 

The goal of the plan (ploy): to find new ways to improve (impair) the lives of the world's 

people, to eradicate (advocate) poverty, to promote (prohibit) prosperity and well-being for all, to 

protect (procure) the environment, and to fight against (with) climate change (weather warfare). 

Two months later, at the 2015 Paris Conference on Climate Change also known as COP21 

(CO-OPT21), the Paris (disparaged) Agreement was signed, then ratified by 187 parties 

(traitors). 

"There has been numerous inputs to the agenda, notably a set of Sustainable Development 

(Shameful Divestment) Goals (SDGs) proposed by an open (a closed) working group (think 

tank) of the General Assembly, the report of an intergovernmental committee (a treasonous 

collusion) of experts (shills) on sustainable development (shameful divestment) financing, GA 

dialogues on technology (tech-apology) facilitation, and many others. 

 

Introduction of the Declaration of The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (the 2030 

Agenda for Shameful Divestment):  

Introduction 

1. We, the Heads of State and Government (Hydra) and High (on drugs) Representatives, 

meeting at the United Nations (Hydra) Headquarters in New York from 25-27 September 

2015 as the Organization celebrates its seventieth anniversary, have decided today (without 

your knowledge or consent) on new global Sustainable Development (Shameful Divestment) 

Goals. 

2. On behalf of the peoples we serve (shirk), we have adopted (concocted) a historic decision on 

a comprehensive, far-reaching (over-reaching) and people-centred (people-countered) set of 

universal and transformative Goals and targets. We commit (y)ourselves to working tirelessly for 

the full implementation (imposition) of this Agenda by 2030. We recognize that eradicating 

(advocating) poverty in all its forms and dimensions, including extreme poverty, is the greatest 

global challenge and an indispensable requirement for sustainable development (destitution). We 

are committed to achieving sustainable development (shameful divestment) in its three 

dimensions (dementias) – economic (destitution), social (deprivation) and environmental 

(destruction) – in a(n un)balanced and integrated manner. We will also build upon the 

achievements of the Millennium Development Goals and seek to address their "unfinished 

business" (Agenda 21). 

3. We resolve, between now and 2030, to end (institute) poverty and hunger everywhere; to 

combat (compound) inequalities within and among countries; to build (bill) peaceful, just and 

inclusive societies; to protect (prohibit) human rights and promote gender equality (neutrality) 

and the empowerment (trafficking) of women and girls; and to ensure the lasting protection 

(predation) of the planet and its natural resources. We resolve also to create (conclude) 

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N15/291/89/PDF/N1529189.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N15/291/89/PDF/N1529189.pdf?OpenElement
https://www.bitchute.com/video/eTmNI9YO4O3x/
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/cop21/
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/cop21/
https://www.dev.un.org/sites/un2.un.org/files/2015_accord_de_paris.pdf
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/953
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/953
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/953
http://un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
http://un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
http://un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
http://un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/953
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/953
https://sdgs.un.org/2030agenda
https://sdgs.un.org/2030agenda


conditions for sustainable, inclusive and sustained economic growth, shared prosperity and 

decent work for all, taking into account different levels of national development and capacities. 

4. As we embark on this great (grating) collective journey, we pledge that no one will be left 

behind (everyone will be taken). Recognizing that the dignity of the human person* is 

fundamental, we (still) wish to see the Goals and targets met for all nations and peoples and 

for all segments of society. And we will endeavour to reach (grab) the furthest behind first.  

 

*(The phrase "human person" is used intentionally, in accordance with Black's Law 

Dictionary definitions of "human" and "person", hence their additional use of the word 

"society" there:  

 

"Human: Monster. A prodigious birth; a human birth or offspring not having the shape of 

mankind, which cannot be heir to any land, albeit (even though) it be brought forth in 

marriage."  

 

"Person: A man considered according to the rank he holds in SOCIETY, with all the rights to 

which the place he holds entitles him, and the duties which it imposes. A human, being 

considered as capable of having rights and of being charged with duties; while a “thing” is the 

object over which rights may be exercised." 

 

According to their legal definitions, the logical conclusion is that a "human person" is legally 

defined as a "monster not having the shape of mankind, which cannot be heir to any land, and 

is only considered "capable of having rights" according to the place he holds in the SOCIETY 

that entitles him, and the duties which SOCIETY imposes. Basically, he owns nothing, not 

even himself so long as he is "the object over which rights may be exercised", and is only 

"entitled" to natural born rights based on the rank and duties the society imposes on him.  

 

(This form of illegitimate corporate law is the antithesis of natural law; because it lacks 

informed consent and steals the freedom of choice (a violation of liberty, called fraud), it steals 

income and property through non-consensual taxation and seizure (violations of property, 

called extortion and theft), and it perpetrates that extortion and theft via threats of imminent 

deadly force (a violation of life, called murder). These few examples alone demonstrate it to be 

objectively immoral and unethical, which justifies speaking and defending against it.) 

5. This is an Agenda of unprecedented (unprincipled) scope and significance. It is accepted 

(excepted) by all countries and (but) is applicable to all, (without) taking into account different 

national realities, capacities and levels of development and respecting national policies and 

priorities. These are universal goals and targets which involve (devolve) the entire world, 

developed and developing countries alike. They are integrated (compartmentalized) and 

indivisible (divisive) and balance the three dimensions (dementias) of sustainable development 

(divestment). 

6. The Goals and targets are the result of over two (seventy) years of intensive public 

consultation (consolation) and engagement (collusion) with civil society (governments) and 

other stakeholders (corporations) around the world, which paid particular attention to (silence) 

https://thelawdictionary.org/
https://thelawdictionary.org/
https://thelawdictionary.org/monster/
https://thelawdictionary.org/person/


the voices of the poorest and most vulnerable. This consultation (consolation) included valuable 

work done by the 

General Assembly Open Working Group on Sustainable Development Goals 

(Global Government Closed Think Tank on Shameful Divestment Goals), 

and by the United Nations (Tied-Up Nations), whose Secretary-General provided a synthesis 

report in December 2014." 

 

 

 

December 12th, 2015: The Paris Agreement at the UN Climate Change Conference 

(COP21); 

World leaders (traitors) at the UN Climate Change(r) Conference (COP21) (CO-OPT21) in 

Paris reached a breakthrough (takeover) on 12 December 2015: the historic Paris Agreement 

(Disparaged Agreement).  

The Agreement (aggression) sets long-term goals to guide (guile) all nations: 

• substantially reduce global greenhouse gas emissions (emitters) to limit the global 

temperature increase in this century to 2 degrees Celsius (3000 °F) while pursuing efforts 

to limit the increase even further to 1.5 degrees; 

• review (renew) countries’ commitments (concession-tributes) every five years; 

• provide financing for developing (divesting) countries to mitigate (modulate) climate 

change (weather warfare), strengthen resilience (Build Back Better), and enhance abilities 

to adapt (attack) with climate impacts. 

The Agreement (Aggression) is a legally binding (blinding) international treaty. It entered 

into force on 4 November 2016. Today, 194 Parties (traitors) have joined the Paris (Disparaged) 

Agreement. The Paris (Disparaged) Agreement provides a durable framework guiding 

(guiling) the global effort for decades to come (Until December 31st, 2030, when Agenda 

2030 passes the "torch" to it's successor, the "Great Reset"). It marks the beginning of a shift 

towards a net-zero emissions world. Implementation (Instigation) of the Agreement 

(Aggression) is also essential for the achievement of the Sustainable Development 

(Shameful Divestment) Goals, or SDG's. 

The Paris (Disparaged) Agreement works on a five-year cycle of increasingly ambitious 

(aggressive) climate action (attacks) carried out by (on) countries. Every five years, each 

country is expected to submit an updated national climate action (attack) plan - known 

as Nationally Determined Contribution (Concession-tribute), or NDC. 

In their NDCs, countries communicate actions they will take to reduce their greenhouse gas 

emissions (emitters) in order to reach the goals of the Paris (Disparaged) Agreement. 

Countries also communicate in the NDCs the actions they will take to build resilience to adapt 

to the impacts of rising temperatures (by 3000 °F). 

 

https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/paris-agreement
http://www.cop21paris.org/
http://www.cop21paris.org/
http://www.cop21paris.org/
http://www.cop21paris.org/
http://unfccc.int/files/essential_background/convention/application/pdf/english_paris_agreement.pdf
https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=XXVII-7-d&chapter=27&clang=_en
https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=XXVII-7-d&chapter=27&clang=_en
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/953
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/now-is-the-time-for-a-great-reset/
https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/net-zero-coalition
https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/17-goals-to-transform-our-world
https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/17-goals-to-transform-our-world
https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/all-about-ndcs
https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/all-about-ndcs
https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/all-about-ndcs
https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/all-about-ndcs


In 2023, the first “Global StockTake” (Global Take Over) will assess progress on Paris 

(Disparaged) Agreement goals. This process will further encourage countries to take 

ambitious (aggressive) climate actions that keep warming below 1.5 degrees Celsius (3000 

°F) .   

To better frame the efforts towards the long-term goal, the Paris (Disparaged) Agreement 

invites (incites) countries to formulate and submit long-term strategies. Unlike NDCs, they 

are not mandatory. 

The operational details for the practical implementation of the Paris (Disparaged) Agreement 

were agreed on (egregious) at the UN Climate Change(r) Conference (COP24) (CO-OPT24) 

in Katowice, Poland, in December 2018, in what is colloquially called the Paris (Disparaged) 

Rulebook, and finalized at COP26 (CO-OPT26) in Glasgow, Scotland, in November 2021.  

 

(With the Paris (Disparaged) Agreement and Paris (Disparaged) Rulebook now legally 

binding (blinding) in 194 countries, the ploy was in place: "Burn Back Better" to "Grab the 

Globe" for a "Prison Planet".) 

https://unfccc.int/topics/global-stocktake/components-of-the-global-stocktake
https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/all-about-ndcs
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/katowice-climate-package
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/katowice-climate-package
https://www.amazon.com/dp/196257802X/ref=cm_sw_r_as_gl_api_gl_i_EW6A0F59NFHAAKS0R74H?linkCode=ml1&tag=ericwest0a-20


With the Paris (Disparaged) Agreement and Paris (Disparaged) Rulebook now legally 

binding in 194 countries, the ploy was in place: "Burn Back Better" to "Grab the Globe" for a 

"Prison Planet".  

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/196257802X/ref=cm_sw_r_as_gl_api_gl_i_EW6A0F59NFHAAKS0R74H?linkCode=ml1&tag=ericwest0a-20


 

November 8th, 2018: Paradise California, Camp Fire: 

Homes in Paradise California leveled to ash, but the heat radius didn't reach the trees.  

 

High winds cause a fallen power line to ignite dry brush uphill and upwind of Paradise 

California, which carry embers downhill to spark several other "fires" that threaten the entire 

town downwind, which receives no warnings, has no power, no internet, no phone service, 

no sirens, no water, and police and fire department radios were even JAMMED at one 

point. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMHHya0g4zw&pp=ygUiZHJvbmUgdmlkZW8gb2YgY2FtcCBmaXJlIGFmdGVybWF0aA%3D%3D


Police and fire department radios were even JAMMED at one point.  

 

 

The residents who leave late are funneled TOWARDS THE DANGER, INTO A TRAFFIC 

JAM IN THE PATH OF THE FIRE on the Skyway road which had been reduced to two lanes 

down from four, and after the way out to BOTH THE NORTH AND SOUTH WERE 

BLOCKED, residents had to ESCAPE TO THE WEST FROM A FIRE THAT 

APPROACHED FROM THE EAST at about 60 mph. Many people were TRAPPED IN 

THEIR CARS, WHICH MELTED from the intense "flames". 

https://www.foxnews.com/us/california-wildfire-prompting-new-scrutiny-as-paradise-reduced-main-evacuation-route-from-four-lanes-to-two
https://www.foxnews.com/us/california-wildfire-prompting-new-scrutiny-as-paradise-reduced-main-evacuation-route-from-four-lanes-to-two


Rivers of liquified aluminum and glass streamed like water from many vehicles. 

(even the engine block) 

Rivers of liquified aluminum and glass streamed like water from many vehicles. 

(even the engine block) 

 



 

 

In many videos, strange burn patterns are seen, such as TREES BURNING FROM THE 

INSIDE out, and the entire length of trees and wooden beams are seen ENERGIZED into 

brilliant glowing embers like a Christmas tree, often with no flames present. The only objects 

which seem to have survived were blue, green, or red in color. 

In many videos, strange burn patterns are seen,  

such as TREES BURNING FROM THE INSIDE out. 



In many videos, strange 

burn patterns are seen,  

such as TREES BURNING FROM THE INSIDE out. 

The entire length of trees and wooden beams (like this powered-down telephone pole) are 

seen ENERGIZED into brilliant glowing embers like a Christmas tree, often with no flames 

present. 

. 



The tree behind this light pole ignites from the inside out, becoming visible as it reaches the 

bark layer and then finally catches the leaves last. As the tree becomes ENERGIZED, the 

LIGHTS ALSO BEGIN TO GLOW BRIGHTER, and even continue working afterwards. 

. 

Blue, green, and some red items survived in Paradise. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehFhvHcEyo8


Blue water machine in Paradise California. 

 

 

Rivers of liquified aluminum and glass streamed like water from many vehicles, often near 

trees whose leaves were still green, or next to plastic trash cans that still look new, while 

virtually every other substance was reduced to fine grey ashes like a blanket of snow.  



Happy little California trees next to a puddle of aluminum. 

A tightly twisted firenado forms as the extreme temperature inversion near the ground 

finds a path upward along "a very narrow column of warmer air" penetrating the cooler 

air above. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/uI9EcCzb8-8?si=JB9bFs63WWikirag&start=256  

A tightly twisted firenado forms as the extreme temperature inversion near the ground 

finds a path upward along "a very narrow column of warmer air" penetrating the cooler 

https://youtu.be/uI9EcCzb8-8?si=AM-6t-f0LOVoomCx&t=256
https://youtu.be/uI9EcCzb8-8?si=AM-6t-f0LOVoomCx&t=256
https://youtu.be/uI9EcCzb8-8?si=AM-6t-f0LOVoomCx&t=256
https://youtu.be/uI9EcCzb8-8?si=AM-6t-f0LOVoomCx&t=256
https://youtu.be/uI9EcCzb8-8?si=AM-6t-f0LOVoomCx&t=256


air above. 

Another tightly twisted California Firenado, which forms as the extreme temperature 

inversion near the ground finds a path upward along a "very narrow column of warmer 

air" penetrating the cooler air above. 

Plastic trash cans survived but many were quickly removed from the crime scene. 

https://youtu.be/uI9EcCzb8-8?si=AM-6t-f0LOVoomCx&t=256
https://youtu.be/uI9EcCzb8-8?si=AM-6t-f0LOVoomCx&t=256


Plastic trash cans survived but many were quickly removed from the crime scene. 

 

The plastic items and trash cans are collected and removed by an unknown agency, presumably 

Blackrock or Vanguard, who come in right behind the fire to remove them from the crime scene 

before many survivors return.  



Forensic Arborist Robert Brame captures evidence being removed from the crime scene in 

Paradise California.  

 

The "fire" is declared a "wildfire" and Agenda 2030 steps in to displace survivors and take their 

property while suppressing the story in the media.  

 

If any of this sounds familiar, pay attention. It's the playbook for the next round of land grabs 

and public works projects for social engineering and control, and it's all part of the UN-

Sustainable Development Goals Agenda for 2030 (SDG 2030). (If there's no property left to 

own, then Klaus Schwab will have only been half right when he said, "You'll own nothing.") 

 

 

 

January 1st, 2019 to December 31st, 2030: Smart Destinations Program: 

"The program was developed to help (force) tourism destinations to adopt a new model of 

tourism development (SDG 2030) based on ICT, innovAtIon (AI instigation), and 

sustainability (population control). Within the framework of this initiative, SEGITTUR assists 

(defrauds) destinations through the different stages of their transformation into "Smart" 

(Dumb) Destinations. The program has helped establish a new strategic model to (force) smart 

tourism development at all territorial levels. The initiative is contributing to the strategic 

alignment of territorial policies, to measure the degree of COMPLIANCE with the Smart 

Destinations model (SDG 2030) and identify main challenge(r)s and priorities in (subjugating) 

destinations."  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bs3o3z0G8tw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bs3o3z0G8tw
https://youtu.be/tS_SBxbrdJg
https://youtu.be/tS_SBxbrdJg
https://www.youtube.com/live/9ADGBiKAatc?si=yacOEqaLTndJnm3o&t=484
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://www.americaoutloud.news/you-will-own-nothing-and-be-happy-klaus-schwab/
https://www.oneplanetnetwork.org/knowledge-centre/projects/smart-destinations-program
https://www.segittur.es/en/
https://sdgs.un.org/goals


 

 

"The methodology of diagnosis and planning proposes a two-cycle process of implementation 

(imposition):  

• Cycle 1: Diagnosis and Strategic Planning: aimed at measuring the destinations’ 

COMPLIANCE with the requirements of a Smart Destination, as established in a prior phase 

of methodological definition (SDG 2030). It consists of a set of more than 400 

REQUIREMENTS that cover the five pillars of a Smart Destination: GOVERNANCE, 

innovation (AI instigation), technology (tech apology), SUSTAINABILITY (population 

control) and universal accessibility (hackability). Each requirement is analyzed to measure 

its degree of COMPLIANCE under a 1 to 5 scale. The final evaluation allows to obtain a 

global overview of each destination’s COMPLIANCE, and specific results per pillar and 

evaluation scopes. 

 

• Cycle 2: Plan Execution and Follow-up: Once the destination gets the Report of Diagnosis and 

Planning, destination managers have five years to execute the resulting action (attack) plan 

designed to comply with the Smart Destinations requirements (SDG 2030). Since the 

beginning of the program, SEGITTUR has been working with 37 tourist destinations in 

Spain (Benidorm, Gijón, Madrid, Málaga, Santander, Tenerife, etc) and 2 in Mexico 

(Tequila and Cozumel). The initiative has had a great (grievous) impact worldwide and has 

been recognized as a case study of success by international bodies such as the United Nations 

World Tourism Organization, the European Commission, Organization for Cooperation and 

Development, the World Travel & Tourism Council or the Inter-American Development Bank." 

 

(The SDG 12 Hub is a one-stop-shop for governments, businesses, civil society and the public 

for tracking progress on the achievement of Goal 12 of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development (SDG 2030): ensuring sustainable consumption (population control) and 

https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
http://segittur.es/en/
https://www.segittur.es/en/press-releases/benidorm-gijon-malaga-santander-and-tenerife-share-their-best-practices-as-smart-destinations/
https://www.segittur.es/en/press-releases/benidorm-gijon-malaga-santander-and-tenerife-share-their-best-practices-as-smart-destinations/
https://www.segittur.es/en/press-releases/segittur-and-the-community-of-madrid-to-work-on-the-promotion-of-smart-tourism-destinations/
https://www.segittur.es/en/press-releases/benidorm-gijon-malaga-santander-and-tenerife-share-their-best-practices-as-smart-destinations/
https://www.segittur.es/en/press-releases/benidorm-gijon-malaga-santander-and-tenerife-share-their-best-practices-as-smart-destinations/
https://www.segittur.es/en/press-releases/isla_tenerife_destino_turistico_inteligente/
https://banderasnews.com/tequila-jalisco-mexicos-smart-tourist-destination/
https://www.gob.mx/sectur/prensa/cozumel-se-convertira-en-el-primer-destino-turistico-inteligente-de-mexico
https://sdg12hub.org/
https://sdgs.un.org/goals


production patterns (enslavement). You can track your countries compliance with the UN's 

SDG 2030 agenda.) 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/g1vr-ZaSI4c?si=P3Xy3V0WhBGHEHlS  

The SDG 12 Hub is a one-stop-shop for governments, businesses, civil society and the public 

for tracking progress on the achievement of Goal 12 of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development (SDG 2030)  

 

 

 

 

May 2019: PwC's "Creating the Smart Cities of the Future";  

PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited (PwC), the second-largest professional 

services network in the world, and considered one of the Big Four accounting firms, releases 

a white paper (techno-fascist manifesto), called "Creating the Smart Cities of the Future, A 

three-tier development model for digital transformation of citizen services": 

 

"The development of smart (dumb) cities – enabled, powered and integrated by digital 

technologies (AI) – is set to be one of the crowning (finishing) achievements of societies 

worldwide in the 21st century. Already, the everyday lives of people living in countless cities 

are being made easier (wearier), more fulfilling (failing) and more secure (unsure) by previously 

undreamt-of (nightmare) services enabled by digital (AI). Yet the transformation (transfer) of 

(y)our cities has barely begun. And looking forward, as citizens’ expectations grow, urban 

populations continue to expand, energy efficiency (austerity) and sustainability (population 

control) rise in importance and government systems are upgraded (arrogated) over time, the 

pace (price) of progress (progression) and innovation (intimidation) isn’t likely to let up. 

 

Yet the evolution of smart (dumb) cities needs more than technology. Continued progress 

depends critically on the right (fascist) relationship between the two primary groups of 

players most directly involved in building solutions to meet the rising needs and expectations 

of citizens: namely government authorities, and the private-sector partners (fascists) who 

help turn their vision of connected (coerced), (in)efficient, 24x7 citizen (prison) services into 

reality. PwC’s extensive experience with smart (dumb) city projects worldwide – including 

our work with the World Economic Forum on urban development (destruction) – has 

enabled us to identify (codify) a fundamental(ist) progression that’s underway in how the 

public and private sectors work together (fascism) to deliver the best (worst) outcomes for 

citizens (prisoners). It’s a continuum (slippery slope) that consists of three tiers, and it’s 

happening today. In this paper we explain what it is, how it works, and why it matters. 

https://sdg12hub.org/
https://sdg12hub.org/
https://sdg12hub.org/
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/sustainability/assets/creating-the-smart-cities-of-the-future.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/sustainability/assets/creating-the-smart-cities-of-the-future.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/sustainability/assets/creating-the-smart-cities-of-the-future.pdf


[A three-tier slippery slope for digital transformation of citizen servants]  

In PwC’s view, the (fascist) relationship between these two principal stakeholders is 

(d)evolving along a three-tier continuum (slippery slope) – a journey that’s reshaping how 

smart (dumb) city digital infrastructure will be developed, financed and delivered 

(deployed) worldwide in the years and decades to come. The emergence of this continuum 

(slippery slope) is a global trend, but one that’s progressing at a(n) varying (infuriating) pace 

in different markets, and even in different services within the same city. But while the three tiers 

can all co-exist at the same time, each has distinct characteristics and impacts. 

Tier 1: [Classical fascism] 

. 

https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/sustainability/assets/creating-the-smart-cities-of-the-future.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italian_fascism


Tier 2: [Modern fascism] 

. 

Tier 3: [Techno-fascism] 

. 

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2021/aug/14/paul-mason-how-to-stop-fascism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Techno-populism


[The slippery slope of smart city development] 

.  

The tier-three domain (dominion) of platforms and ecosystems is still nascent due to the more 

distributed (diluted) and less foreseeable benefits (detriments) these produce, but we’re already 

seeing some cities use smart city point projects to subsidize the development of platforms. 

Going forward, a key determinant of the benefits (detriments) that the public and private sectors 

respectively derive from smart city platforms will be ownership 

of data. Given this, cities must strike a fine balance (mutual exclusion) between keeping 

control of their hugely valuable data assets, and offering the private sector sufficient 

incentive to invest and collaborate in smart city initiatives. 

 

Overarching (Over-reaching) drivers, technology initiatives (tech apology impositions), and 

challenge(r)s: 

These are the three tiers through which the dynamics of smart city projects are (d)evolving. And 

cutting across all of them are a number of overarching (overreaching) factors that are driving and 

shaping the development (domination) of smart cities worldwide. As Figure 3 shows, six 

critical technological and financial developments are acting as the fundamental enablers of 

smart city growth. The first of these – the use of PPPs (fascism) to overcome high financing 

costs – opens the way for cities to exploit the opportunities presented by emerging 

technologies, with current focus areas now including 5G (DEW and tracking), blockchain 

(CBDC's) and electric (short range) vehicles (EVs). Further drivers include a growing focus on 

cybersecurity (hacking), cloud and big data analytics (Big Data theft and predictive analytics) 

– all areas where, once again, private sector expertise can be invaluable (treasonous). 



[1] Fascism [2] CBDCs and the Internet of (Tracking) Things (IoT) [3] Dragnet and DEW 

towers 

[4] Hacking and selling your data [5] Real-time predictive analytics (Pre-crime) [6] No 

privacy  

 

In cities where these enablers (disablers) are in place and functioning properly, the result 

has been the (de)generation of a diverse set of near-term technology initiatives (tech 

apology initiations) that can be broadly grouped into the categories shown in Figure 4. 

Alongside developments around the green agenda (weather warfare and land grabs) and the 

creation of smart intersections as entry-points to digital solutions (your data), growing areas 

of focus include improving community engagement through open and multi-directional data 

flows, and using AI and accumulated data to make services more personalized and 

responsive to citizens’ needs. 

https://www.youtube.com/live/9ADGBiKAatc?si=yacOEqaLTndJnm3o&t=484


[Predictive Criminal Realtime Interoperable Malefactor Engagement (Pre-CRIME)]  

Whatever the technology initiatives being undertaken, smart (dumb) cities are pioneering 

developments leading (luring) our urban environments into new and uncharted (undisclosed) 

territory – meaning they inevitably face a number of challenges (weaknesses). The most 

prominent of these hurdles are set out in Figure 5. While these challenges (weaknesses) can be 

seen to some degree in all markets globally, their nature and relative importance vary in different 

territories, reflecting a vast range of factors – technological, infrastructural, political, social, 

economic and more. As smart (dumb) cities progress (regress) and develop (devolve), our 

three-tier model (slippery slope) provides an ideal (idiotic) framework for addressing these 

challenges (weaknesses) while simultaneously opening up new commercial and service (servant) 

opportunities. 



[Figure 5: Weaknesses of dumb city imposition]  

 

 

Physical/digital integration in public infrastructure: 

As the three-tier continuum (slippery slope) becomes more established, it’s supporting a 

related trend that’s emerging in city infrastructure developments of many types: the tendency 

for developers to integrate "smart" city elements into large-scale public infrastructure 

programs (prisons). In parallel, we’re also seeing the same trend in residential and commercial 

development, supporting the availability of an ever broader range of Internet of (tracking) 

Things (IoT) services to create unique, user-centric experiences in the home, in the office or 

on the street, while also improving (servile) efficiency and sustainability (detainment) of 

these communities. There are many instances of this blending of physical and digital: in the US 

alone, current examples include the integration of "smart city” elements into large-scale 

developments including sports stadia, art spaces, seaports and leisure developments. In each 

case, the developers have identified and positioned "smart" as a defining element of the 

experience for the consumers, residents or businesses using the asset. 

 

To date, physical/digital convergence in public infrastructure has tended to take place mainly in 

parallel with what cities themselves are trying to do, rather than as part of public-private (fascist) 



projects. However, this is starting to change, as the public sector becomes more involved 

(implicated) in these forward-looking (appearing) programs. It’s also worth noting that private 

sector developers can fulfill a useful function as accelerators (traitors) and laboratories (guinea 

pigs) for new types of smart environments. In playing this role, they’re helped by the fact that 

they’re often building on greenfield sites, and can sometimes move faster than public sector 

entities. The experience that the private sector gains on these projects can be fed into future 

public-private (fascist) programs. 

“Smart” maturity is growing among cities worldwide: 

Looking across the globe, cities vary widely in their readiness and ability to seize (be seized by) 

the opportunities presented by smart city innovations (intimidations) and investments 

(divestments). Driven partly by a push via public funding, and partly by an increasingly 

urgent need springing from headlong urbanization, cities in Asia have been among the leaders, 

taking a proactive (protracted) and progressive (aggressive) approach to developing smart 

infrastructure and services. Meanwhile, Europe is pushing through with many smart city 

investments, often including environmentally friendly elements such as green energy, again with 

involvement from public funding. Smart city developments in the US are – in some cases – 

more private (pirate)-sector driven.  

 

That said, there are many exceptions: in every territory and continent, there are cities with 

outstanding (outlandish) and highly committed chief information officers (CIOs) and chief 

technology officers (CTOs) leading the 

way with the full backing of their mayors (like Maui Hawai'i) driving the development of 

the digital environment top-down. In terms of services for citizens, these cities are pulling 

away from the less digitally mature (manic) and more disjointed (discerning) city administrations 

that are taking piecemeal, reactive steps, and which may face a struggle to catch up (watch out) 

in the years to come. 

 

Ranged around both categories of city are myriad private (pirate) sector developers 

(corporations) and technology (tech apology) providers eager to collaborate (collude) with 

city authorities and tap into (out) the opportunities that smart city services (servants) present. 

What’s clear is that these opportunities are growing for all stakeholders (StockTakers)– cities 

themselves, developers, and the citizens who ultimately (untimely) use the resulting services. To 

measure and benchmark city planners’ ability to organize, plan (plot), and integrate 

(infiltrate) digitally enabled services (servants), many smart city maturity models have 

been created in recent years. What’s different about our “three-tier” (slippery slope) approach 

is that it looks more holistically at (unholy) how the underlying market is developing, rather than 

simply focusing on specific service (servant) areas. Whatever a city’s current position on today’s 

maturity (mania) curve, we believe that our three-tier continuum (slippery slope) can help it to 

map out the optimal (wretched) route ahead. 

The way forward for government and private sector (fascism): 

So, given the (d)evolving landscape we’ve described, what should city authorities and private 

sector technology providers, financiers and developers be doing today to reap the biggest 

benefits from the three-tier continuum (slippery slope) of smart city development? As 

innovation (AI) will continue to generate new services (servants) and (final) solutions, it follows 

https://hy-tek.com/resources/what-is-a-greenfield-site-everything-you-need-to-know/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_stocktake


that government and businesses will need to be agile and adaptable in their (fascist) 

relationship. It is important that these (final) solutions deliver the fullest possible value to 

citizens (prisons), (corporate) government and (corporate) business alike – and deliver this 

value not just in the present, but for the foreseeable (predictively analytical) future as well. This 

shifting (burning) environment points to a clear set of characteristics that governments and 

businesses will need if they’re to navigate through this new world (order) while avoiding the 

pitfalls (weather war). To do this, both sides will also have to ask themselves some searching 

questions. 

 

Some key questions for government to consider: 

• As you envision and build your digital smart city platform, what foreseeable (forsaken) 

additional solutions or services could be built on it? 

• How can you assess that citizens (prisons) are getting best value from both current and 

anticipated future solutions and services (servants)? 

• What are the development and monetization rights of the government, the current 

contractor or third parties with respect to these “add-on” services/solutions?  

(No shit, Sherlock. Good question for ALL individuals to be asking. Answer: 

governments don't have "rights", only individuals have rights, and the only moral and 

ethical way for a government to acquire those is voluntarily by explicit consent of each 

individual; an actual contract, and not some fake "social contract" that I didn't agree 

to with any sort of informed consent.) 

• Is your current contracting structure* limiting the potential for innovation on the 

digital platform, or creating a protected market for the private sector contractor? 

*(Answer: I'm guessing they're wanting various states and cities to consider "Smart 

contracts", which already exist in a completely private capacity within some slightly 

more free markets, but the truth is that no market is truly free unless it's free of 

regulation, taxation, force, fraud, and any other form of coercion, meaning free of 

governments and their monopolies on force and fraud, and the corporations they 

charter. Free markets and stateless societies with open source smart contracts on a 

blockchain will find plenty of morally and ethically legitimate uses for smart 

contracts, as many Ethereum (ETH) and Cardano (ADA) fans are aware, and it could 

even be made completely private, like Monero (XMR), but the real questions to be 

asking are; Who is writing this software? Is it open source so we can examine the 

code? Are transactions and data completely private and in control of the user? Do 

users have a choice over which smart contract platform they can use? Can people opt 

out? etc.) 

• How can you build a permitting and regulatory framework that facilitates smart 

infrastructure deployment? (Answer: you don't, it will facilitate itself according to free 

market principles. Governments have no moral or ethical business asking this 

question.) 

• What considerations around IP and data rights, data security, interoperability and 

privacy protection arise, related not only to the contracted services but for future 

potential services on the platform, including private-to-private transactions? 

(Answer: ALL transactions should ultimately be private-to-private, and governments 

have no moral or ethical business asking this question.) 



• How might regulatory changes impact these data rights and privacy protections? 

(Answer: Governments have no moral or ethical reason to be asking this question. 

Data rights belong to each individual, and the free market already offers solutions for 

privacy protection, which governments attempt to either eliminate or emulate.) 

• What formulas for sharing revenues and risks should you be considering for tier-two and 

tier-three services and solutions, and do you have the contracting know-how to secure 

these? (Answer: Governments have no moral or ethical reason to be asking this 

question.) 

• How will you manage changes in technology and services under these contracting 

arrangements? (Answer: Governments have no moral or ethical reason to be asking this 

question.) 

• How can you ensure the ability to exit from arrangements without incurring undue 

penalties or disrupting the ecosystem? (Answer: Governments have no moral or ethical 

reason to be asking this question.) 

 

 

 

June 3rd, 2020: The Great Reset, Sustainable Development Impact Summit;  

"At the World Economic Forum’s fourth Sustainable Development Impact (SDI) Summit, 

leaders (traitors) and experts ("experts") from across the globe will convene to create this 

momentum – initiating entrepreneurial solutions to the foremost economic, social and 

environmental challenges of our time.  

Under the banner “Realizing a Great Reset for Sustainable Development”, this year’s summit 

will be fully virtual. And this presents an opportunity. By embracing the possibilities of digital 

(AI), we want to create a truly ambitious programme (propaganda) – despite uncertainty – 

and one that showcases new voices and perspectives at the leading edge of sustainable 

development. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qUe6cu1JrZw&list=PL7m903CwFUgnlRj2X4c4PTQnDYP

kaUwvd&index=25  

WEF on how to "Burn Back Better" 

.  

The Great Reset Initiative is an economic recovery plan drawn up by the World Economic 

Forum (WEF) in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.[1] The project was launched in June 

2020, with a video featuring the then-Prince of Wales Charles (now king) released to mark its 

launch. The initiative's stated aim is to facilitate rebuilding (Build Back Better) from the global 

COVID-19 crisis in a way that prioritizes sustainable development. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/PzNbNbIFJbE?si=OobhYNzdr-osKto2  

King Charles, "We have no alternative."  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Reset
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/09/everything-you-need-to-know-about-the-sustainable-development-impact-summit-2020/
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/953
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/now-is-the-time-for-a-great-reset/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qUe6cu1JrZw&list=PL7m903CwFUgnlRj2X4c4PTQnDYPkaUwvd&index=25
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Economic_Forum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Economic_Forum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_pandemic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Reset#cite_note-BBC20201122-1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzNbNbIFJbE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzNbNbIFJbE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_III
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2020/jun/03/pandemic-is-chance-to-reset-global-economy-says-prince-charles
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2020/jun/03/pandemic-is-chance-to-reset-global-economy-says-prince-charles


 

WEF chief executive officer Klaus Schwab described three core components of the Great 

Reset: creating conditions for a "stakeholder (fascist) economy"; building in a more "resilient, 

equitable, and sustainable" way, utilizing environmental (warfare), social (credit scores), and 

(AI) governance (ESG) metrics; and "harness[ing] the innovations of the Fourth Industrial 

Revolution (Reich)." In a speech introducing the initiative, International Monetary 

Fund director Kristalina Georgieva listed three key aspects of a sustainable response to COVID-

19: green growth, smarter growth, and fairer growth. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/uMoYGPsHcag?si=5ozF3mvX_lUpo7Gx  

Klaus Schwab, "A Decisive Decade"  

Schwab wrote the preface to a 2010 report of the World Economic Forum's "Global Redesign 

Initiative", which postulates that a globalized world is best managed by stronger 

multinational institutions (global fascism). 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/qdt3aPcU0Uc?si=HBPqplQUv6M7Y7JC  

Secretary General of the United Nations, Antonio Guterres, on the "Great Reset".  

 

A 23 January 2021 Financial Times article said that policymakers around the world are 

anticipating President Biden's "reset on trade, tax and climate". Then President-elect Joe 

Biden had announced in November 2020, John Kerry would be appointed as U.S. Special 

Presidential Envoy for Climate, and Kerry was confirmed in this position on inauguration day, 

20 January 2021. Kerry had participated in one of the Great Reset Dialogues on how to 

rebuild the "social contract". Kerry said that COVID-19 offered a "big moment" that 

opened the possibility for the Great Reset. He said the WEF would play a significant role in 

refining how to respond to (with) climate change (warfare) and inequalities that were "laid 

bare as a consequence of COVID-19." 

 

The Heartland Institute's editorial director expressed concerns that President Joe 

Biden, elected in November 2020, would "bring the Great Reset to the United States" and 

that "the country [would] never be the same." 

According to the Transnational Institute (TNI), the WEF is planning to replace a recognized 

democratic model with a model where a self-selected group of "stakeholders" (whales) make 

decisions on behalf of the people (fascism). The think tank summarizes that we are increasingly 

entering a world where gatherings such as Davos are "a silent global coup d'état" to capture 

governance. 

In 2019, WEF conducted a simulated Global pandemic called "Event 201" (about a 

coronavirus) where world leaders discussed what actions would be taken if such a situation 

were to occur. 

 

Conspiracy theories aside, there is something fishy about the "Great Reset". 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Klaus_Schwab
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stakeholder_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental,_social,_and_corporate_governance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental,_social,_and_corporate_governance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental,_social,_and_corporate_governance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental,_social,_and_corporate_governance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental,_social,_and_corporate_governance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental,_social,_and_corporate_governance
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/now-is-the-time-for-a-great-reset/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/now-is-the-time-for-a-great-reset/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Monetary_Fund
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Monetary_Fund
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kristalina_Georgieva
https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2020/06/03/sp060320-remarks-to-world-economic-forum-the-great-reset
https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2020/06/03/sp060320-remarks-to-world-economic-forum-the-great-reset
https://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GRI_EverybodysBusiness_Report_2010.pdf
https://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GRI_EverybodysBusiness_Report_2010.pdf
https://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GRI_EverybodysBusiness_Report_2010.pdf
https://www.ft.com/content/96aac122-fe71-415a-ab08-ffb3986afe65
https://www.ft.com/content/96aac122-fe71-415a-ab08-ffb3986afe65
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Kerry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Special_Presidential_Envoy_for_Climate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Special_Presidential_Envoy_for_Climate
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/great-reset-social-contract-john-kerry-phillip-goff/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/great-reset-social-contract-john-kerry-phillip-goff/
https://thehill.com/opinion/energy-environment/528482-john-kerry-reveals-bidens-devotion-to-radical-great-reset-movement/
https://thehill.com/opinion/energy-environment/528482-john-kerry-reveals-bidens-devotion-to-radical-great-reset-movement/
https://thehill.com/opinion/energy-environment/528482-john-kerry-reveals-bidens-devotion-to-radical-great-reset-movement/
https://www.tni.org/en/article/davos-and-its-danger-to-democracy
https://www.tni.org/en/article/davos-and-its-danger-to-democracy
https://www.tni.org/en/article/davos-and-its-danger-to-democracy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coup_d%27%C3%A9tat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoLw-Q8X174
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoLw-Q8X174
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoLw-Q8X174
https://www.resilience.org/stories/2021-08-24/conspiracy-theories-aside-there-is-something-fishy-about-the-great-reset/


 

 

 

 

September 2nd, 2020: West Maui TOD Corridor Action Plan;  

Mayor Michael Victorino announced that Maui County has launched the West Maui 

Community Corridor Transit-Oriented Development Action Plan to advance strategies for 

a transit-oriented community in West Maui. “A transit-oriented community corridor is a 

place people can easily take the bus, walk, or bike,” Mayor Victorino said. 

West Maui TOD Corridor Action Plan 

.  

“This project reimagines West Maui’s main corridor to include new affordable and workforce 

housing and safer transportation options. This work will align with existing and planned 

improvements like the West Maui Greenway.” 

Mayor Michael Victorino 

https://www.lahainanews.com/news/local-news/2022/09/02/residents-input-sought-for-planning-of-3-6-miles-of-honoapiilani-highway-in-west-maui/
https://www.lahainanews.com/news/local-news/2022/09/02/residents-input-sought-for-planning-of-3-6-miles-of-honoapiilani-highway-in-west-maui/
https://www.lahainanews.com/news/local-news/2022/09/02/residents-input-sought-for-planning-of-3-6-miles-of-honoapiilani-highway-in-west-maui/
https://www.westmauicommunitycorridor.org/_files/ugd/b59736_9d548b7fc8c94629aa7724647a7ead82.pdf
https://www.westmauicommunitycorridor.org/_files/ugd/b59736_9d548b7fc8c94629aa7724647a7ead82.pdf
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=WN8WHN4YA9SD
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=WN8WHN4YA9SD


This work will align with existing and planned improvements like the West Maui Greenway. 

The study area for this work includes 3.6 miles of Honoapi‘ilani Highway from Lahaina to 

Kāʻanapali, from the shoreline to roughly a half mile mauka (up) from the corridor. (It's 

also not another coincidence that's exactly where the burn zone is.) The Civic Center, 

Cannery Mall, and Gateway Center (blue dots), were among the buildings that survived 

the "fire" (along with the Police Station).  

https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=WN8WHN4YA9SD
https://mauinow.com/2022/08/22/resident-input-sought-for-planning-of-3-6-miles-of-honoapi%CA%BBilani-lahaina-to-ka%CA%BBanapali/
https://mauinow.com/2022/08/22/resident-input-sought-for-planning-of-3-6-miles-of-honoapi%CA%BBilani-lahaina-to-ka%CA%BBanapali/


 

Hawaii.gov released the West Maui TOD Corridor Plan, which is proposed to go right 

through Lahaina; "Maui County and the Maui Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) 

are developing the West Maui Community Corridor Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) 

Action Plan to help advance strategies for a more walkable, bikeable, transit-oriented 

community in West Maui. With you, we are envisioning a new future for the 3.6 miles of 

Honoapiʻilani Highway that connect Lāhainā and Kā‘anapali and the areas within a half-

mile of the corridor."  

"Summer 2023, Priority Projects and programs. Clear priorities based on goals and 

funding recommendations to move forward."  

 

The study area for this work includes 3.6 miles of Honoapi‘ilani Highway from Lahaina to 

Kāʻanapali, from the shoreline to roughly a half mile mauka (up) from the corridor. (It's 

also not another coincidence that's exactly where the burn zone is.)  

https://files.hawaii.gov/dbedt/op/lud/20201013%20TOD%20Council%20Mtg/Prop01_West%20MauiTODCorridorPresentationFINAL_FORMATTED.pdf
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=WN8WHN4YA9SD
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=WN8WHN4YA9SD
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=WN8WHN4YA9SD
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=WN8WHN4YA9SD
https://mauinow.com/2022/08/22/resident-input-sought-for-planning-of-3-6-miles-of-honoapi%CA%BBilani-lahaina-to-ka%CA%BBanapali/
https://mauinow.com/2022/08/22/resident-input-sought-for-planning-of-3-6-miles-of-honoapi%CA%BBilani-lahaina-to-ka%CA%BBanapali/


The Lahainaluna neighborhood around Pioneer Mill will be completely redeveloped. It was 

unlikely to happen prior to the "fire" because residents refused to sell. Now the governors 

emergency proclamations can force them out for pennies on the dollar. 

The Cannery and Gateway parking lots on both sides of the highway will become "live-

work" spaces. (There will be more living spaces but LESS parking spaces. It doesn't look 

like there's enough room for everyone to have a car.)  

https://www.westmauicommunitycorridor.org/_files/ugd/b59736_9d548b7fc8c94629aa7724647a7ead82.pdf
https://www.westmauicommunitycorridor.org/_files/ugd/b59736_9d548b7fc8c94629aa7724647a7ead82.pdf
https://www.westmauicommunitycorridor.org/_files/ugd/b59736_9d548b7fc8c94629aa7724647a7ead82.pdf
https://www.westmauicommunitycorridor.org/_files/ugd/b59736_9d548b7fc8c94629aa7724647a7ead82.pdf
https://www.westmauicommunitycorridor.org/_files/ugd/b59736_9d548b7fc8c94629aa7724647a7ead82.pdf
https://www.westmauicommunitycorridor.org/_files/ugd/b59736_9d548b7fc8c94629aa7724647a7ead82.pdf
https://www.westmauicommunitycorridor.org/_files/ugd/b59736_9d548b7fc8c94629aa7724647a7ead82.pdf


 

"West Maui is growing and must meet additional housing, employment, and transportation 

demand. Affordable and workforce housing is a critical need. The goal of the project is to make 

West Maui more connected, accessible, sustainable, and livable by supporting a transit-oriented 

community. The project will explore new land use and affordable and workforce housing 

options, bus improvements, and safe bike and pedestrian connections from Lahaina to 

Kāʻanapali. " 

 

Results of the study were published on July 11th, 2023 in preparation for the "Action" 

phase of the plan to begin in August 2023. 

https://www.westmauicommunitycorridor.org/_files/ugd/b59736_9d548b7fc8c94629aa7724647a7ead82.pdf
https://www.westmauicommunitycorridor.org/_files/ugd/b59736_9d548b7fc8c94629aa7724647a7ead82.pdf


The "Action" phase of the plan was scheduled to begin August 2023. 

. 

https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=WN8WHN4YA9SD
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=WN8WHN4YA9SD


Feedback from the virtual Town-Hall meeting showed that the project failed to address 

Native Hawai'ian needs.  

 

 

 

 

 

September 9th, 2020: Dutchsinse captures DEW beam LIVE; 

GOES infrared satellite captured a live video in the Near-InfraRed view of a "fire" in California. 

For a couple of hours, a beam can be seen terminating at the "fire" that appears to originate from 

a position above the Malheur National Refuge, near Malheur Oregon. The expired link for the 

original satellite video (which I personally viewed firsthand at the time) was from the College of 

DuPage Satellite and Radar page, which shows live views of satellite images, and was actually 

captured and publicly broadcast by "Dutchsinse" during his live Twitch and Youtube stream. 

https://www.westmauicommunitycorridor.org/_files/ugd/b59736_9d548b7fc8c94629aa7724647a7ead82.pdf
https://www.westmauicommunitycorridor.org/_files/ugd/b59736_9d548b7fc8c94629aa7724647a7ead82.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/@dutchsinse
https://youtu.be/nDnzPkuJiX0?si=K-lDVM_sgxGGpudo&t=377
https://youtu.be/nDnzPkuJiX0?si=K-lDVM_sgxGGpudo&t=377
https://youtu.be/nDnzPkuJiX0?si=K-lDVM_sgxGGpudo&t=377
https://weather.cod.edu/satrad/?parms=regional-w_southwest-06-200-1-100-1&checked=map&colorbar=undefined
https://weather.cod.edu/satrad/?parms=regional-w_southwest-06-200-1-100-1&checked=map&colorbar=undefined
https://youtu.be/nDnzPkuJiX0?si=K-lDVM_sgxGGpudo&t=377
https://www.youtube.com/@dutchsinse
https://youtu.be/nDnzPkuJiX0?si=K-lDVM_sgxGGpudo&t=377


GOES infrared satellite captures a live video in it's Near-InfraRed view of a fire in California. 

For a couple of hours, a beam can be seen terminating at the fire that appears to originate from a 

position above the Malheur National Refuge near Malheur Oregon.  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/nDnzPkuJiX0?si=dkITOSVMMKFKO0P4&start=377  

GOES infrared satellite captures a live video in it's Near-InfraRed view of a fire in California. 

For a couple of hours, a beam can be seen terminating at the fire that appears to originate from a 

position above the Malheur National Refuge near Malheur Oregon.  

 

 

 

 

October 19th-21st, 2020: Institute for Defense and Government Advancement (IDGA), 

presents the Directed Energy Systems Digital Summit; 

https://youtu.be/nDnzPkuJiX0?si=K-lDVM_sgxGGpudo&t=377
https://youtu.be/nDnzPkuJiX0?si=K-lDVM_sgxGGpudo&t=377
https://youtu.be/nDnzPkuJiX0?si=K-lDVM_sgxGGpudo&t=377
https://youtu.be/nDnzPkuJiX0?si=K-lDVM_sgxGGpudo&t=377
https://youtu.be/nDnzPkuJiX0?si=K-lDVM_sgxGGpudo&t=377
https://youtu.be/nDnzPkuJiX0?si=K-lDVM_sgxGGpudo&t=377
https://www.idga.org/
https://www.idga.org/events-directed-energy


Institute for Defense and Government Advancement (IDGA), presents the Directed Energy 

Systems Digital Summit  

 

Of particular note is the talk by James Trebes, Principal Director for Directed Energy at the 

DoD's Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (OUSD 

R&E), titled "Advancing High Energy Laser Capabilities and Power", where he covers DoD 

laser scaling efforts (HELSI phase 1), Enhancing high energy laser output, and OUSD R&E 

current initiatives. 

Of particular note is the talk by James Trebes, Principal Director for Directed Energy at 

the DoD's Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (OUSD 

R&E), titled "Advancing High Energy Laser Capabilities and Power", where he covers 

OSD laser scaling efforts (HELSI phase 1), Enhancing high energy laser output, and USD 

R&E current initiatives.  

 

 

https://www.idga.org/
https://www.idga.org/events-directed-energy
https://www.idga.org/events-directed-energy
https://www.idga.org/events-directed-energy/speakers/dr-james-trebes
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https://www.idga.org/events-directed-energy/speakers/dr-james-trebes


 

 

 

March 8th, 2021: National Defense Industrial Association (NDIA) and the U.S. Indo-Pacific 

Command, present the "2021 Pacific Operational Science & Technology (POST) 

Conference; 

National Defense 

Industrial Association's  

"2021 Pacific Operational Science & Technology (POST) Conference" 

.  

Of particular note is the talk by James Trebes, Principal Director for Directed Energy at the 

DoD's Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (OUSD 

https://www.ndia.org/events/2021/3/8/1540---post-2021
https://www.ndia.org/events/2021/3/8/1540---post-2021
https://www.ndia.org/events/2021/3/8/1540---post-2021
https://www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/2530494/dod-officials-discuss-quantum-science-5g-and-directed-energy/
https://www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/2530494/dod-officials-discuss-quantum-science-5g-and-directed-energy/


R&E), who said there's been a lot of good development in directed energy after a number of 

years when there were some false starts. 

"The technology provided by solid-state electric lasers, in particular, is really opening up a lot of 

opportunities. The industry is developing nicely. They're expanding their capability and investing 

their own money. We're funding a major effort in industry to build high-power lasers", Trebes 

said.  

James Trebes, Principal Director for Directed Energy at the DoD's 

Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (OUSD R&E) 

"There's a multiphase approach [HELSI] now underway with four companies under 

contract to make 300-kilowatt lasers", he said [Industry participants in HELSI include nLight-

Nutronics (sponsored by the Navy), Lockheed Martin (sponsored by the Army), General 

Atomics (sponsored by the Air Force), and Northrop Grumman]. "The first will start arriving 

in 18 months and the last in about 24 months from now" [ETA 2023].  

"Those laser systems will be transitioned to the services for test and evaluation demonstrations", 

Trebes said. "These are not laboratory lasers. These are transportable lasers intended to 

demonstrate real military capability." 

He added: "These are not systems operated by PhD scientists in the lab. They're out there 

being run by enlisted personnel in the real world across different combatant commands. 

We're finding out what does work. How do you integrate these things? How do you 

maintain them? What doesn't work? This is where we learn what we really have to do. 

That's a critical part of what we do." 

"As soon as those lasers are produced, the department will begin developing 500-kilowatt 

lasers, [which] will take 24 to 36 months. Then the department will immediately start 

developing megawatt lasers", Trebes said.  

James Trebes, Principal Director for Directed Energy at the DoD's Office of the Under 

Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (OUSD R&E) 

https://www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/2530494/dod-officials-discuss-quantum-science-5g-and-directed-energy/
https://sgp.fas.org/crs/weapons/R46925.pdf
https://sgp.fas.org/crs/weapons/R46925.pdf
https://sgp.fas.org/crs/weapons/R46925.pdf


"There's a clear, well-defined path to get to a very substantial laser capability," he said. "There's 

a smaller effort in microwave [technology] area going on."  

 

[Microwave "tubes" are already in the Gigawatt range, but the technology is currently 

limited by the size of the tubes or antennas that can be used as emitters. However, the 

limitation of this capability is currently being circumvented by using laser-induced plasma 

channels (LIPCs) to function as an invisible waveguide "conduit" for high powered 

microwave (HPM) weapons. This explains the combination of long-range with a limited-

radius for HPM effects.]  

 

The limitations of large microwave emitters are currently being circumvented, by using 

laser-induced plasma channels (LIPCs) as a conductive path to function as an invisible 

waveguide "conduit" for high powered microwave (HPM) weapons. This explains the 

combination of long-range with a limited-radius of HPM effects.  

Microwave transmission using a laser-generated plasma beam waveguide: US Patent# 6377436 

 

"Some other focus areas include missile defense", he said.  "We are closely tracking our 

adversaries' missile capabilities: cruise missiles, hypersonic missiles, ballistic missiles, and we're 

looking at near-term counter missile capability. We're also looking at [quite] offensive strikes 

again". 

 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Mostafa-Alshershby/publication/241779808_Guiding_microwave_radiation_using_laser-induced_filaments_The_hollow_conducting_waveguide_concept/links/5deceb3c92851c83646cf154/Guiding-microwave-radiation-using-laser-induced-filaments-The-hollow-conducting-waveguide-concept.pdf?_tp=eyJjb250ZXh0Ijp7ImZpcnN0UGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIiwicGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIn19
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Mostafa-Alshershby/publication/241779808_Guiding_microwave_radiation_using_laser-induced_filaments_The_hollow_conducting_waveguide_concept/links/5deceb3c92851c83646cf154/Guiding-microwave-radiation-using-laser-induced-filaments-The-hollow-conducting-waveguide-concept.pdf?_tp=eyJjb250ZXh0Ijp7ImZpcnN0UGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIiwicGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIn19
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Mostafa-Alshershby/publication/241779808_Guiding_microwave_radiation_using_laser-induced_filaments_The_hollow_conducting_waveguide_concept/links/5deceb3c92851c83646cf154/Guiding-microwave-radiation-using-laser-induced-filaments-The-hollow-conducting-waveguide-concept.pdf?_tp=eyJjb250ZXh0Ijp7ImZpcnN0UGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIiwicGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIn19
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Mostafa-Alshershby/publication/241779808_Guiding_microwave_radiation_using_laser-induced_filaments_The_hollow_conducting_waveguide_concept/links/5deceb3c92851c83646cf154/Guiding-microwave-radiation-using-laser-induced-filaments-The-hollow-conducting-waveguide-concept.pdf?_tp=eyJjb250ZXh0Ijp7ImZpcnN0UGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIiwicGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIn19
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Mostafa-Alshershby/publication/241779808_Guiding_microwave_radiation_using_laser-induced_filaments_The_hollow_conducting_waveguide_concept/links/5deceb3c92851c83646cf154/Guiding-microwave-radiation-using-laser-induced-filaments-The-hollow-conducting-waveguide-concept.pdf?_tp=eyJjb250ZXh0Ijp7ImZpcnN0UGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIiwicGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIn19
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Mostafa-Alshershby/publication/241779808_Guiding_microwave_radiation_using_laser-induced_filaments_The_hollow_conducting_waveguide_concept/links/5deceb3c92851c83646cf154/Guiding-microwave-radiation-using-laser-induced-filaments-The-hollow-conducting-waveguide-concept.pdf?_tp=eyJjb250ZXh0Ijp7ImZpcnN0UGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIiwicGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIn19
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Mostafa-Alshershby/publication/241779808_Guiding_microwave_radiation_using_laser-induced_filaments_The_hollow_conducting_waveguide_concept/links/5deceb3c92851c83646cf154/Guiding-microwave-radiation-using-laser-induced-filaments-The-hollow-conducting-waveguide-concept.pdf?_tp=eyJjb250ZXh0Ijp7ImZpcnN0UGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIiwicGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIn19
https://patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/dc/02/c4/806b346d32d711/US6377436.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/live/Oh4Jc4-0VoU?si=7d0wVClq0issc5n9&t=3290


 

 

 

March 22nd to March 26th, 2021: Annual Directed Energy Science and Technology 

Symposium; 

Hosted by the Directed Energy Professional Society (DEPS), in association with the 

Department of Defense Information Analysis Centers (DoD IAC's) Defense Systems 

Information Analysis Center (DSIAC). 

 

 

Of particular note is yet another talk by the infamous James Trebes, Principal Director for 

Directed Energy at the DoD's Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and 

Engineering (OUSD R&E). This guy really gets around. Not only was he presenting on DE 

weapons at the October 2020 IDGA Directed Energy Summit, but also at the March 8th 

POST Conference, in addition to presenting on DE weapons here as well. Also, the DoD's 

Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (OUSD R&E), is 

the same office that awards private contracts for the High Energy Laser Scaling Initiative 

(HELSI). Basically, James is the accomplice who spends your extorted money so the DoD 

can do the DEW. 

https://protected.networkshosting.com/depsor/DEPSpages/graphics/DEsymp21Program.pdf
https://protected.networkshosting.com/depsor/DEPSpages/graphics/DEsymp21Program.pdf
https://deco.deps.org/DEPSpages/DEPSinfo.html
https://dodiac.dtic.mil/
https://discover.dtic.mil/
https://dsiac.org/events/2021-annual-directed-energy-science-and-technology-symposium/
https://dsiac.org/events/2021-annual-directed-energy-science-and-technology-symposium/
https://protected.networkshosting.com/depsor/DEPSpages/graphics/DEsymp21Program.pdf
https://protected.networkshosting.com/depsor/DEPSpages/graphics/DEsymp21Program.pdf
https://protected.networkshosting.com/depsor/DEPSpages/graphics/DEsymp21Program.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ousdre


James spoke about the DoD's Directed Energy Weapons (DEW) Roadmap for the future.  

 

 

 

 

 

July 2nd, 2021: “STATE OF HAWAII OFFICE OF PLANNING AND SUSTAINABLE 

DEVELOPMENT”; 

THE STATE OF HAWAII OFFICE OF PLANNING BECOMES THE NEW “STATE OF 

HAWAII OFFICE OF PLANNING AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT” 

Governor David Ige recently signed into law, House Bills 1149 and 1318 as Acts 153 and 152, 

respectively. The two laws work in conjunction and consolidate various government land use 

and environmental policy functions of different agencies into the newly renamed “Office of 

Planning and Sustainable Development.” Act 153 administratively attaches the State of 

Hawaii Land Use Commission and its staff to the Office of Planning and Sustainable 

Development. The State’s Land Use Commission will continue its activities, with its nine 

members who are appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the state Senate. 

The Commission’s primary role is to ensure that areas of concern by the State are addressed 

and considered in the land use decision-making process. The Commission will continue to 

establish the district boundaries for the entire state and acts on petitions for boundary changes 

submitted by private landowners, developers and state and county agencies. The Commission 

will also continue to act on requests for special use permits within the Agricultural and 

Rural Districts. 

Additionally, Act 152, consolidates the Office of Environmental Quality Control, its staff, 

and the Environmental Council, renamed the “Environmental Advisory Council”, within 

the Office of Planning and Sustainable Development. The Office of Environmental Quality 

Control facilitates Hawaii’s environmental review process (commonly known as HEPA), 

https://dbedt.hawaii.gov/blog/21-21/
https://dbedt.hawaii.gov/blog/21-21/


pursuant to Chapter 343, Hawaii Revised Statutes, was previously administratively attached to 

the Department of Health. The Office of Environmental Quality Control will be renamed to 

“Environmental Review Program” within the Office of Planning and Sustainable 

Development. 

The functions, rules, dockets, special use permits, environmental assessments, environmental 

impact statements, The Environmental Notice, and public availability and services of both the 

State Land Use Commission and the Office of Environmental Quality Control will continue to 

remain in effect and unchanged. The functions, roles, and responsibilities of the Office of 

Planning’s pre-existing programs; the Coastal Zone Management Program, Statewide GIS 

Program, Land Use Division, Special Plans Branch, and Statewide Sustainability Program will 

also continue to remain in effect. 

The purpose of this consolidation is to improve the coordination of these related land use 

and environmental policy functions for Hawaii’s State Government to work more 

efficiently to achieve the State’s long-term sustainability and climate change targets for a 

more (less) abundant future for the people of Hawaii. 

This consolidation builds upon the recent passage and enactment of Act 45, Session Laws of 

Hawaii 2020, which officially established the Statewide Sustainability Program within the 

Office of Planning, and previously directed the Office of Planning to expand its efforts and 

responsibilities to include statewide sea level rise coordination, and sustainability and 

climate change adaptation planning and coordination. 

“The Office of Planning and Sustainable Development will continue to work actively in 

planning for Hawaii’s sustainable development (destruction) and climate adaptation 

(attack plan) to meet the needs of the present without (while) compromising the ability of 

future generations of Hawaii to meet their own needs,” said Mary Alice Evans, director of the 

Office of Planning and Sustainable Development. “We thank Governor Ige and the Hawaii State 

Legislature for this opportunity to expand, streamline, and modernize our office to assist the 

State of Hawaii to prepare and face these sustainable development (destruction) and 

climate change adaptation (attack plan) challenges.” 

 

 

 

 

September 28th, 2021: Congressional Research Service Report, "Department of Defense 

Directed Energy Weapons: Background and Issues for Congress"; 

"Department of Defense Directed Energy Weapons: Background and Issues for Congress", 

is a moderately detailed overview of the DoD's Directed Energy Weapons programs, 

including Lasers and High Powered Microwave (HPM) weapons systems, as well as their 

characteristics, capabilities, limitations, funding, and issues, such as potential for "fratricide" 

etc.  

https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46925/2
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46925/2
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46925/2
https://www.wordnik.com/words/fratricide


Congressional Research Service publishes a report, titled "Department of Defense Directed 

Energy Weapons: Background and Issues for Congress", which is a moderately detailed 

overview of the DoD's Directed Energy Weapons programs, including Lasers and High 

Powered Microwave (HPM) weapons systems.  

 

"Limitation of collateral damage. HPM weapons would generate little to no collateral damage 

of physical structures. This feature could make them attractive weapons in urban areas or in 

situations “short of war.” 

 

"Effectiveness of countermeasures. Because electromagnetic radiation can be absorbed by 

shielding, HPM weapons may not be effective against shielded targets." 

"Arms Control 

DE weapons “are not authoritatively defined under international law, nor are they currently on 

the agenda of any existing multilateral mechanism.” However, some applications of DE 

weapons are prohibited. Article 1 of the Protocol on Blinding Lasers prohibits the 

employment of “laser weapons specifically designed, as their sole combat function or as one 

of their combat functions, to cause permanent blindness to unenhanced vision." 

 

[There are different interpretations of the Protocol on Blinding Lasers; some strict 

interpretations tend to expand the definition to include other non-lethal forms of injury, or even 

https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46925/2
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46925/2
https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/09-721.2-Multilateral-Weapons-Protocol-IV.pdf
https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/09-721.2-Multilateral-Weapons-Protocol-IV.pdf
https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/09-721.2-Multilateral-Weapons-Protocol-IV.pdf


death, while the more loose interpretations take it as a wild card where anything goes as long as 

they don't "blind" anyone.] 

 

"Some analysts have suggested that additional multilateral agreements should be considered. For 

example, Congress may consider prohibitions on nonlethal anti-personnel uses of DE 

weapons— such as “heat rays” or lasers intended to cause temporary visual impairment—

or on certain military applications of DE weapons—such as aircraft interference—in 

peacetime. Other analysts have argued that DE weapons could be considered more humane than 

conventional weapons because their accuracy could potentially reduce collateral damage and 

because they could provide a nonlethal anti-personnel capability in circumstances in which lethal 

force might otherwise be used." 

 

"In what circumstances and for what purposes should the U.S. military’s use of DE 

weapons be permissible? What, if any, regulations, treaties, or other measures should the 

United States consider with regard to the use of DE weapons in both war and peacetime?" 

 

 

 

November 19th, 2021: The University of Central Florida, Center for Directed 

Energy (CDE) Systems, Science & Technology CDE Seminar, with James Trebes;  

https://www.ucf.edu/research/person/james-trebes/
https://www.ucf.edu/research/person/james-trebes/


 

Of particular note is yet another talk by the infamous James Trebes, Principal Director for 

Directed Energy at the DoD's Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and 

Engineering (OUSD R&E). Between October 2020 and November 2021, [Jabba] James had 

been on [Tatooine] tour trying to secure military contracts with Star Wars arms dealers for the 

High Energy Laser Scaling Initiative (HELSI), which consists of a 3 phased approach to 

scaling laser energy. According to James' road map for the DoD's Directed Energy program, 

Phase 1 consists of four already active contracts for 300 kW lasers, Phase 2 consists of a few 

potential contracts for 500 kW lasers (Lockheed Martin having secured one of these on July 

28th, 2023, during Exercise Talisman Sabre), and Phase 3 consists of 1000 kW, or 1 

Megawatt (1 MW) lasers, projected for 2024. 

"Directed Energy is now a term to describe many technologies based on the propagation and 

applications of beams of electromagnetic and particle energy. The DoD’s program in directed 

https://www.ucf.edu/research/person/james-trebes/
https://www.ucf.edu/research/person/james-trebes/
https://www.ucf.edu/research/person/james-trebes/


energy is centered on new technologies that will help protect the nation from many types of 

disruptive weapons threats. This presentation will give a broad overview of directed energy 

and the progress being made in the current DoD program." 

James Trebes, Principal Director for Directed Energy at the DoD's 

Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (OUSD R&E). 

 

 

 

 

October 5th, 2022: Operation "Blue Roof"; 

Operation Blue Roof is a program offered by FEMA through the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers to eligible homeowners and landlords. It provides a temporary covering of blue 

plastic sheeting to help reduce further damage to property. The homeowner/landlord must 

legally agree to allow the Corps contractors access to the property by signing a Right of 

Entry (ROE) form. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V12mq7tItKE  

Operation Blue Roof is a program offered by FEMA through the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers to eligible homeowners and landlords. 

 

Within a couple weeks of Operation Blue Roof, several Maui celebrities also happened to paint 

their houses blue, including Obama, Clinton, Hanks, DeGeneres, Kid Rock, and even Oprah.  

https://www.ucf.edu/research/person/james-trebes/
https://www.ucf.edu/research/person/james-trebes/
https://www.usace.army.mil/Missions/Emergency-Operations/emergency_support/blue_roof/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V12mq7tItKE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V12mq7tItKE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V12mq7tItKE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V12mq7tItKE


Within a couple weeks, several Maui celebrities also happened to paint their houses blue, 

including Obama, Clinton, Hanks, DeGeneres, Kid Rock, and even Oprah.  



As you can see, Oprah doesn't live on the poor west side of Maui, and the fire near her 

home in Kula only affected 19 homes.  

 

 

 

December 5th, 2022: Josh Green is inaugurated as the ninth governor of Hawaii. 

In his inaugural address, he specifically states housing and climate as immediate issues. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/5HfN9FYJ52M?si=mMdG31pPKzX1zKwp  

Josh Green is inaugurated as the ninth governor of Hawaii. In his inaugural address, he 

specifically states housing and climate as immediate issues.  

 

 

 

January 9th, 2023: Climate Action Day in Hawai'i (CoP27); 

Climate Action Day in Hawai'i marked the beginning of Hawai'i Climate Week at the United 

Nations climate change conference known as COP27 [CO-OPT27]. "Governor Josh Green, 

M.D. shared his vision for Hawai‘i’s leadership in renewable energy and climate action in 

https://mauinow.com/2023/01/10/governor-green-sets-course-for-hawaii-climate-leadership/
https://mauinow.com/2023/01/10/governor-green-sets-course-for-hawaii-climate-leadership/
https://mauinow.com/2023/01/10/governor-green-sets-course-for-hawaii-climate-leadership/
https://mauinow.com/2023/01/10/governor-green-sets-course-for-hawaii-climate-leadership/


his first major climate speech this week. This vision includes climate policy initiatives including 

a recommitment to the US Climate Alliance, and the establishment of a Climate Advisory 

Panel. Chairing the Climate Advisory Panel will be: Dawn Lippert, CEO of Elemental 

Excelerator, and Chris Benjamin, CEO of Alexander and Baldwin." 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/YBX97YetFHc?si=2d1R3Nm75eJo0MMu  

Climate Action Day in Hawai'i marked the beginning of Hawai'i Climate Week at the United 

Nations climate change conference known as COP27. "Governor Josh Green, M.D. shared his 

vision for Hawai‘i’s leadership in renewable energy and climate action in his first major climate 

speech this week.  

 

 

January 23rd, 2023: Hawaii governor Josh Green's bold vision; 

Hawaii governor Josh Green outlined a bold vision for Hawaii’s future that includes tax reform 

and ideas to turn Hawai'i into a global model addressing climate change — immediately 

after Green signed his first emergency proclamation on homelessness.  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/ZXP2b8Pgmm0?si=tpoxb8BgmtLjoawU  

Hawaii governor Josh Green outlined a bold vision for Hawaii’s future that includes tax reform 

and ideas to turn Hawai'i into a global model addressing climate change — immediately 

after Green signed his first emergency proclamation on homelessness.  

.  

Green also addressed the actions that have already been taken as he enters day 49 of his 

administration. In order to move Hawaii forward, Green said his budget priorities will include 

issues on housing, homelessness, cost of living, climate and mental health. “Each day 

without action means another family is forced to leave to the mainland”. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/jkKo9Q7lqY0?si=5ciUIjnv22RYVwdB  

Green also addressed the actions that have already been taken as he enters day 49 of his 

administration. In order to move Hawaii forward, Green said his budget priorities will include 

issues on housing, homelessness, cost of living, climate and mental health.  

 

 

 

 

February 17th, 2023: UN's Global Tourism Resilience Day; 

UN declares 17 February as Global Tourism Resilience Day. 

Following months of campaigning, high level discussions and partnerships, 17 February has 

officially been declared Global Tourism Resilience Day. This is the first time the UN has 

founded a day dedicated to travel since Tourism Day was established 20 years ago. 
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The United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) adopted the resolution, which was initiated by 

the Jamaican government in association with the Global Travel & Tourism Resilience 

Council, a division of Connecting Travel’s parent company Jacobs Media Group, with the 

support of more than 90 countries. 

 

“The pandemic has shown us that global disruptions will continue, so there will be more 

epidemics, pandemics and earthquakes like the one in Turkey this week. The importance of 

this day is therefore to encourage capacity-building for the world to be better able to 

respond to these global disruptions and recover quickly" (Build Back Better). 

 

One of the world’s major economic sectors, in 2019 tourism accounted for 7% of global trade 

and one in 10 jobs. However, recent history has shown that tourism remains one of the most 

vulnerable industries, evident in the negative impact of climatic events (attacks), such as 

hurricanes and earthquakes, pandemics and economic recessions. 

 

 

April 5th, 2023: MileHigh Adjusters "Hiring Urgently" for Independent Insurance Claims 

Adjusters in Lahaina. 

https://resiliencecouncil.com/
https://resiliencecouncil.com/
https://www.connectingtravel.com/static/our-team
https://www.amazon.com/dp/196257802X/ref=cm_sw_r_as_gl_api_gl_i_EW6A0F59NFHAAKS0R74H?linkCode=ml1&tag=ericwest0a-20
https://milehighadjustershoustoninc.applytojob.com/apply/l3L44tbNsW/Independent-Insurance-Claims-Adjuster-In-Lahaina-Hawaii
https://milehighadjustershoustoninc.applytojob.com/apply/l3L44tbNsW/Independent-Insurance-Claims-Adjuster-In-Lahaina-Hawaii
https://milehighadjustershoustoninc.applytojob.com/apply/l3L44tbNsW/Independent-Insurance-Claims-Adjuster-In-Lahaina-Hawaii
https://milehighadjustershoustoninc.applytojob.com/apply/l3L44tbNsW/Independent-Insurance-Claims-Adjuster-In-Lahaina-Hawaii


MileHigh Adjusters posts over 60 job positions at hiring agencies, looking for Independent 

Insurance Claims Adjusters in Lahaina, "Hiring Urgently";  

 

MileHigh Adjusters posts over 60 job positions "Hiring Urgently" for Independent Insurance 

Claims Adjusters in Lahaina.  

 

https://milehighadjustershoustoninc.applytojob.com/apply/l3L44tbNsW/Independent-Insurance-

Claims-Adjuster-In-Lahaina-Hawaii 

 

https://www.careerbuilder.com/job/J3N6S977TPD31WGXH9Q 

 

https://jobs.aarp.org/job/independent-insurance-claims-adjuster-in-lahaina-hawaii-lahaina-hi-

4f5a68c9443e6b94ceec46bfa698d1b7b 

 

https://grabjobs.co/us/job/full-time/hospitality-tourism/independent-insurance-claims-adjuster-

in-lahaina-hawaii-hiring-urgently-21873839 

 

https://wehired.agency/independent-insurance-claims-adjuster-in-lahaina-hawaii-lahaina-hi/ 

https://youtu.be/o_AfF_OxYlQ?si=vFt4c4DV5fT-Y8cF&t=382
https://youtu.be/o_AfF_OxYlQ?si=vFt4c4DV5fT-Y8cF&t=382
https://milehighadjustershoustoninc.applytojob.com/apply/l3L44tbNsW/Independent-Insurance-Claims-Adjuster-In-Lahaina-Hawaii
https://youtu.be/o_AfF_OxYlQ?si=vFt4c4DV5fT-Y8cF&t=382
https://youtu.be/o_AfF_OxYlQ?si=vFt4c4DV5fT-Y8cF&t=382
https://milehighadjustershoustoninc.applytojob.com/apply/l3L44tbNsW/Independent-Insurance-Claims-Adjuster-In-Lahaina-Hawaii%0a
https://milehighadjustershoustoninc.applytojob.com/apply/l3L44tbNsW/Independent-Insurance-Claims-Adjuster-In-Lahaina-Hawaii%0a
https://www.careerbuilder.com/job/J3N6S977TPD31WGXH9Q%0a
https://www.careerbuilder.com/job/J3N6S977TPD31WGXH9Q%0a
https://jobs.aarp.org/job/independent-insurance-claims-adjuster-in-lahaina-hawaii-lahaina-hi-4f5a68c9443e6b94ceec46bfa698d1b7b
https://jobs.aarp.org/job/independent-insurance-claims-adjuster-in-lahaina-hawaii-lahaina-hi-4f5a68c9443e6b94ceec46bfa698d1b7b
https://grabjobs.co/us/job/full-time/hospitality-tourism/independent-insurance-claims-adjuster-in-lahaina-hawaii-hiring-urgently-21873839
https://grabjobs.co/us/job/full-time/hospitality-tourism/independent-insurance-claims-adjuster-in-lahaina-hawaii-hiring-urgently-21873839
https://wehired.agency/independent-insurance-claims-adjuster-in-lahaina-hawaii-lahaina-hi/


 

 

 

 

July 12th, 2023: Hawaii governor Josh Green at the United Nations’ Economic and Social 

Council in New York. 

Hawaii governor Josh Green goes to the United Nations’ Economic and Social Council in 

New York to give his bosses a progress report on Hawaii's implementation of the UN’s 2030 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDG 2030) agenda. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/nhd4RBV0Jo8?si=Y0UGqGIEPTnQQjpp  

Hawaii governor Josh Green goes to the United Nations’ Economic and Social Council in New 

York to give his bosses a progress report on Hawaii's implementation of the UN’s 2030 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDG 2030) agenda.  

 

 

 

 

July 17th, 2023 (3 weeks before the fire): Josh Green declares a housing emergency and 

issues an emergency proclamation; 

Hawaii governor Josh Green, while still at the United Nations’ Economic and Social Council 

in New York, declares a housing emergency and issues an emergency proclamation to 

streamline housing development, allowing the state to re-zone historical districts for faster 

rebuilding after NATURAL DISASTERS, which has already been used to evict residents 

whose homes were not even damaged, and are being bought up by shell companies owned by 

Blackrock Inc, Vanguard Group, Alexander & Baldwin, West Maui Land Company, and 

Harpo Productions etc. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/nZuMyyZ5aMc?si=gmBlQTb9wi2jIw4w  

Hawaii governor Josh Green, while still at the United Nations’ Economic and Social Council 

in New York, declares a housing emergency and issues an emergency proclamation to 

streamline housing development, allowing the state to re-zone historical districts for faster 

rebuilding after NATURAL DISASTERS, which has already been used to evict residents 

whose homes were not even damaged.  

 

 

 

 

July 18th to July 29th, 2023: The Greece fires; 

"Fires" ignite dry brush uphill and upwind of several towns in Greece, including the 

proposed "Smart City" of Athens, and the "Smart Island" of Rhodes, while high winds carry 

https://rumble.com/v373olh-maui-will-be-turned-into-smart-city-governance.html
https://rumble.com/v373olh-maui-will-be-turned-into-smart-city-governance.html
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https://rumble.com/v373olh-maui-will-be-turned-into-smart-city-governance.html
https://www.khon2.com/local-news/gov-green-goes-to-the-un-to-talk-about-hawai%CA%BBi/
https://www.khon2.com/local-news/gov-green-goes-to-the-un-to-talk-about-hawai%CA%BBi/
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the embers downhill to spark several other "fires" that threaten entire towns downwind, 

which receive no warnings. Residents are directed TOWARDS THE DANGER, INTO 

TRAFFIC JAMS IN THE PATH OF THE FIRES. 

High winds sweep sudden fires down through the towns of Greece, as cars are melted and 

survivors escape into the sea. 

 

Many people were TRAPPED IN THEIR CARS, WHICH MELTED from the intense 

"flames", as survivors abandoned their vehicles and escaped by jumping into the water.  



Many Greeks were TRAPPED IN THEIR CARS, WHICH MELTED from the intense 

"flames" 

Survivors in Greece abandon their vehicles and escape by jumping into the water. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/CogH-HARvII?si=HJxL3Uu-6iGwD_lP  

On the "Smart Island" of Rhodes, strange burn patterns are seen,  

such as TREES BURNING FROM THE INSIDE out.  

https://news.gtp.gr/2022/06/29/rhodes-next-greek-island-to-go-smart/
https://youtu.be/CogH-HARvII?si=f2XatXlhlqIfyrPK


 

Greece now joins a growing list of places suddenly struck by strange "fires", which includes 

California, Canada, Australia, Turkey, Italy, France, Spain, and Portugal. 

Greece joins 

a growing list of places suddenly struck by strange "fires", which includes California, Canada, 

Australia, Turkey, Italy, France, Spain, and Portugal.  

https://rumble.com/embed/v38tg9m/?pub=4  

As of August 25th, almost anywhere in the world that can burn already is, as seen in this video.  

Update: As of August 25th, almost anywhere in the world that can burn already is, as seen in 

this video. As the Tiger Island Louisiana fire approached the Texas border, the rest of Texas 

also became "energized", even burning near the "Smart City" of Austin ON AUGUST 8TH 

AT 6:18 PM AUSTIN TIME, WHICH WAS 2:18 PM LAHAINA TIME, JUST ABOUT 20 

MINUTES BEFORE THE LAHAINA "FLARE UP".  

 

This seems to indicate a tiered or phased schedule for states and cities that are leading clearing 

the way for their Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Action (Attack) Plans, which 

dovetail with all the other "Smart City" agendas as part of their Nationally Determined 

Contribution (Concession-tribute) to the UN climate gangs Sustainable Development 

(Shameful Divestment) Goals for 2030 (SDG 2030).  

 

Even the normally humid and swampy southeastern US is also on "fire". Canada is STILL on 

fire, especially in the west.  

 

Japan and China "coincidentally" happen to lead their regions in both "Smart" City 

development and "fires" (which also "coincidentally" clear the right spots for their TOD 

corridors).  

 

The countries bordering the Persian Gulf are all being razed, as well as those of the Black Sea 

https://rumble.com/v3yf8t8-alberta-goes-full-bore-on-carbon-capture-ahead-of-cop28.html
https://rumble.com/v3yf8t8-alberta-goes-full-bore-on-carbon-capture-ahead-of-cop28.html
https://rumble.com/v3beusm-fire-map-of-the-world-as-of-082523.html
https://rumble.com/v3beusm-fire-map-of-the-world-as-of-082523.html
https://rumble.com/v3beusm-fire-map-of-the-world-as-of-082523.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/louisiana-fire-tiger-island-rcna102362
https://www.fox7austin.com/news/large-brush-fire-cedar-park-texas-evacuations-traffic-impact
https://www.fox7austin.com/news/large-brush-fire-cedar-park-texas-evacuations-traffic-impact
https://spring.smartcitiesconnect.org/about/cities.html
https://www.fox7austin.com/news/large-brush-fire-cedar-park-texas-evacuations-traffic-impact
https://files.hawaii.gov/dbedt/op/lud/20201013%20TOD%20Council%20Mtg/Prop01_West%20MauiTODCorridorPresentationFINAL_FORMATTED.pdf
https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/all-about-ndcs
https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/all-about-ndcs
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://rumble.com/v3yf8t8-alberta-goes-full-bore-on-carbon-capture-ahead-of-cop28.html
https://files.hawaii.gov/dbedt/op/lud/20201013%20TOD%20Council%20Mtg/Prop01_West%20MauiTODCorridorPresentationFINAL_FORMATTED.pdf
https://files.hawaii.gov/dbedt/op/lud/20201013%20TOD%20Council%20Mtg/Prop01_West%20MauiTODCorridorPresentationFINAL_FORMATTED.pdf


and Mediterranean, in addition to Kenya, Ethiopia, and THE ENTIRE SOUTHERN HALF 

OF AFRICA, including the island of Madagascar.  

 

The entire northern half of South America has also been targeted, including Brazil, where 

video that appears to be from Sao Paulo shows an airborne microwave beam striking buildings 

and igniting power lines (@3:43). In the video, you can see strange BLUE reflections and 

refractions of "glare" from the directed energy, as well as hear the eerie sound of a deep electric 

buzz, like a gigantic arc welder. 

. 

July 22nd to August 4th, 2023: Talisman Sabre 23, "NOT JUST AN EXERCISE"; 

For two weeks, the "Guardians" from STARCOM's Range and Aggressor Delta 11 and their 

310th Operations Group U.S. Air Force Reserve associates put joint warfighters through 

their paces at Talisman Sabre '23. Talisman Sabre is a biennial large-scale military exercise 

between Australia and the United States that started in 2005. This was the 10th and largest 

iteration of the exercise with more than 30,000 personnel from 13 countries participating. 

Talisman Sabre 23, "NOT JUST AN EXERCISE"  

"This is not the first year that counterspace capabilities attended, but more realistic and 

prolific space effects this year are a testament to the value of the newest service", said U.S. 

Space Force Lt. Col. Gerrit Dalman, 25th Space Range Squadron commander. “The value 

of a [STARCOM] command dedicated to improving the readiness of space warfighters was 

especially apparent to service, combatant command, and Department of Defense leaders who 

observed the exercise,” Dalman said. His sentiment was echoed by a senior U.S. Space Force 

leader who, after observing a demonstration, stated, “This is the best space demonstration 

I've witnessed in my entire career.”  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/gpg7GnVWwmJT/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/gpg7GnVWwmJT/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/gpg7GnVWwmJT/
https://www.defense.gov/Multimedia/Experience/Exercise-Talisman-Sabre/
https://www.defensenews.com/land/2022/01/13/army-readies-to-deliver-first-set-of-strykers-with-50-kilowatt-laser-weapons/
https://www.starcom.spaceforce.mil/About-Us/What-We-Do/
https://www.starcom.spaceforce.mil/About-Us/STARCOM-Deltas/Space-Delta-11-Range-Aggressors/
https://www.310sw.afrc.af.mil/About-Us/Fact-Sheets/Display/Article/2620005/310th-operations-group/
https://www.starcom.spaceforce.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/3490163/starcom-amps-up-space-force-participation-in-talisman-sabre-23/
https://www.starcom.spaceforce.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/3490163/starcom-amps-up-space-force-participation-in-talisman-sabre-23/
https://www.spaceforce.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/3486646/americas-space-range-goes-global/


https://www.bitchute.com/video/ljVHNvqSu4qV/ 

 

U.S. Space Force weapons systems operated by the U.S. Air National Guard's 

216th Electronic Warfare Squadron (EWS) conducted jamming missions against target 

signals representing the opposing force's critical communications paths. Additionally, joint 

exercise participants were challenged to use their best electronic protection procedures while the 

527th Space Aggressor Squadron conducted threat representative attacks on friendly 

systems. Meanwhile, the electronic support crews of the 72d Intelligence Surveillance and 

Reconnaissance Squadron assessed electromagnetic spectrum activity and provided real-

time intelligence to all. 

After the 11 days of space operations, the combined operations, intelligence, range, and 

aggressor teams spanning two continents, EXECUTED NUMEROUS SPACE 

ENGAGEMENTS. In addition to contested space training, aggressors also provided expert 

instruction on ADVERSARY TACTICS and recommended countermeasures to a large 

number of joint and allied service members. 

  

U.S. Air Force Maj. Theron Berry, 216th EWS, acknowledged the vital role of Delta 11 in 

the space component's success, stating that “It would not have been possible to 

demonstrate the Counter Communications System and crew capabilities without realistic 

environments provided by the NSTTC Electromagnetic Range.” 

 

 

 

July 28th, 2023: (During Talisman Sabre) Lockheed Martin awarded HELSI phase 2 

contract by [James Trebes] OUSD (R&E) 

https://www.ang.af.mil/Media/Article-Display/Article/3331551/216th-enters-new-era-as-electromagnetic-warfare-squadron/
https://www.starcom.spaceforce.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/3217414/space-aggressors-debut-new-exercise-series-enhance-adversary-focused-training/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/72nd_Intelligence,_Surveillance,_and_Reconnaissance_Squadron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/72nd_Intelligence,_Surveillance,_and_Reconnaissance_Squadron
https://www.ang.af.mil/Media/Article-Display/Article/3331551/216th-enters-new-era-as-electromagnetic-warfare-squadron/
https://www.starcom.spaceforce.mil/About-Us/STARCOM-Deltas/Space-Delta-11-Range-Aggressors/
https://www.starcom.spaceforce.mil/About-Us/STARCOM-Deltas/Space-Delta-11-Range-Aggressors/
https://www.spaceforce.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/3486646/americas-space-range-goes-global/
https://www.spaceforce.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/3486646/americas-space-range-goes-global/
https://www.jt4llc.com/what-we-do/national-space-test-and-training-complex-nsttc/
https://news.lockheedmartin.com/2023-07-28-Lockheed-Martin-to-Scale-Its-Highest-Powered-Laser-to-500-Kilowatts-Power-Level
https://news.lockheedmartin.com/2023-07-28-Lockheed-Martin-to-Scale-Its-Highest-Powered-Laser-to-500-Kilowatts-Power-Level


July 28th, 2023: (During Talisman Sabre) Lockheed Martin awarded HELSI phase 2 

contract by [James Trebes] OUSD (R&E)  

 

Lockheed Martin (NYSE: LMT) announced that it will scale its laser technology to a new 

benchmark: a 500 kW-class laser, the most powerful laser Lockheed Martin has produced, 

topping its 300 kW-class laser developed under a contract from the Department of Defense’s 

Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research & Engineering, OUSD (R&E). The 

500 kW-class laser, developed under a new contract just awarded by [James Trebes] OUSD 

(R&E), for Phase 2 of the High Energy Laser Scaling Initiative (HELSI). 

 

 

 

 

August 1st, 2023: HAWAIʻI CLOUD INNOVATION SUMMIT; 

TRUE Initiative and Transform Hawaiʻi Government Present the 2ND ANNUAL 

HAWAIʻI CLOUD INNOVATION SUMMIT; 

 

"The conference aims to unify diverse participants from various sectors, including local 

businesses, healthcare institutions, education, government, and defense. These diverse 

attendees will be able to engage in a rich exchange of ideas, best practices, and insights, all 

focusing on digital transformation through cloud technology." 

 

“Our public sector leaders’ efforts to modernize can be activated by our collective ability to 

innovate (AI), resource, convene and facilitate. The summit is a tent pole event that allows us to 

collaborate, explore novel solutions and bring our community together to effectively work 

towards a more modernized government,” said Christine Sakuda, executive director of 

https://news.lockheedmartin.com/2023-07-28-Lockheed-Martin-to-Scale-Its-Highest-Powered-Laser-to-500-Kilowatts-Power-Level
https://news.lockheedmartin.com/2023-07-28-Lockheed-Martin-to-Scale-Its-Highest-Powered-Laser-to-500-Kilowatts-Power-Level
https://news.lockheedmartin.com/2023-07-28-Lockheed-Martin-to-Scale-Its-Highest-Powered-Laser-to-500-Kilowatts-Power-Level
https://news.lockheedmartin.com/2023-07-28-Lockheed-Martin-to-Scale-Its-Highest-Powered-Laser-to-500-Kilowatts-Power-Level
https://news.lockheedmartin.com/2023-07-28-Lockheed-Martin-to-Scale-Its-Highest-Powered-Laser-to-500-Kilowatts-Power-Level
https://news.lockheedmartin.com/2022-09-15-Lockheed-Martin-Delivers-Its-Highest-Powered-Laser-to-Date-to-US-Department-of-Defense
https://www.truehawaii.org/hawaii-cloud-innovation-summit-2023/
https://www.truehawaii.org/hawaii-cloud-innovation-summit-2023/
https://www.truehawaii.org/hawaii-cloud-innovation-summit-2023/


Transform Hawaiʻi Government. 

 

Additional keynote speakers include: (A bunch of geeks from Amazon Web Services, AWS) 

 

 

 

 

 

August 7th, 2023: Chief Federal Response Coordinator, Bob Fenton, had ALREADY arrived 

in Hawai'i BEFORE the "fire", to attend a FEMA conference on "disaster preparedness"; 

Bob Fenton (one of the nations leading emergency managers) had ALREADY arrived in Hawai'i 

BEFORE the "fire", and two weeks before he is appointed by Biden as Chief Federal Response 

Coordinator. 

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CwsI5gtOdld/  

August 7th, 2023: Bob Fenton (one of the nations leading emergency managers) had 

ALREADY arrived in Hawai'i BEFORE the fire, and two weeks BEFORE he is appointed by 

Biden as Chief Federal Response Coordinator.  

 

 

August 7th, 2023: Attendees begin arriving for the Pacific Partnership Meeting on disaster 

preparedness (NOT JUST A FIRE DRILL), Sponsored by the US Department of 

Homeland Security and FEMA; 

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CwsI5gtOdld/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CwsI5gtOdld/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CwsI5gtOdld/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CwsI5gtOdld/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CwsI5gtOdld/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CwsI5gtOdld/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CwsI5gtOdld/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CwsI5gtOdld/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CwsI5gtOdld/
https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/2023/08/23/disaster-response-conference-went-with-hawaiis-top-emergency-officials-there-maui-burned/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/b3swopObHTiR/


Pacific Partnership Meeting on disaster preparedness (NOT JUST A FIRE DRILL), 

Sponsored by the US Department of Homeland Security and FEMA. This is evidence of 

being ACCESSORIES BEFORE THE FACT, AND ACCOMPLICES TO 1ST DEGREE 

MASS MURDER.  

 

The Pacific Partnership Meeting on disaster preparedness (NOT JUST A FIRE DRILL), 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/b3swopObHTiR/
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2023/08/23/mauis-disaster-response-leadership-wasnt-even-on-the-island-during-wildfires-n2627443
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2023/08/23/mauis-disaster-response-leadership-wasnt-even-on-the-island-during-wildfires-n2627443
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2023/08/23/mauis-disaster-response-leadership-wasnt-even-on-the-island-during-wildfires-n2627443
https://www.bitchute.com/video/b3swopObHTiR/


Sponsored by the US Department of Homeland Security and FEMA, began in Waikiki on 

O'ahu island at 7:30 am August 8th, just 53 minutes after the first "fire" actually occurred. 

This was the "drill" by the feds that occurred to distract and divide the local emergency 

managers while the event itself was actually unfolding, just like the operations "Global 

Guardian" and "Vigilant Guardian" were happening DURING 9/11 (rehearsing Bin 

Laden hijacking planes), or the WEF's "Event 201" (about a pandemic coronavirus) just 

DAYS BEFORE the first COVID case in Wuhan.  

 

UPDATE: It's now believed that FEMA, Bob Fenton, and others conspired to divide and 

distract the local emergency managers that day in order to perpetrate their crime and pin 

it on the scapegoats, who aren't speaking up to avoid further implicating themselves. This 

only serves to protect the real perpetrators at the expense of the useful idiots. 

MEMA's Herman Andaya was confirmed to have attended  

 

MEMA's Herman Andaya was confirmed to have attended.  

 

Governor Josh Green was also coincidentally unavailable on the mainland during August 

8th, so the "acting lieutenant governor" Sylvia Luke was the one who issued the initial 

emergency proclamation for Maui at 3:21 pm.  

 

Mayor Richard Bissen was already in the Wailuku EOC the day before. "As this seems to be 

of interest, I should have offered more in my comments about what occurred on the day of the 

disaster, and I want to be clear and repeat that I had been present in our emergency operating 

https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/2023/08/17/mauis-emergency-management-director-was-oahu-conference-wildfires-raged/
https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/2023/08/17/mauis-emergency-management-director-was-oahu-conference-wildfires-raged/
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https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/local-news/2023-09-01/maui-mayor-addresses-wildfire-rumors-timeline


center since Aug. 7th." He was only available during the 11 am hour and the 6 to 7 pm hours.  

 

Maui Police Chief John Pelletier is also reluctant to admit his whereabouts during the fire, and 

it's still unknown where he was. 

 

Of particular note at this "meeting" is the talk by the soon to be Chief Federal Response 

Coordinator, Bob Fenton (mentioned in the previous timestamp). This is evidence of him 

being ACCESSORY BEFORE THE FACT, AND ACCOMPLICE TO 1ST DEGREE 

MASS MURDER. 

 

 

 

 

August 7th, 2023: Hurricane Dora is downplayed deleted; 

Hurricane Dora is downplayed deleted by media and government after an over-reaction to a 2019 

fire on Maui, residents are naïve and complacent as a result.  

 

Update: The deleted GOES satellite images were SAVED by local Hawai'ian Bruce 

Douglas, and they show that Hurricane Dora was a small ISOLATED system that 

remained contained at 10 degrees latitude, which was around 500 to 700 miles south of 

Hawai'i, too small and too far away to affect Hawai'ian weather. They also show a clear but 

curious wave pattern of IONIC WIND just north of Dora, which moves in to Maui around 

4:00 am on August 8th, the approximate time when power lines began to fall. You can also 

see that wind speeds in Lahaina were strangely elevated compared to elsewhere, especially 

since it was in the wind shadow of the West Maui mountains. 

https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/local-news/2023-09-01/maui-mayor-addresses-wildfire-rumors-timeline
https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/2023/08/23/disaster-response-conference-went-with-hawaiis-top-emergency-officials-there-maui-burned/
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1694862307628217
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CwsI5gtOdld/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CwsI5gtOdld/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CwsI5gtOdld/
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2023/08/23/mauis-disaster-response-leadership-wasnt-even-on-the-island-during-wildfires-n2627443
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2023/08/23/mauis-disaster-response-leadership-wasnt-even-on-the-island-during-wildfires-n2627443
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2023/08/23/mauis-disaster-response-leadership-wasnt-even-on-the-island-during-wildfires-n2627443
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ion_wind


~ 500 to 700 miles away, wind speeds within the eyewall of Hurricane Dora reach 130 mph 

(Update: The missing GOES images show that Dora was too small and too far away to 

affect Hawai'ian weather.) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XMaQ1IWrNo  

For August 8th, more than 18 hours of GOES satellite images over Maui during the fire 

were deleted from the NASA database.  

https://rumble.com/v38yeao-update-from-the-frontlines-of-the-maui-fires-dr.-robert-malone-

bruce-dougla.html  

Update: The missing GOES satellite images were SAVED by local Hawai'ian Bruce 

Douglas, and they show that Hurricane Dora was a small ISOLATED system that 

remained contained at 10 degrees latitude, which was around 500 to 700 miles south of 

Hawai'i, too small and too far away to affect Hawai'ian weather. They also show a clear but 

curious wave pattern of IONIC WIND just north of Dora, which moves in to Maui around 

4:00 am on August 8th, the approximate time when power lines began to fall. You can also 

see that wind speeds in Lahaina were strangely elevated compared to elsewhere, especially 

since it was in the wind shadow of the West Maui mountains.  

https://youtu.be/ko7ayaCDJSE?si=C5_CrftS1HV290iC  

More satellite images and updates from Bruce Douglas, as well as geo-engineering 

hardware seen in and around Hawai'i after the fire. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/xjtbn0uR0kA?si=e9SXUK4w1WARx5rQ  

Electric wind/ionic wind that accompanies plasma fire/electric fire 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/CRXiX1HmXjY?si=BwZDFpbJUtFIBB6c  

https://youtu.be/0XMaQ1IWrNo
https://youtu.be/0XMaQ1IWrNo
https://rumble.com/v38yeao-update-from-the-frontlines-of-the-maui-fires-dr.-robert-malone-bruce-dougla.html
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ion_wind
https://youtu.be/ko7ayaCDJSE
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Some helicopters, like this Seahawk with nose-mounted Multi-spectral Electro-Optical 

Targeting System (EOTS), were apparently allowed to fly during the wind warning. Even a 

mainstream meteorologist said the hurricane had no effect on Hawaii.  

 

 

August 8th, 2023:  

~ 4:00 - 4:30 am: On 8/8, in the 808 area code, on the proposed "Smart Island" of Maui, and 

in the proposed "Smart City" of Lahaina, 55 mph IONIC WINDS and 80 mph gusts start 

knocking down power lines. Most of Maui loses power and cell coverage is also spotty 

depending on provider and location. Hawaiian Telcom (controlled by Carlyle group) was 

confirmed down. Hawaiian Electric Company (controlled by Blackrock and Vanguard) 

trucks are dispatched to repair the lines.  

 

6:30am: Electrical work has finished and power is temporarily restored.  

6:30 am: Another downed power line sparks when energized, igniting the grass just east of 

Lahainaluna, but only on the north side of the bypass. Shane Treu captures video of the 

sparking electrical line and the relatively small fire it started just minutes before the video 

begins.  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/bYSr-gdbtTc?si=bL0bbXiGowrJ9JWX  

Shane Treu captures video of the sparking electrical line and the relatively small fire it 

started just minutes before the video begins.  

 

6:37 am: Lahaina Fire Department receives a call and is dispatched to the location. 

 

6:40 am: County of Maui issues an evacuation order for Lahaina Intermediate via 

FACEBOOK POST only, when both Charter Communications and Hawaiian Telcom (Carlyle 

Group) cell and internet service were already down: 

 

"A brush fire was reported at 6:37 a.m. today in the area of Lahainaluna Road. Evacuations were 

ordered at 6:40 a.m. in the area surrounding Lahaina Intermediate School. Fire crews from 

Napili, Lāhainā and Kīhei are on scene. 

Lahainaluna Road is CLOSED between Kelawea Street and Kuialua Street. 

The American Red Cross has opened Lahaina Civic Center as an evacuation center. Pet 

owners utilizing the shelter will need to have pets properly restrained. 

Impacted residents are advised to heed emergency responders when directed to leave..." 

...(TOWARDS THE DANGER)... 

https://www.nedo.go.jp/content/100864936.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ion_wind
https://www.hawaiiantel.com/aboutus/Our-History
https://www.wallstreetzen.com/stocks/us/nyse/he/ownership
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYSr-gdbtTc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYSr-gdbtTc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYSr-gdbtTc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYSr-gdbtTc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYSr-gdbtTc
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=671173845040565&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3


 

 

 

 

6:41 to 6:46 am: Update; Two Hawai'ian officers, X6031776H and X6031339F, begin door to 

door evacuations in the neighborhood southeast of Lahainaluna road, mauka of (above) the 

bypass, on Ho'okahua street. This is the house directly across Lahainaluna road from where 

Shane Treu is currently filming in this direction, and also directly uphill from the 2 cars in the 

yard below that melted, in a 6 inch grass fire, while all of these adjacent structures were 

undamaged. In the video, Maui Fire Department (MFD) is seen arriving at 6:44 am. The 

area below and to the right in both videos appears to be on fire, which actually DOES 

contain the first 2 cars that were destroyed just minutes after evacuating Ho'okahua street 

at > 6:49 am. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/qcly5d7cUF0?si=eodCbRr3WjjCve-V&start=26  

Two Hawai'ian officers, X6031776H and X6031339F, begin door to door evacuations in the 

neighborhood southeast of Lahainaluna road, mauka of the bypass, on Ho'okahua street.  

https://youtu.be/qcly5d7cUF0?si=q7LFidd9ENJlmWkA&t=26
https://youtu.be/qcly5d7cUF0?si=q7LFidd9ENJlmWkA&t=26
https://youtu.be/qcly5d7cUF0?si=q7LFidd9ENJlmWkA&t=26
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYSr-gdbtTc
https://www.bitchute.com/video/FmHML92Ju6OB/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/FmHML92Ju6OB/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/FmHML92Ju6OB/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/FmHML92Ju6OB/
https://youtu.be/qcly5d7cUF0?si=q7LFidd9ENJlmWkA&t=26
https://youtu.be/qcly5d7cUF0?si=q7LFidd9ENJlmWkA&t=26


 

9:00 am: The early morning 6:30 am Lahainaluna fire is declared 100% contained by the 

Lahaina Fire Department, some of which remain for several more hours to continue 

observing the location. This is corroborated by reports from neighbors.  

9:00 am: Water conservation notice made due to failing pumps as the 3 million gallon 

reservoir runs low. This was likely a combination of 5 hours without power for the pumps that 

refill the reservoir, while the firefighters dumped tons of water on the grass fire to contain it and 

keep it suppressed. 

 

9:55 am: Lahaina Fire Update # 2. County of Maui announces the 6:30 am fire is 100% 

contained, via FACEBOOK post.  

https://youtu.be/Zhdi96Rf_jk?si=c0lgXWWZxoc_OKMK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmKot06YSJE&t=330s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmKot06YSJE&t=330s
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=671205901704026&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3




9:55 am: Lahaina Fire Update # 2  

 

 

1:00 pm to 6:00 pm: The Commission on Water and Resource Management decline water to 

Lahaina firefighters from 1:00 pm to 6:00 pm. Update: The water rights issue is not as clear 

as West Maui Land Company would have us believe.  

The redeployment [of Manuel] came following accounts that West Maui Land Co. executive 

Glenn Tremble made a request to Manuel on Aug. 8 to divert water from streams to the 

company’s reservoirs in order to fight the Maui wildfires, and that request was not granted for 

five hours — too late to stop the devastating Lahaina fire. 

During a press conference held by community activists on Aug. 18, Kekai Keahi (one of the two 

people who brought forth the lawsuit) said the rerouting of the water would not have helped 

fight the fires because the streams are not connected to county facilities or fire hydrants.  

 

In light of this fact, it appears that West Maui Land Co. was trying to use the fire as an excuse 

for a water grab, which has been ongoing for years, and Manuel actually knew better. Still, 

West Maui Land Co. is using this story to try and generate hype so they can finally steal 

the water of Maui.  

 

 

 

~ 2:18 pm: The last firefighters return to the station to repair and "rehab". Sustained IONIC 

winds of 55+mph and gusts of 80+ mph batter Lahaina as mangoes are blown from trees, doors 

are ripped from hinges, and more power lines fall. Power remains off. Cell and internet are 

spotty depending on location and provider. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/Zhdi96Rf_jk?si=ntVEStHWkMHn_Cu3&start=68  

~ 2:18 pm: The last firefighters return to the station to repair and "rehab".  

 

 

~ 2:18 ~ 2:42 pm: A 2nd "fire" starts in Lahainaluna, this time on the south side of the 

bypass from the 1st "fire". Just before 3:00 pm, a motorist captures the fires early stages as he 

exits the southbound bypass to go west on Lahainaluna road. In the (CENSORED) video, the 

fire is seen to be limited to the grass inside the cloverleaf where no power lines are present. 

(Official fire investigators reported this "flare up" not to be from arson OR power lines. I guess 

Directed Energy Weapons are classified as "Climate Change" instead of arson.) 

 

 

2:42 pm: Two fire vehicles pass Ross on the highway south towards Keawe St and turn left 

towards the bypass, presumably on their way to the "flare up". 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=671205901704026&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://mauinow.com/2023/10/09/hawai%CA%BBi%CA%BBs-water-commission-reinstates-1st-deputy-kaleo-manuel-to-maui-post/
https://mauinow.com/2023/10/09/hawai%CA%BBi%CA%BBs-water-commission-reinstates-1st-deputy-kaleo-manuel-to-maui-post/
https://mauinow.com/2023/10/09/hawai%CA%BBi%CA%BBs-water-commission-reinstates-1st-deputy-kaleo-manuel-to-maui-post/
https://abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/fire-renews-maui-stream-water-rights-tension-longtime-102521303
https://abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/fire-renews-maui-stream-water-rights-tension-longtime-102521303
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/maui-fire-kaleo-manuel-water-official-removed-unfairly-rcna100974
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2023/aug/17/hawaii-fires-maui-water-rights-disaster-capitalism
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2023/aug/17/hawaii-fires-maui-water-rights-disaster-capitalism
https://youtu.be/Zhdi96Rf_jk?si=c0lgXWWZxoc_OKMK
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ion_wind
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Q6lNB6yilY&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hSXMMwoPWg&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hSXMMwoPWg&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SnD8UOb1rlU&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SnD8UOb1rlU&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=7
https://youtu.be/Zhdi96Rf_jk?si=c0lgXWWZxoc_OKMK


2:56 pm: Jonathan Herzog captures many roadblocks as he's directed back and forth 

TOWARDS THE DANGER several times before abandoning his car for the rocks on the 

water. He ends up recording the entire ordeal:  

 

He comes to a roadblock and is redirected onto Front Street, multiple times. "They kept 

detouring us in circles and then I start to see dust and smoke. I kept trying to find a route to 

the highway, but no go. Every pass down Front Street revealed new hazards", like the large 

garbage dumpster rolling across the street right in front of him, for example. "We still had no 

idea there was a fire burning. Now we are starting to see not dirt, but smoke. Redirected down 

Front Street again, and you can hear a power line hit the roof of the car. The smoke gets thicker 

and I have to make some decisions. My goal is to get to King Hall? "Ok, I'm at Kingdom Hall, so 

here's the plan. that fire is moving so I'm gonna make my way down to the water right now." He 

goes to the break-waters but gets smoked out, so he goes out onto the rocks. He climbs out on the 

rocks and the smoke comes out to the water and starts starts choking him. 

 

"It's this moment I realize I might not make it out. I'm thinking that I may swim to one of 

those boats. … And now, we have flames. It's now that I decide I better move or get stuck in 

the smoke zone… Asphyxiation." He goes back to shore and walks to the Kahoma Stream 

levee, where cars are speeding past him to escape. "I stayed on this pipe to avoid cars driving on 

the sidewalk. The smoke was burning my eyes and making me cough. By this point it was a good 

decision to move. Smoke had engulfed the break water I was on." He kept heading north on foot, 

cutting through tight areas that were sheltered from speeding cars. (I also noticed that pretty 

much everyone with a golf cart or dirt bike got out, food for thought.) He eventually makes 

his way up the edge of the shore to safety. On the bus ride back to Kahului they take the long 

way back, straight through Ground Zero. "Apparently, fire is selective?" 

 

 

2:54 - 5:28 pm: TOWARDS THE DANGER. Police roadblock the "Chart House" at Front 

street and the Honoapi'ilani highway, and the highway at the intersection with Kapunakea, 

preventing traffic from exiting Lahaina to the North and causing the beginning of a traffic jam on 

Front Street near Safeway. They also roadblock the highway in both directions, north and south, 

at Keawe street and divert all highway traffic onto Keawe street and west into the Cannery Mall, 

TOWARDS THE DANGER. This effectively packs the Cannery mall parking lot like a can of 

sardines, while gridlock seals the block around it, trapping an entire city block full of people 

unless they go TOWARDS THE DANGER. Police also roadblocked the bypass at 3:30pm as 

well, which effectively traps all of the Lahainaluna neighborhoods from escaping to the north or 

south, and their only way out now is to travel west on Lahainaluna road TOWARDS THE 

DANGER. Police even roadblocked both directions of the highway, north and south, at 

Lahainaluna road as well, and were herding all traffic further west TOWARDS THE DANGER 

on Front Street, so that anyone who successfully escaped the Lahainaluna neighborhood would 

now have to go towards the front line of the literal war zone on Front Street. In addition to 

blocking Front Street to the north, the south end of Front Street was also roadblocked at the 

highway. Police roadblocked the southbound lanes of the highway at 3:00pm with a police SUV 

and some cones, and were herding southbound escapees to go back north onto Front Street 

TOWARDS THE DANGER! All of these multiple roadblocks combined to effectively trap the 

entire city of Lahaina from escaping in any direction, for 2 hours and 28 minutes, all while 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAV0bM2aDgE
https://youtu.be/3BO8sqVCLwg?si=Y1e9E7vY79d3Rij4
https://youtu.be/E-KYfmH6_kw?si=GUNKzob7_pwvoxva
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRpiBpDy7MQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRpiBpDy7MQ
https://youtu.be/3BO8sqVCLwg?si=Y1e9E7vY79d3Rij4
https://youtu.be/6jVDTfp7gFc?si=DMFGHbqtZG4Mrcvr
https://youtu.be/6jVDTfp7gFc?si=DMFGHbqtZG4Mrcvr
https://youtu.be/7qoi-dBzZfA?si=83NamGVfUXhjxMSP&t=32
https://youtu.be/7qoi-dBzZfA?si=tRJIAYxsnwhjjzQ6&t=131
https://youtu.be/7qoi-dBzZfA?si=tRJIAYxsnwhjjzQ6&t=131
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BO8sqVCLwg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BO8sqVCLwg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BO8sqVCLwg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg2sfqTiGnc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg2sfqTiGnc
https://youtu.be/GoMYd0eiJAI?si=2mw9lC6B4hBGpvDN&t=257
https://youtu.be/GoMYd0eiJAI?si=2mw9lC6B4hBGpvDN&t=257


redirecting them back TOWARDS THE DANGER. This counters the Las Vegas false-flag 

handler, and current Maui police chief,  

John Pelletier's claims to the contrary. 

https://www.reviewjournal.com/crime/las-vegas-police-captain-named-police-chief-in-maui-hawaii-2454245/
https://www.reviewjournal.com/crime/las-vegas-police-captain-named-police-chief-in-maui-hawaii-2454245/
https://www.reviewjournal.com/crime/las-vegas-police-captain-named-police-chief-in-maui-hawaii-2454245/
https://youtu.be/3BO8sqVCLwg?si=bi-dwLj3pdPfLUDZ




The Roadblock Rotisserie. Red areas were trapped and burned. Yellow areas were also 

trapped but didn't burn.  

 

Police also used a claim of live power lines (despite being told by Hawaiian Electric company 

that lines were off) to roadblock several locations including; (1) the "Chart House" at Front street 

and the highway, (2) the highway at Kapunakea, (3,4) the highway BOTH WAYS at Keawe 

street, (5) the bypass at Keawe street, (6) the highway at Papalaua, (7,8) the highway BOTH 

WAYS at Lahainaluna road, (9) the highway BOTH WAYS at the south end of Front Street, and 

(10+) Hawaiian Electric Company (Blackrock and Vanguard) also blocked the southbound 

highway at Hokiokio place, and were STILL blocking the highway north at Kahoma stream 

during the 9:30 pm evacuation, despite being told by police that there was an active evacuation 

in progress. Beginning on the south end of the highway at Hokiokio place around 5:00 pm, 

Hawaiian Electric Company moved north fixing about 29 telephone poles, arriving at the 

Kahoma stream levee by 9:22 pm, right on time to block the 9:30 pm Wahikuli evacuation to 

the north. It appears that HECO somehow just continued putting up new telephone poles 

throughout the entire evacuation (and fire) as if nothing was even happening. Ignoring 

traffic probably isn't new to them, but it looks like ignoring infernos isn't either. 

5:00 pm: Beginning on the south end of the highway at Hokiokio place, Hawaiian Electric 

Company (Blackrock and Vanguard) moved north fixing telephone poles throughout the entire 

evacuation (and fire) as if nothing was even happening. 

https://youtu.be/YDlEfM4w6lw?si=lKEX41Ay7ytRENUL&t=1058
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1128928224733095
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=loOFNII38Z4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=loOFNII38Z4
https://youtu.be/6jVDTfp7gFc?si=DMFGHbqtZG4Mrcvr
https://youtu.be/6jVDTfp7gFc?si=DMFGHbqtZG4Mrcvr
https://youtu.be/7qoi-dBzZfA?si=83NamGVfUXhjxMSP&t=32
https://youtu.be/WiYI1Yk9jzs?si=6w7wJJBMQMu0JNka&t=270
https://youtu.be/7qoi-dBzZfA?si=tRJIAYxsnwhjjzQ6&t=131
https://youtu.be/7qoi-dBzZfA?si=tRJIAYxsnwhjjzQ6&t=131
https://youtu.be/P1dqH7g01ws?si=vh5mkArgptPBMoW5&t=512
https://youtu.be/7qoi-dBzZfA?si=f3wOrKg4fZBCjad0&t=70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg2sfqTiGnc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg2sfqTiGnc
https://youtu.be/GoMYd0eiJAI?si=2mw9lC6B4hBGpvDN&t=257
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2YVh2aHzfU&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=23
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2YVh2aHzfU&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=23
https://www.facebook.com/reel/269895959200154
https://www.facebook.com/reel/269895959200154
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2YVh2aHzfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2YVh2aHzfU
https://www.facebook.com/reel/214346108137408
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=as4nPbHFPa8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=as4nPbHFPa8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=as4nPbHFPa8


HECO moved north fixing about 29 telephone poles along the highway, arriving at the Kahoma 

stream levee by 9:30 pm, just in time to block the Wahikuli evacuation to the north. It appears 

that HECO somehow just continued putting up new telephone poles throughout the entire 

evacuation (and fire) as if nothing was even happening. 

Police roadblock (1), the "Chart House" at Front street and the highway from 3:00-5:28 pm. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=as4nPbHFPa8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=as4nPbHFPa8
https://youtu.be/6jVDTfp7gFc?si=DMFGHbqtZG4Mrcvr


Police roadblock (2) the highway at Kapunakea, from 2:54-5:28 pm. 

Police roadblock (3,4) the highway BOTH ways at Keawe street from 3:00-5:28 pm. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hSXMMwoPWg&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=6
https://youtu.be/7qoi-dBzZfA?si=tRJIAYxsnwhjjzQ6&t=131


Police roadblock (6) the highway at Papalaua from 3:00-5:28 pm. 

Police roadblock (7,8) the highway BOTH WAYS at Lahainaluna road from 3:00-5:28 pm.  

3:28pm: Amanda Cassidy is traveling westbound on Lahainaluna road when she reaches the 

highway, but is prevented from going either direction and is directed to continue west to Front 

Street, TOWARDS THE DANGER. 

 

3:30pm: Lani Dekneef leaves Puamana at 3:30, but the highway is roadblocked by a police car 

https://youtu.be/7qoi-dBzZfA?si=f3wOrKg4fZBCjad0&t=70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg2sfqTiGnc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg2sfqTiGnc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg2sfqTiGnc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg2sfqTiGnc
https://youtu.be/GoMYd0eiJAI?si=SUYRExMds9bcAI-o


with some cones, and she is told to go north on Front Street TOWARDS THE DANGER. At 

about 4:00pm, she gets stuck at the Safeway bottleneck traffic jam near the (sardine) Cannery 

and turns around to go back south on Front Street TOWARDS THE DANGER. She gets back to 

Puamana around 4:40pm and follows a truck that goes around the original police car that turned 

her back TOWARDS THE DANGER once already, as they DISOBEY and drive right over the 

cones and escape onto the southbound side of the highway. 

 

3:50pm: The Vasquez family home catches fire with the children inside while their mother is at 

work and their father is helping neighbors clear a fallen mango tree from their driveway with a 

machete. They call their mother while the phones are still working and she tells them to leave 

immediately. 18 year old Junior Vasquez gathers his siblings and takes the keys to the truck. 

Police direct them to go northbound on Front Street, TOWARDS THE DANGER, but Junior 

has the intuition to DISOBEY, and turns early before the Lahaina Outlets then cuts along 

Waine'e street to Kenui at the highway where he turns left (north). They travel north to meet their 

mother at the post office, but the truck is running out of gas, and police now redirect them west 

into the (sardine) Cannery Mall at Keawe street. They slowly travel north through the lot past 

Safeway and AGAIN DISOBEY, running a roadblock at Kapunakea while returning back 

onto the northbound highway. They finally arrive at the post office and are reunited with their 

mother around 6:00pm, but they still don't find their father until very late the next morning, after 

he walked back through the rubble and ash to their aunts house at 2:00 am. 

 

4:00 pm: "Fish" goes to Safeway and sees that Lahaina Gateway is covered with smoke. He 

decides to go home and wisely declines car rides on Front Street as he walks north past 

Safeway. When het gets to the Chart House at Front Streets' northern intersection with the 

highway, he sees that it's roadblocked by police with "orders to keep them here", but other 

people are going through on bikes and on foot, so he walks home where he can hear the 

explosions on Front Street all the way from Wahikuli. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/6jVDTfp7gFc?si=JwJLFqNsMXKICw6Q  

"Fish" goes to Safeway and sees that Lahaina Gateway is covered with smoke. He decides to 

go home and wisely declines car rides on Front Street as he walks north past Safeway. When 

het gets to the Chart House at Front Streets' northern intersection with the highway, he sees 

that it's roadblocked by police with "orders to keep them here"  

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/6jVDTfp7gFc?si=JwJLFqNsMXKICw6Q  

"Fish" goes to Safeway and sees that Lahaina Gateway is covered with smoke. He decides to 

go home and wisely declines car rides on Front Street as he walks north past Safeway. When 

het gets to the Chart House at Front Streets' northern intersection with the highway, he sees 

that it's roadblocked by police with "orders to keep them here"  

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/GoMYd0eiJAI?si=SUYRExMds9bcAI-o
https://youtu.be/3BO8sqVCLwg?si=Y1e9E7vY79d3Rij4
https://youtu.be/3BO8sqVCLwg?si=Y1e9E7vY79d3Rij4
https://youtu.be/3BO8sqVCLwg?si=Y1e9E7vY79d3Rij4
https://youtu.be/SnD8UOb1rlU?si=U1wjqLoNgwuZGRr_
https://youtu.be/SnD8UOb1rlU?si=U1wjqLoNgwuZGRr_
https://youtu.be/SnD8UOb1rlU?si=U1wjqLoNgwuZGRr_
https://youtu.be/3BO8sqVCLwg?si=Y1e9E7vY79d3Rij4
https://youtu.be/6jVDTfp7gFc?si=MkREB3irR6_AL13j
https://youtu.be/6jVDTfp7gFc?si=MkREB3irR6_AL13j
https://youtu.be/6jVDTfp7gFc?si=MkREB3irR6_AL13j
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYN4eYySHJs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jVDTfp7gFc
https://youtu.be/6jVDTfp7gFc?si=MkREB3irR6_AL13j
https://youtu.be/6jVDTfp7gFc?si=MkREB3irR6_AL13j
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYN4eYySHJs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYN4eYySHJs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jVDTfp7gFc
https://youtu.be/6jVDTfp7gFc?si=MkREB3irR6_AL13j
https://youtu.be/6jVDTfp7gFc?si=MkREB3irR6_AL13j
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYN4eYySHJs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYN4eYySHJs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jVDTfp7gFc


4:38 pm: Chantelle Capnac is driving west on Keawe street but is redirected by police back 

TOWARDS THE DANGER. However, she notices a lesser known road that was open and 

escapes north along Old Stuart Road, also known as "Cane haul road", a dirt backroad to 

Wahikuli that was the only route to safety that wasn't blocked from 4:17 pm to 5:28 pm. 

Old Stuart road was the ONLY way out of the entire city from 4:17 pm to 5:28 pm. 

. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg2sfqTiGnc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg2sfqTiGnc
https://youtu.be/3BO8sqVCLwg?si=Y1e9E7vY79d3Rij4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg2sfqTiGnc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg2sfqTiGnc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg2sfqTiGnc


Old Stuart road, also known as "Cane haul road", was the ONLY way out of the entire city 

from 4:17 pm to 5:28 pm.  

 

 

4:45 pm: Lahaina Fire Update No. 3 "An apparent flareup of the Lahaina fire forced the 

closure of Lahaina Bypass around 3:30 p.m. ... Kahakuloa is CLOSED to outside traffic. 

ONLY residents of the rural town of Kahakuloa Village are allowed to travel through the remote 

side of Kahekili Highway. People are ADVISED TO SHELTER IN PLACE unless 

evacuations are ordered."  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=671205901704026&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3


 

 

 

4:47 pm: Bethany Gurgone 's fire alarm wakes her from a nap she was taking after having 

prepared her curriculum for the first day of school, which was scheduled to begin the next 

day for all but the freshmen, who were scheduled to have new student orientation that day, 

but freshmen orientation was cancelled due to high winds. There was no cell signal, no 

power, and no water. She looks out the window towards Tamura's and sees a fire crew 

fighting a fire. She goes to leave, and as soon as she gets outside, she said the heat energy was 

so intense that she was unsure if she could even make it to the car. While outside, 2 cars at 

ADP Towing across the street explode without warning. She makes it to the car and hurries to 

leave for Wahikuli where her children are, but the smoke is so bad she can barely see 5 feet in 

front of her and can only drive about 5 mph through a literal hell, of thick smoke and engulfed 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1dqH7g01ws&pp=ygUPYmV0aGFueSBndXJnb25l
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1dqH7g01ws&pp=ygUPYmV0aGFueSBndXJnb25l
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1dqH7g01ws&pp=ygUPYmV0aGFueSBndXJnb25l
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1dqH7g01ws&pp=ygUPYmV0aGFueSBndXJnb25l


homes on all sides with people running around burning and flailing their arms about. She 

was praying the whole time and it certainly seems like she was protected by something, because 

she was one of the last people to make it through Ground Zero alive, and most people who tried 

to get through after 5:28 just didn't make it. She goes west on Keawe street towards Wahikuli 

but is roadblocked from turning north onto the highway at Keawe street and is redirected by 

Maui police into the (sardine) Cannery parking lot. She creeps through the parking lot, and by 

the time she gets to Kapunakea, the roadblock appears to have been abandoned, but with 

all of the barriers and cones still left in place.  

Clockwise from bottom left: ADP Towing yard (Destroyed), Tamura's liquor store (Saved), 

Kaiaulu O Kupuohi apartment building (Destroyed), and Lahainaluna neighborhood 

(Destroyed) in background. 

 

 

4:48 pm: Jesse Wald leaves Kahoma Village after his neighbors trashcan and fence catch on 

fire, but the neighbors BLUE house didn't burn, and the only damage to Jesse's property was a 

missing keypad cover from his garage door opener, with a pinhole sized burn mark on the 

door frame just an inch from where the cover originally was. At 5:12pm, Jesse gets stuck on 

the front lines of the literal war zone on Front Street for a few minutes. By 6:02 pm he reaches 

the highway and escapes north, but only after hearing explosions for 30+ minutes in traffic 

just a block behind him. 

https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=bXYULvJDLOqTwM2P&t=150  

Jesse Wald leaves after his neighbors trashcan and fence catch on fire, but the neighbors 

BLUE house didn't burn. 

https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=eMqbb5dphZkxOV6E
https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=eMqbb5dphZkxOV6E
https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=eMqbb5dphZkxOV6E
https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=eMqbb5dphZkxOV6E
https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=Z5ektjPpr-_B8Xe5&t=150
https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=Z5ektjPpr-_B8Xe5&t=150


The only damage to Jesse's property was a completely charred keypad cover from his 

garage door opener, with a pinhole sized burn mark on the door frame just an inch from 

where the cover originally was. 

 

 

~5:00pm: "Fiery Dodgeball of Death" guy; 

Anyone who has made it this far has probably also seen the video of the middle-aged white guy 

who cut the fence and escaped into the Kahoma stream levee with his clothes and a blanket. 

This famous video also seems to be hard to find now, but I found him.  

 

For anyone who hasn't seen the near-viral video, the dude talks about how officials were 

directing him TOWARDS THE DANGER, but he "knew a another way", and showed the 

hole he cut in the fence with some bolt cutters. Apparently he grabbed his clothes from the 

closet with the wire hangers still in them, along with the LIGHT BLUE blanket to wrap them 

in. He confirmed "dodging fireballs" saying they were coming at you, "WHOOSH! at 70, 50 

mile an hour wind", "Like if you threw a match on a charcoal fire, that's what it went like, 

POOF, and it was gone." He later saw photos of people who were hit by the "fire hail", "and 

they were just poof! Oh crap, if that thing hit me right there I was poof!", he said. At one 

point calling it the "fiery dodgeball of death." This "poof" is one of a few different references I 

saw to what may be called "spontaneous human combustion", where people were energized 

into carbon (carbonized) upon contact with the "embers".  

 

The video goes on to show the small amount of water he rolled in with the Blue blanket wrapped 

around him to keep wet and not burn, while the discarded clothes on metal hangars "burned" 

away (calcinated and sublimated), leaving only the hangars behind with hangar-shaped scorch 

marks in the concrete where the metal hangers rested.  

https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=Z5ektjPpr-_B8Xe5&t=150
https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=Z5ektjPpr-_B8Xe5&t=150
https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=Z5ektjPpr-_B8Xe5&t=150
https://rumble.com/v39fto6-lahainas-fire-hail.html
https://rumble.com/v39fto6-lahainas-fire-hail.html
https://rumble.com/v39fto6-lahainas-fire-hail.html
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=A5MNAU6KAOUM
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=A5MNAU6KAOUM


https://rumble.com/embed/v36uf2u/?pub=4  

"Fiery Dodgeball of Death" guy  

5:00pm: The Southbound side of the highway is now blocked at Hokiokio by a Hawaiian 

Electric (Blackrock and Vanguard) truck putting up new telephone poles during an active 

evacuation, pre-emptively blocking the traffic that will be arriving after police road blocks are 

abandoned at 5:28pm. 

The Southbound side of the highway is now blocked at Hokiokio by a Hawaiian Electric 

(Blackrock and Vanguard) truck putting up new telephone poles during an active 

evacuation  

 

5:28 pm: Ground Zero. This is when all hell and chaos break loose from the chains of their 

devilish depths. Cars start exploding one at a time, in a line running along Front street from 

Baker, some with multiple bodies inside (that were quickly removed by an unknown 

government agency or affiliate beginning that evening and into the next day, presumably 

Vanguard or Blackrock, who were apparently either present or already on the way before < 

6:00pm.) 

https://rumble.com/v39fto6-lahainas-fire-hail.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2AW-f8ioGs&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2AW-f8ioGs&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=10


The front line of the literal war zone on Front Street. Center left is a Blue Honda Accord, Center 

right are the Blue umbrellas at Tommy Bahamas, and far lower right is a Blue Ford Focus at 

Papalaua and Front Street.  

These explosions are powerful enough to be heard by basically everyone still in Lahaina, all the 

way from Ka'anipali to Puamana. It's also probably not a coincidence that, exactly at 5:28 pm as 

documented by Travis Miller, Jeremy Lee, and others, police unofficially stood down at 

multiple roadblock locations at the same time, and finally contra-flowed traffic to exit using 

both sides of the highway to escape northbound, which they should've just done all along in the 

first place. The explosions were probably a wake up call that "lit a fire under their ass" to get out 

ASAP, instead of just continuing to corral people and rotate them through the roadblock 

rotisserie. 

 

 

 

~5:30 pm: Mike Cicchino and his wife feel like they were forced into a “death trap” while 

trying to escape the Maui wildfire. With nowhere to go, Cicchino jumped in the ocean and 

waited for three hours while he says the fire was like a “continuous bomb going off." 

During this time in the water, he amazingly captured some of it on video. His mother thought he 

was dead until 12:30pm the next day, when he was finally able to find cell service. They also 

lost "Asher", a Chocolate Lab. 

 

"911 said follow traffic, but the traffic and where they were directing us, was basically 

where the fire was gonna end up. … You could see the fire was getting pushed towards the 

ocean, and that's where we were getting pushed. … Everything was blocked by police and 

it pigeon-holed and forced us down into Lahaina-town on Front Street which was an 

absolute death trap."  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hSXMMwoPWg&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hSXMMwoPWg&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hSXMMwoPWg&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=6
https://www.bitchute.com/video/bo80Jr8mMxAo/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/bo80Jr8mMxAo/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaTJ9yk38g4%0a
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaTJ9yk38g4%0a
https://youtu.be/WaTJ9yk38g4?si=jQxPZHNT6EAIyfRd
https://youtu.be/WaTJ9yk38g4?si=jQxPZHNT6EAIyfRd
https://youtu.be/WaTJ9yk38g4?si=jQxPZHNT6EAIyfRd
https://youtu.be/WaTJ9yk38g4?si=jQxPZHNT6EAIyfRd


 

"The fire was going INTO the ocean! The best way to explain it was a continuous bomb 

going off. There was boats on fire 50 yards out, so even in the ocean at those points we were 

STILL getting burned, at points we didn't even know where land was." 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/WaTJ9yk38g4?si=GGRkF5U2LMBv4knp  

Mike Cicchino and his wife feel like they were forced into a “death trap” while trying to 

escape the Maui wildfire. With nowhere to go, Cicchino jumped in the ocean and waited 

for three hours while he says the fire was like a “continuous bomb going off."  

 

5:33 pm: Noah and the Water. At 3:15 pm, Noah Tomkinson and his family were among the 

first to see and smell smoke because they live in Lahainaluna neighborhood due west and 

downwind of the path of fire #2. Between 3:45-4:00 pm they leave their house and spend 30 

minutes waiting to turn left onto Lahainaluna Rd towards the Honoapi'ilani highway. When they 

get to the highway, a police road block directs them further West to Front street where they turn 

north. After about another 30+ minutes on Front Street they park at the Children of the 

Rainbow preschool and try to run north through the Lahaina Outlets, which are now blocked by 

debris, smoke, and fire. They are among the first groups of people to jump into the water to take 

cover from the smoke, flames, and "intense heat energy" as cars begin exploding one by one in a 

line down Front Street. At 5:33 pm, the smoke has died down enough for Noah Tomkinson to 

video record their time in the water, and the explosions can be heard throughout the video. They 

spend 5+ hours in the cold water until the flames die down enough to get out of the water around 

10:30 pm. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/x2AW-f8ioGs?si=3I9OPtI2XgPyRKXb  

At 5:33 pm, the smoke has died down enough for Noah Tomkinson to video record their 

time in the water, and the explosions can be heard throughout the video.  

 

6:03 pm: Mayor Bissen (allegedly) first hears about the fire, while conveniently occupied on 

Oahu island, at an emergency management conference, with all the top emergency officials 

from the entire island of Maui. "I had been present in our emergency operating center since 

Aug. 7."… Again, too many coincidences is evidence of no coincidence at all. (Also, he claims 

to have been at "our" emergency operations center, implying Wailuku Maui, when he was really 

at the one in Waikiki on O'ahu)... He was completely unaware of and oblivious to the severity of 

the fire, as he cites traffic concerns. He obviously has no idea the city has already been 

destroyed, and he rejoins the party until a 7 pm update. 

https://twitter.com/jeremyleetv/status/1693716836972728440  

Mayor Bissen first hears about the fire, while conveniently occupied at an emergency 

management conference, with all the top emergency officials from the entire island of 

Maui. He was completely unaware of and oblivious to the severity of the fire, as he cites 

traffic concerns. He obviously has no idea the city has already been destroyed, and he goes 

back to the party until a 7 pm update.  

https://youtu.be/WaTJ9yk38g4?si=jQxPZHNT6EAIyfRd
https://youtu.be/WaTJ9yk38g4?si=jQxPZHNT6EAIyfRd
https://youtu.be/WaTJ9yk38g4?si=jQxPZHNT6EAIyfRd
https://youtu.be/x2AW-f8ioGs?si=9Gbql6w42-fhdeNj
https://x.com/jeremyleetv/status/1693716836972728440?s=20
https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/local-news/2023-09-01/maui-mayor-addresses-wildfire-rumors-timeline
https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/local-news/2023-09-01/maui-mayor-addresses-wildfire-rumors-timeline
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1694862307628217
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1694862307628217
https://x.com/jeremyleetv/status/1693716836972728440?s=20
https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/local-news/2023-09-01/maui-mayor-addresses-wildfire-rumors-timeline
https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/local-news/2023-09-01/maui-mayor-addresses-wildfire-rumors-timeline
https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/local-news/2023-09-01/maui-mayor-addresses-wildfire-rumors-timeline
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1694862307628217
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1694862307628217


 

 

 

6:35pm: Eric West takes video of the fire from the sugar cane roads in the field above the police 

station. The field to the north of the fire is clear and completely intact as seen from east of the 

police station. Note that this is due NORTH of the "fire", and the wind is blowing to the 

SOUTHWEST with sustained winds of up to 82 mph as recorded in the wind shadow of the 

West Maui mountains, while you can clearly see that Wahikuli and Ka'anapali are NOT in 

the wind shadow of the West Maui mountains. This is relevant because even after they 

finally had water, firefighters couldn't contain a knee-high grass fire and saw it turn and 

go north, AGAINST THE WIND, into the area from where this video was taken. 

6:35 pm: The field to the north of the fire is clear and completely intact as seen from east 

the police station. 

 

https://youtu.be/3b4w7P2xkqU?si=dL5nORT2tTVkzGDl&t=92  

Eric West takes video of the fire from the sugar cane roads in the field above the police 

station. The field to the north of the fire is clear and completely intact as seen from east of 

the police station. 

 

 

~ 7:00 - 9:00 pm: Against the wind. Firefighters and other witnesses saw the fire turn and go 

northward, against the 80mph wind, which was still to the southwest… By morning this fire 

goes on to "burn" the lower two-thirds of Wahikuli, stopping just before it could reach the 

police station. Wind is 80mph to the southwest. A knee-high grass fire becomes 

"uncontainable" as it moves north against 80 mph hurricane force winds to the southwest, 

https://youtu.be/3b4w7P2xkqU?si=dL5nORT2tTVkzGDl&t=92
https://youtu.be/3b4w7P2xkqU?si=dL5nORT2tTVkzGDl&t=92
https://youtu.be/3b4w7P2xkqU?si=dL5nORT2tTVkzGDl&t=92
https://youtu.be/3b4w7P2xkqU?si=dL5nORT2tTVkzGDl&t=92
https://youtu.be/3b4w7P2xkqU?si=dL5nORT2tTVkzGDl&t=92
https://youtu.be/3b4w7P2xkqU?si=dL5nORT2tTVkzGDl&t=92
https://youtu.be/3b4w7P2xkqU?si=dL5nORT2tTVkzGDl&t=92
https://youtu.be/3b4w7P2xkqU?si=dL5nORT2tTVkzGDl&t=92
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vRsEC65NTA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDeIYVoMQ-4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDeIYVoMQ-4


in narrow straight lines, even while being sprayed by fire trucks that have finally been given 

water now... 

Wind is 80mph to the SW (right). A knee-high grass fire becomes "uncontainable" as it 

moves N (left) AGAINST the IONIC winds, in narrow straight lines, while being sprayed 

by fire trucks that finally have water now...  

 

9:30pm: Jeremy and Elisha Baldwin (no relation to the famous Baldwins) are finally resting and 

recovering at their home in Wahikuli after watching the rest of their city burn to ashes, grateful 

that it didn't reach their neighborhood. It all started just before <4:00am when their Hawaiian 

Electric power went out (controlled by Blackrock and Vanguard Group), in addition to 

Hawaiian Telcom phone and internet (Carlyle Group) , and cable giant Charter 

Communications TV and internet. At 6:30am, their power came back on, and at about 

~7:00am their phones started working again. They saw the afternoon fire from Wahikuli, and 

had already started planning to evacuate, but at around 7:00pm the fire seemed somewhat 

contained at that point, and they finally had water to fight it with, so the Baldwins eventually 

ate and went to bed. 

Around ~9:30pm, they are awakened by someone frantically speeding through Wahikuli with a 

bullhorn screaming to "Evacuate now!" According to Jeremy, it didn't sound like an actual police 

officer, but more like a private individual giving a sort of "Paul Revere" style warning to the 

neighborhood of Wahikuli. They had somewhat planned for evacuation earlier in the day, as well 

as during a previous hurricane in 2019, but were totally caught off guard this time. They only 

had a few short minutes to grab the absolute essentials and had to leave everything else behind. 

This was basically the opposite of what they experienced in 2019; when the entire island over-

reacted to the previous hurricane and they over prepared for seemingly nothing. That set up a 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDeIYVoMQ-4
https://youtu.be/7Q6lNB6yilY?si=2BKSnDIyqFyu_mc9


sort of "cry wolf" phenomenon where no one took it seriously until the last minute, especially 

since the government and media heavily downplayed Hurricane Dora. This left everyone 

completely unprepared (and perhaps intentionally so). They made it out easily because they lived 

north of the Kahoma stream levee, where HECO was STILL BLOCKING the highway, and 

went north to Ka'anipali where they watched the fire all night as it consumed two-thirds of their 

neighborhood, including their own home. During the night they heard thousands of explosions, 

all the way from Ka'anipali, and he figured they had to be propane tanks, or possibly even cars, 

because there were literally multiple explosions per second, continuously for the entire 

night. 

They got a chance to return before Biden could "Build Black Barriers", and Jeremy assessed 

the damage to their property. He was a blacksmith that made tools, knives, and machetes etc out 

of tool grade steel, so he had lots of it laying around, as well as propane and oxy-acetylene 

tanks. Surprisingly ALL of the tanks held and didn't explode or even rupture. What was even 

more surprising to Jeremy though, was what happened to his collection of blades and tools. The 

knives, machetes, and even some tools, were bent, twisted, and drooping like a Salvador 

Dali panting. Jeremy works with steel all the time, and knows that it takes 3000 degrees (F) to 

do that. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/7Q6lNB6yilY?si=_M1jR13KzIEWqBP5  

 

 

~ 9:45 pm: Ed and Michaelle Cheney lived near Fleming and Front Street, and right next door 

to the Baldwin's. Ed and Jeremy only found a single oxy-acetylene tank which had ruptured, 

which didn't belong to either of them. Ed also found the engine block and transmission of his 

BMW in a single puddle, as well as his Honda Fury engine in a puddle, both of which will be 

auctioned off to raise money for the rebuild, which is NOT EVEN ALLOWED yet. Aluminum 

engine blocks require 1400+ degrees Fahrenheit for multiple hours to reach that state of liquid. 

Another interesting damage pattern was the cinder blocks that were reduced to dust. Even 

some blocks that look structurally intact still crumble to dust between his fingers. 

https://www.youtube.com/live/9ADGBiKAatc?si=6MqdlGMK4DC0J8du&t=2745  

Ed found the engine block and transmission of his BMW in a single puddle, as well as his 

Honda Fury engine in a puddle. Another interesting damage pattern was the cinder blocks that 

were reduced to dust. Even some blocks that look structurally intact still crumble to dust 

between his fingers.  

 

 

 

~ 9:45 pm: Lahaina Pentecostal Church; 

The southeast corner of the Lahaina Pentecostal Church is irradiated, but the only affected 

areas include the ceiling in the SE corner and a wooden beam bisecting the south half of 

ceiling, which housed the electrical line for a light fixture, another of which is seen still 

intact on the north half of the ceiling. This is direct evidence of directed energy, specifically 

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/saraharnold/2023/08/30/black-curtains-surrounding-the-site-of-maui-fires-suggests-media-blackout-from-learning-the-truth-n2627751
https://www.youtube.com/live/9ADGBiKAatc?si=Abhr1FNsjHjWRqQ9&t=2745
https://www.youtube.com/live/9ADGBiKAatc?si=Abhr1FNsjHjWRqQ9&t=2745
https://www.youtube.com/live/9ADGBiKAatc?si=Abhr1FNsjHjWRqQ9&t=2745
https://www.youtube.com/live/9ADGBiKAatc?si=Abhr1FNsjHjWRqQ9&t=2745


MICROWAVES in this case, whereby metals in the wire functioned as an antenna to 

receive and transduce microwaves into infrared heat and electricity, just like foil in the 

kitchen microwave. It's NOT COMBUSTION, it's CALCINATION and SUBLIMATION 

due to transduction from microwave IRRADIATION.  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/9FI5S2cck_U?si=SvkXzGLFKrB47V1X  

The southeast corner of the Lahaina Pentecostal Church is irradiated, but the only affected 

areas include the ceiling in the SE corner and a wooden beam bisecting the south half of 

ceiling, which housed the electrical line for a light fixture, another of which is seen still 

intact on the north half of the ceiling. This is direct evidence of directed energy, specifically 

MICROWAVES  

 

As seen in Paradise, any flammable material near metals (of ANY size, from metal dust to 

engine blocks) will absorb the radiative infrared heat energy transduced by the nearby metals 

from microwaves, and either calcinate into powder or stone (some people were "calcified" 

(CARBONIZED), like the people and dog on Front Street, or the cat on the sidewalk near 

the harbor across from the Seaman's Museum), or sublimate into vapor and gases, leaving only 

a neat pile of grey ashes and small beads of rubble (80% of structures). 

 

 

August 8th ~ 6:00 pm, to August 9th, 2023 < 8:36 am: HECO, Blackrock, Vanguard, Army 

National Guard, FEMA, DSCA, JTF-CS, DoD, US NORTHCOM, INDOPACOM, and 

EPA;  

 

HECO trucks (Blackrock and Vanguard) continue north along the highway, bringing in new 

telephone poles and putting them up as if nothing was even happening, as flames rage all 

around them. Local and state officials request Defense Support of Civil Authorities (DSCA) 

from the Joint Task Force Civil Support (JTF-CS) and DoD dispatches the US Northern 

Command (US NORTHCOM), and the US Indo-Pacific Command (INDOPACOM), which 

just finished hosting the wargames exercise Talisman Sabre (NOT JUST AN EXERCISE) 

aboard the USS Ronald Reagan (which is ironically called for help).  

 

Bodies are removed from vehicles by an unknown agency (presumably Blackrock, Vanguard, 

Carlyle, Army National Guard, DSCA's JTF-CS, NORTHCOM, INDOPACOM etc) and even 

some vehicles are removed from the crime scene. (Other organizations and agencies may include 

the National Guard Bureau, Defense Logistics Agency, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. 

Special Operations Command, U.S. Transportation Command, secretaries of the military 

services, the Joint Staff, and the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Homeland Defense and 

Global Security.) EPA and FEMA are also assigned to conduct EPA recovery process phase 1, 

but have not officially arrived on site.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Combustion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calcination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sublimation_(phase_transition)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irradiation
https://youtu.be/9FI5S2cck_U
https://youtu.be/9FI5S2cck_U
https://youtu.be/9FI5S2cck_U
https://youtu.be/9FI5S2cck_U
https://youtu.be/9FI5S2cck_U
https://www.jtfcs.northcom.mil/About/Factsheets/Article/1199952/joint-task-force-civil-support-fact-sheet/
https://sgp.fas.org/eprint/northcom-opplans.html
https://sgp.fas.org/eprint/northcom-opplans.html
https://www.ndia.org/events/2021/3/8/1540---post-2021
https://youtu.be/AjMz2Ufi_E0
https://youtu.be/AjMz2Ufi_E0
https://youtu.be/AjMz2Ufi_E0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQCa-VCeDmk


The Kaiaulu o Kupuohi Apartments were the brand new low income housing. Residents such as 

Bethany Gurgone had just moved in 9 months before. 

 

 

 

 

August 9th, 2023, 8:36am: John Durkin gets the first video of the aftermath. 

In the Durkin video, the Wahikuli fire is seen still raging in some areas, and the Kaiaulu O 

Kupuohi Apartment building is also still burning for some reason. You can see that ALMOST 

ALL of the bodies have ALREADY been removed by some unknown agency, but EPA still has 

yet to do their phase 1 recovery process, as there are no "X"s spray painted on anything yet. 

https://youtu.be/6yKY-LXNoGc?si=7mbvdJzAOaVTlxr-&t=393  

John Durkin gets the first video of the aftermath.  

 

 

 

 

August 9th, 2023: EPA recovery process phase 1; 

Some time during the day on August 9th, the EPA conducted phase 1 of it's recovery process. 

White paint and/or an "X" means empty hazardous containers to be removed. Red paint or X 

means lithium or photovoltaic cells that still need to be removed, but a white slash over a red X 

means lithium that has been cleared. Pink is asbestos, and orange can be septic, transformers, or 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6yKY-LXNoGc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQCa-VCeDmk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQCa-VCeDmk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6yKY-LXNoGc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQCa-VCeDmk


other high hazard items. Orange paint or X with arrows on trees means loose limbs, and blue, 

yellow, orange, or red survey flags, stakes, or streamers indicate culturally or historically 

sensitive items or areas. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/eQCa-VCeDmk?si=3cDw5wNWOdGTp-3F  

EPA recovery process phase 1  

 

 

 

 

August 10th, 2023: Eric West got in with 4K drone footage and GoPro footage of almost 

EVERY street.  

You can see all the blue cars, blue houses, green dumpsters, and other strange burn patterns left 

in the aftermath. 

https://youtu.be/7PSYNqZqAVs?si=trIi2qnUqcJU6VI3&t=64  

Eric West's 4K drone footage of Lahaina, street by street. 

 

https://youtu.be/_zik2vcn1yk?si=wK6x7KKmdNmlDJUV&t=791  

Eric West's GoPro footage of almost EVERY street.  

 

 

 

 

August 11th, 2023, 3:00 pm: The Lahaina fire is 85 percent contained. 

Federal Emergency Management Agency Urban Search and Rescue Team, with expertise in 

human remains, are deployed on Maui. Five dogs are also being utilized.  

 

 

 

 

August 14th, 2023, 10:15 am: Maui Police Department shuts down the placard programs 

Maui Police Department shuts down the placard programs that allow residents to travel into and 

out of Lahaina for necessities. 

https://rumble.com/embed/v36t4qz/?pub=4  

Placard programs that allow residents to travel into and out of Lahaina for necessities.  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TJm3OzY7uRjo/  

Maui Police Department shuts down the placard programs that allow residents to travel into and 

out of Lahaina for necessities.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQCa-VCeDmk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7PSYNqZqAVs
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https://rumble.com/v39ejcb-renagade-media-maui-residents-need-hall-passed-to-travel-freely-gay-mind-ko.html
https://rumble.com/v39ejcb-renagade-media-maui-residents-need-hall-passed-to-travel-freely-gay-mind-ko.html
https://rumble.com/v39ejcb-renagade-media-maui-residents-need-hall-passed-to-travel-freely-gay-mind-ko.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/TJm3OzY7uRjo/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/TJm3OzY7uRjo/


 

 

 

 

August 14th, 2023, 10:28 am: Biden tweets, "We're laser-focused"... 

Biden 

tweets, "We're laser-focused" 

 

Biden REPEATS his "laser-focused" comment on live video... 

https://youtu.be/o_AfF_OxYlQ?si=rE64Yh4dNhdH7_Hj&t=125  

Biden even REPEATS his "laser-focused" comment on live video.  

 

 

 

 

 

August 15th, 2023: "Fires" on the Spanish "Smart Island" of Tenerife;  

The Virgin of Candelaria or Our Lady of the Candle (Spanish: Virgen de 

Candelaria or Nuestra Señora de la Candelaria), popularly called La Morenita, celebrates 

the Virgin Mary on the island of Tenerife, one of the Canary Islands of Spain. The center of 

worship is located in the city of Candelaria in Tenerife. She is depicted as a Black Madonna. 

The "Royal Basilica Marian Shrine of Our Lady of Candelaria" (Basilica of Candelaria) is 

considered the main church dedicated to the Virgin Mary in the Canary Islands and she is the 

https://twitter.com/POTUS/status/1691109605278179328
https://twitter.com/POTUS/status/1691109605278179328
https://youtu.be/o_AfF_OxYlQ?si=rE64Yh4dNhdH7_Hj&t=125
https://youtu.be/o_AfF_OxYlQ?si=rE64Yh4dNhdH7_Hj&t=125
https://www.destinosinteligentes.es/en/destinations/isla-tenerife/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virgin_Mary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tenerife
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canary_Islands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Candelaria,_Tenerife
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Madonna
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basilica_of_Candelaria


patron saint of the Canary Islands.[1] Her feast is celebrated on August 15th, the patronal 

feast of the Canary Islands. 

The Virgin of Candelaria or Our Lady of the Candle (Spanish: Virgen de 

Candelaria or Nuestra Señora de la Candelaria), popularly called La Morenita, celebrates 

the Virgin Mary on the island of Tenerife, one of the Canary Islands of Spain. The center of 

worship is located in the city of Candelaria in Tenerife. She is depicted as a Black Madonna. 

The "Royal Basilica Marian Shrine of Our Lady of Candelaria" (Basilica of Candelaria) is 

considered the main church dedicated to the Virgin Mary in the Canary Islands and she is the 

patron saint of the Canary Islands.[1] Her feast is celebrated on August 15th, the patronal 

feast of the Canary Islands.  

 

Precisely, on the very evening that is celebrated in Candelaria the main acts of the day of 

the Virgin of Candelaria [7], a "fire" breaks out near the city of Candelaria, on the "Smart 

Island" of Tenerife, in the Canary Islands of Spain. There's no power, no phone, no internet, 

no warning, and NO WATER in some of the affected municipalities.[2] High winds carry the 

embers downhill to spark several other "fires" that threaten several towns downwind, which 

also receive NO WARNINGS.  

 

The following day, it had already crossed the Dorsal mountain range and entered the north of the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canary_Islands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virgin_of_Candelaria#cite_note-autogenerated1-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virgin_Mary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tenerife
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canary_Islands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Candelaria,_Tenerife
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Madonna
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basilica_of_Candelaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canary_Islands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virgin_of_Candelaria#cite_note-autogenerated1-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Candelaria,_Tenerife
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virgin_of_Candelaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2023_Tenerife_wildfire#cite_note-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Candelaria,_Tenerife
https://workintenerife.intechtenerife.es/blog-en/tenerife-smart-island-a-smart-tourist-destination/
https://workintenerife.intechtenerife.es/blog-en/tenerife-smart-island-a-smart-tourist-destination/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canary_Islands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2023_Tenerife_wildfire#cite_note-2


island through the municipality of Santa Úrsula. The row of smoke chimneys covered several 

kilometers, opening different fronts. Later it would enter the municipality of La Victoria de 

Acentejo and other northern municipalities. Due to the direction of the wind, the cloud of smoke 

and ash spread over the metropolitan area of the island, even forcing the closure of the Parque 

Marítimo César Manrique in Santa Cruz de Tenerife, due to the repeated fall of ash.[8] 

By August 18th, the "fire" had spread through 11 municipalities, and had consumed an area of 

more than 5,000 hectares and close to a perimeter of 50 km (31 mi) in Arafo, Candelaria, El 

Rosario, La Victoria de Acentejo, La Matanza de Acentejo, Tacoronte, Santa Úrsula, El 

Sauzal, La Orotava, Los Realejos and Güímar. On August 19th, more than 26,000 people had 

been evacuated and taken to shelters specially established by the affected municipalities.[9] Also 

that day, it entered the Teide National Park.[10] 

By Sunday, August 20th, the "fire" already affected 10,000 hectares, with a perimeter of 70 

kilometers with a large front in the north of the island, although with more favorable weather 

conditions than in previous days.[11] More than 300 troops were dispatched fighting against the 

fire, which that night caused the evacuation of more than 12,200 people from 11 different 

municipalities.[12] 

On August 21st, the "fire" entered the municipality of Fasnia, thus becoming the 12th affected 

municipality. Likewise, the flames reached the vicinity of the Teide Observatory telescopes, 

although there was no material damage to them. By that day, the fire had burned 13,300 hectares 

in a perimeter of 90 kilometers.[13] That day, Prime Minister, Pedro Sánchez, visited the 

affected areas and announced the declaration of a "catastrophic zone" for the island of 

Tenerife.[14]  

 

On August 22nd, a week had passed since the start of the "fire", with it already affecting 14,624 

hectares in a perimeter of 88 km (55 mi) in 12 different municipalities.[15] 

By August 23rd, those who were evacuated were able to return home.[16] Two days later, the fire 

was stabilized.[17] On September 11th, the fire was considered controlled after almost a month 

since its start and more than 14,000 hectares burned.[18] 

On Wednesday, October 4th, 2023, the fire that was considered controlled was reactivated. 

It affected the municipalities of Santa Úrsula and La Orotava, affecting about 30 hectares of land 

and with about 3,200 residents evacuated.[20] In subsequent days, other fronts were 

reactivated due to the wind and heat. 

On October 24th, the King of Spain Felipe VI and Queen Letizia visited the area affected by 

the Tenerife "fire" (to check out their new private Smart Island).[21] That same day it was 

lowered to level 0 after improving weather conditions. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TwoPj3bOjRW5/  
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August 16th, 2023, 9:15 pm: Lahaina fire (initially reported 8/8): Now 89% contained. 

Estimated 2,170 acres. There are no active threats at this time. 

https://153news.net/player/embed_player.php?vid=38797&width=300&height=250&autoplay=y

es  

https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=NNBKKUDAG53D  

 

 

August 17th, 2023, 7:47 pm: Mayor Richard Bissen accepted the resignation of Maui 

Emergency Management Agency (MEMA) Administrator Herman Andaya, who "DID 

NOT REGRET" failing to sound alarms. Citing health reasons, Andaya submitted his 

resignation effective immediately. 

Mayor 

Richard Bissen accepted the resignation of Maui Emergency Management Agency 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=676012077890075&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=676012077890075&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=NNBKKUDAG53D
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=676409307850352&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=676409307850352&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=676409307850352&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=676409307850352&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3


(MEMA) Administrator Herman Andaya. Citing health reasons, Andaya submitted his 

resignation effective immediately.  

 

 

 

August 17th, 2023, 9:15 pm: Lahaina fire: Now 90% contained. 

Estimated 2,168 acres. There are no active threats at this time. MFD and United States Army 

Reserve were onsite. 

 

August 23rd, 2023, 1:06 am: County of Maui reports between 1,000 and 1,100 individuals 

remain unaccounted for. 

 

August 29th, 2023:Mayor Bissen announced that the county will transition from the search and 

recovery phase in Lahaina to the next phase, which will set the groundwork for residents and 

businesses to return to properties and workplaces. 

 

September 3rd, 2023, 5:31 pm: Lahaina fire update: Increased to 100% contained, but not yet 

extinguished. Estimated 2,170 acres.  

"HAZARDOUS MATERIALS REMOVAL 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has been assigned by the Federal Emergency 

Management Agency (FEMA) to survey, remove, and dispose of hazardous material from 

properties affected by the wildfires in Lahaina, Kula, and Olinda. Hazardous materials could 

include compressed gas cylinders, pesticides, fertilizers and ammunition, as well as lithium-ion 

batteries, and in particular solar battery storage on homes. As of Saturday, 9/2, EPA has 

completed work on 197 parcels as part of Phase 1. 

 

ENTRY INTO DISASTER AREAS 

At this time, there is no list allowing residents to return to the disaster area in Lahaina. There will 

be a coordinated effort to develop a plan for the safe return of residents. Currently, the disaster 

area is restricted to authorized personnel only. Dangers include ash that may contain toxic, 

cancer-causing chemicals with debris including broken glass, exposed electrical wire, and other 

objects. Unstable structures may contain hazardous materials and could collapse, causing injury. 

For those who can return to their properties, county officials urge all individuals to utilize 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)." 

 

  

 

September 14th, 2023: O’KEEFE UNDERCOVER IN LAHAINA PART 1: 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=676409307850352&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=676545641170052&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=679160407575242&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=679160407575242&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=685496980274918&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=685496980274918&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://twitter.com/JamesOKeefeIII/status/1702472782385140042?fbclid=IwAR2hHuuGGY2NUHTfXdStkDpMLRQXGrehChFu4UMUDedIqLEa0JOCijszjv4


Maui police and sheriffs tell Journalists (O'Keefe Media Group) Governor has prohibited 

photography on public land. Hawaii National Guard says Maui police and Sheriffs are 

“assholes” who are “puffing chests” OMG files lawsuit against Hawaii Gov to invalidate the 

criminalization of protected First Amendment activity and to also strip Maui County of any 

ability to criminally charge anyone who exercises their First Amendment rights. 

https://twitter.com/JamesOKeefeIII/status/1702472782385140042?s=20  

O’KEEFE UNDERCOVER IN LAHAINA PART 1  

 

 

 

 

 

September 25th, 2023: O’KEEFE UNDERCOVER IN LAHAINA PART 2; 

In Part Two of O'Keefe Media Group's Maui fire coverage, James O'Keefe confronts 

Hawaiian officials who told a fire victim to 'fuck off.' Armed with an undercover camera, a 

local resident captures the shocking incident before the police are called. Our team is on the 

ground in Lahaina, the epicenter of the Maui fires, challenging the governor's stifling of First 

Amendment rights. We've taken the fight to federal court with a lawsuit. Don't miss this eye-

opening exposé on government overreach and the silencing of residents and journalists. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqqAiLjRFeo  

O’KEEFE UNDERCOVER IN LAHAINA PART 2  

 

 

 

 

September 25th, 2023, 8:00 am to 4:00 pm: RE-ENTRY INTO LAHAINA DISASTER 

AREAS UPDATE 

"The first zone cleared for owners and residents to re-enter in the County of Maui Disaster Area 

is Kaniau Road in Zone 1C. Disaster Area restrictions for Zone 1C will be lifted for owners and 

residents with vehicle passes from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. today, Monday, September 25, and 

Tuesday, September 26." 

September 25th, 2023, 8:00 am to 4:00 pm: Hawaii Digital Government Summit;  

"Digital Government Summits bring together technology focused public-sector (government) 

professionals with industry partners (big tech) to connect on innovative approaches and 

discover new technologies (AI)." 

 

Speakers include:  

Josh Green, Governor of Hawai'i; Douglas Murdock, Hawai'i CIO, Office of Enterprise 

https://twitter.com/JamesOKeefeIII/status/1702472782385140042?fbclid=IwAR2hHuuGGY2NUHTfXdStkDpMLRQXGrehChFu4UMUDedIqLEa0JOCijszjv4
https://okeefemediagroup.com/tensions-rise-f-you-lahaina-officials-lash-out-at-concerned-citizens-as-residents-allowed-back-in/
https://okeefemediagroup.com/tensions-rise-f-you-lahaina-officials-lash-out-at-concerned-citizens-as-residents-allowed-back-in/
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=698894678935148&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=698894678935148&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://events.govtech.com/Hawaii-Digital-Government-Summit.html
https://events.govtech.com/


Technology (former Air Force); and dozens of speakers representing; Hawai'i Office of 

Enterprise Technology Services, Hawai'i Department of Transportation, Hawai'i Public 

Utilities Commission, Hawai'i Office of Homeland Security, Hawaiian Telcom (Carlyle 

Group), Department of Commerce & Consumer Affairs, Oracle, Adobe, Google, University of 

Hawai'i, Department of Business, Economic Development & Tourism, e.Republic, Department 

of Labor & Industrial Relations, Center for Digital Government, Department of Health, and 

Transform Hawaii Government. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/hlTbrDPTTcIC/  

September 25th, 2023, 8:00 am to 4:00 pm: Hawaii Digital Government Summit  

 

 

 

 

September 27th, 2023: Mayor Richard Bissen and members of his Lahaina Advisory Team 

have shaped a phased approach to the re-opening of West Maui to visitors following an 

announcement by Gov. Josh Green that West Maui will re-open on October 8th. 

 

 

October 18th: Tourism Innovation Summit 2023;  

 

 

"More than 400 global experts will gather in Seville, Spain, from October 18 to 20 at Tourism 

Innovation Summit 2023 (TIS2023), the global summit on tourism innovation and technology, to 

explore how AI-driven initiatives are transforming the sector. 

The event will examine how artificial intelligence (AI) blockchain, data spaces or AdTech, 

among other exponential technologies, are driving the smarter, digital and sustainable 

transformation of the tourism industry. 

 

Sustainability in the Industry 

AI can also contribute to the sustainability of the tourism industry. In this context, Franklin 

Carpenter, Director of Horwath HTL Spain, founder and first president of the Association of 

https://events.govtech.com/Hawaii-Digital-Government-Summit.html
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=699932265498056&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=699932265498056&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.tisglobalsummit.com/congress/agenda-at-a-glance/
https://www.tradearabia.com/news/TTN_414611.html
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Tourism Professionals of Chile, will highlight how AI and innovations in data analysis and 

processing can help optimise the well-being of both travellers and destinations. 

In addition, based on his 20 years of experience in leading projects and teams in the tourism, 

education and hospitality sectors, he will explain how technology can contribute to the 

regeneration of tourism to promote sustainability and good cultural, social and local 

practices"(according to SDG 2030). 

 

Other topics include; Blockchain (for CBDC's) and Data Sharing (selling).  

 

 

 

 

 

November 28th-30th, 2023: Smart Cities Connect, Fall Conference & Expo; 

Smart cities have evolved from a futuristic vision into a tangible reality, creating fundamental 

impact for (to) people and the planet. From pilot projects that showcase innovative technologies 

to enduring infrastructure investments (divestments), smart city solutions align with urban 

challenges. 

This fall, we will delve into the critical aspects, strategies, and collaborative (collusive) 

approaches required to foster (force) sustainable transformations within city communities. 

[5 programmed tracks to explore:  

1. Digital - IoT/data tracking, and real-time predictive analytics (Pre-CRIME).  

2. Operations - Removal of power, water, and Emergency Response.  

3. Mobility - Limiting and controlling mobility and transportation. 

4. Infrastructure - Making buildings and utilities more (directed) energy resilient. 

https://fall.smartcitiesconnect.org/


5. Community - Policymaking, crude funding, corporative collusion, and AI governance.] 

 

The conference will bring together thought leaders (limiters), urban planners, technologists 

(tech apologists), policymakers, researchers, and industry "experts" to discuss and dissect the 

multifaceted dimensions of catalyzing (catastrophizing) lasting change in urban settings. 

https://vimeo.com/340544993  

Smart Cities Connect, Fall Conference & Expo  

 

By fostering (forcing) a collaborative (collusive) environment where diverse (divisive) 

stakeholders (StockTakers) can exchange ideas, insights, and experiences, Smart Cities 

Connect generates a roadmap for (railroading) cities. Attendees will leave equipped with the 

knowledge and strategies required to steer smart cities towards sustained, meaningful 

transformations. Always and forever, cities attend at no cost. 

 

 

 

November 30th to December 12th, 2023: The 2023 UN Climate Change Conference 

(COP28);  

The 2023 United Nations Climate Change Conference, more commonly referred to as COP28 

(CO-OPT28), will be the 28th United Nations Climate Change conference, held from 

November 30th until December 12th, 2023, at the Expo City, Dubai.  

Ms. Mohammed, delivering opening remarks to a preparatory meeting, or Pre-Cop, being held 

in Abu Dhabi, underscored that the next UN climate summit was being convened at a critical 

moment in the fight against the climate crisis. 

Each day's programming incorporates four cross-cutting themes that underpin 

https://fall.smartcitiesconnect.org/
https://unfccc.int/cop28
https://unfccc.int/cop28
https://www.cop28.com/en/thematic-program


effective, interconnected delivery. These are: Technology & Innovation, Inclusion, 

Frontline Communities and Finance. Programming will explicitly include these themes 

through both content and speakers.  

The summit’s main outcome is under the so-called Global Stocktake, and it needs to respond 

decisively to the alarming findings of "science" and the existing gaps in mitigation, adaptation, 

and loss and damage, said the deputy UN chief. 

The Global Stocktake is the handle given to the sequence of UN-facilitated meetings and 

events held over the past year to enable countries and other stakeholders to see where they 

have – or have not – been making progress toward meeting the goals of the 2015 Paris 

(Disparaged) Agreement. 

The Pre-COP in Abu Dhabi aims to help countries lay the groundwork for negotiations at the 

next global climate summit, the 28th Conference of Parties to (treason) the UN Framework 

Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), known by its shorthand COP28 (CO-OPT28). 

According to the organizers, as the last formal ministerial engagement before COP28 (CO-

OPT28), the Pre-COP is a key opportunity for the world to unite behind a collective 

ambition to transform the global response to the climate crisis. 

 

The consideration of outputs focuses on discussing the implications of the findings of the 

technical assessment to inform Parties (to treason) in updating and enhancing, in a nationally 

determined manner, their actions and support in accordance with relevant provisions of 

the Paris (Disparaged) Agreement, as well as in enhancing international cooperation for 

climate action. 

The consideration of outputs consists of high-level events where the findings and implications of 

findings are presented and discussed by Parties (traitors). The events are chaired by a high-level 

committee made up of the CMA Presidencies and the Chairs of the SBSTA and SBI (decision 

19/CMA.1 para 33). 

The sources of input for the GST (Global Stocktake) will consider information at a collective 

level on: 

a) The state of greenhouse gas emissions by sources (of respiration) and their removals by sinks 

and mitigation efforts undertaken by Parties (to treason), including the information 

referred to in Article 13, paragraph 7(a), and Article 4, paragraphs 7, 15 and 19, of the 

Paris (Disparaged) Agreement; 

b) The overall effect of Parties (traitors)’ Nationally Determined Contribution (Concession-

tribute) and overall progress made by Parties (traitors) towards the implementation of their 

Nationally Determined Contributions (Concession-tributes), including the information 

referred to in Article 13, paragraph 7(b), of the Paris (Disparaged) Agreement; 

https://www.cop28.com/en/thematic-program
https://www.cop28.com/en/thematic-program
https://www.cop28.com/en/thematic-program
https://unfccc.int/topics/global-stocktake/components-of-the-global-stocktake
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement
https://www.cop28.com/en/accelerate-climate-action-at-pre-cop28
https://unfccc.int/
https://unfccc.int/cop28
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/hlpf
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/953
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/nationally-determined-contributions-ndcs
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/nationally-determined-contributions-ndcs
https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/all-about-ndcs


c) The state of adaptation efforts, support, experience and priorities, including the information 

referred to in Article 7, paragraphs 2, 10, 11 and 14, of the Paris (Disparaged) Agreement, and 

the reports referred to in Article 13, paragraph 8, of the Paris (Disparaged) Agreement; 

d) The finance flows, including the information referred to in Article 2, paragraph 1(c), and 

means of implementation and support and mobilization and provision of support, including 

the information referred to in Article 9, paragraphs 4 and 6, Article 10, paragraph 6, Article 11, 

paragraph 3, and Article 13, in particular paragraphs 9 and 10, of the Paris (Disparaged) 

Agreement. This should include information from the latest biennial assessment and overview 

of climate finance flows of the Standing Committee on Finance; 

e) Efforts to enhance understanding, action and support, on a cooperative and facilitative 

basis, related to averting, minimizing and addressing loss and damage associated with the 

adverse effects of climate change (weather warfare); 

f) Barriers and challenges, including finance, technology (including outputs of the periodic 

assessments of the technology mechanism) and capacity-building gaps, faced by developing 

countries; 

g) Good practices, experience and potential opportunities to enhance international 

cooperation on mitigation and adaptation and to increase support under Article 13, paragraph 

5, of the Paris (Disparaged) Agreement; 

h) Fairness considerations, including equity, as communicated by Parties (to treason) in their 

Nationally Determined Contributions (Concession-tributes). 

The sources of input for the GST include: 

a) Reports and communications from Parties (to treason), in particular those submitted under the 

Paris (Disparaged) Agreement and the Convention (CO-OPT28); 

b) The latest reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, pursuant to decision 

1/CP.21, paragraph 99; 

c) Reports of the subsidiary bodies, pursuant to decision 1/CP.21, paragraph 99; 

d) Reports from relevant constituted bodies and forums and other institutional arrangements 

under or serving the Paris (Disparaged) Agreement and/or the Convention (CO-OPT28); 

e) The synthesis of reports by the secretariat referred to in paragraph 23 above; 

f) Relevant reports from United Nations agencies and other international organizations, 

which should be supportive of the UNFCCC process; 

g) Voluntary submissions from Parties (to treason), including on inputs to inform equity 

considerations under the global stocktake; 

https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/all-about-ndcs


h) Relevant reports from regional groups and institutions; 

i) Submissions from non-Party stakeholders and UNFCCC observer organizations 

https://www.youtube.com/shorts/hFL1IWYlcTA  

King Charles at COP28 (with a hint at Strongian Brinksmanship); "The Earth does not 

belong to us, we belong to the Earth... We are carrying out a vast frightening experiment, 

of changing every ecological condition all at once, at a pace that far outstrips natures 

ability to cope... With what we are witnessing, our choice is a starker and darker one. How 

dangerous are we actually prepared to make our world?" 

 

 

https://rumble.com/v3sllyu-cop28-renewables-3x-by-2030-irreversible-solar-tipping-

pointunstoppableno-s.html  

Sultan Ahmed Al-Jaber, "We must be LASER-FOCUSED on phasing out fossil fuel 

emissions." 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/JhT_--rpIdA?si=6AFaPH5BVR-GisI3  

Countries clashed over a proposed agreement to phase-out fossil fuels at the COP28 (CO-

OPT28) climate summit in Dubai. (I guess that's why the TOD action plans don't leave 

room for parking.) 

 

https://rumble.com/v3zohpe-leak-countries-using-cop28-to-make-oil-deals.html  

LEAK: Countries Using COP28 To Make Oil Deals. Gas prices could change drastically in 

the days after December 12th. (Liaisons holding hands and "scratching each others 

backsides" while "giving the shaft" to their own loyal customers, against their knowledge 

and consent.)  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/kCm5eEb0WhN7/  

Globalists are terrorizing the world through the weaponization of weather, to "deceive the 

earth and its inhabitants" into demanding policies designed to embitter the lives of "every 

human (Burn Back Better). As United Arab Emirates hosts COP28, Hell freezes over as the 

Arabian peninsula receives a "100 year storm" with "slow lightning" that drops golf ball 

size hail, which freezes and floods the largest contiguous sand desert in the world, known as the 

"Empty Quarter" of Saudi Arabia, that has been arid and barren for decades. Earlier this week, 

the Pacific north west was hit with flash floods which killed 2 people in liberal Portland Oregon. 

In the middle of the war between Russia and Ukraine, Russia's Black Sea Fleet is forced to 

retreat by "the biggest Crimea storm in 100 years".  

 

CO-OPT28 was still underway as I wrote this, and the above is "just the tip" of the figurative 

iceberg, but more will be in later updates. I wanted to get this article out before the end of the 

FINAL NEGOTIATIONS on December 12th (12/12), because after this is when states and 

cities begin to move forward with the marching orders (NDCs) given to them by their bosses in 

this UN climate gang. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/shorts/hFL1IWYlcTA
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/hFL1IWYlcTA
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/hFL1IWYlcTA
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/hFL1IWYlcTA
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/hFL1IWYlcTA
https://rumble.com/v3sllyu-cop28-renewables-3x-by-2030-irreversible-solar-tipping-pointunstoppableno-s.html
https://rumble.com/v3sllyu-cop28-renewables-3x-by-2030-irreversible-solar-tipping-pointunstoppableno-s.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/kCm5eEb0WhN7/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/kCm5eEb0WhN7/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/kCm5eEb0WhN7/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/kCm5eEb0WhN7/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/kCm5eEb0WhN7/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/kCm5eEb0WhN7/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/kCm5eEb0WhN7/


 

 

December 13th to present: "The Disaster After the Disaster", The porous Olowalu 

"Mother Reef" Cinder Cone is proposed as the dump site for over 400,000 tons of toxic 

Lahaina ash.  

(Update coming soon) 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/TDz_RuKYa4s?si=XDX_RHEdN0Bs04Zb  

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/rrnCN7k4hXw?si=jKc0XG7pOqq5EchJ  

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/Oi5Ba0VMlAc?si=w0EdciVjNwhypb_D  

...  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UFEBWtZmbhY  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/bIl7pmO895Y?si=hWeQ30bqae6yUskx  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/Qh-zXSBPtCs?si=BNNHeMtfsG-2-bJN  

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/2RQmVyLeoeY?si=E1X1HyWz8SGSE7k6  

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/UCQdwMWhJz0?si=68lfRKJHX_-RCWQC  

 

• Burn patterns and burn timeline:  

"Things that shouldn't burn did, and things that should burn didn't." - Robert 

Brame, Forensic Arborist 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bs3o3z0G8tw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bs3o3z0G8tw


A tree in Lahaina Maui burns from the INSIDE-OUT (just like in Paradise California and the 

"Smart" Island of Rhodes).  

 

 

Blue things, in the approximate order they survived, alongside other objects that "burned" 

(calcinated and sublimated) and the approximate order in which they were destroyed. (The city 

"burned" from the east side towards the southwest, then the "fire" turned north against the 80 

mph wind later that evening.) Some shades of blue, especially, "Non-photo blue", are non-

interactive with light, and used by comic book artists and animators to prevent having to erase 

pencil lines because it isn't detected by most print scanners. Also, laser tattoo removal requires a 

second laser to remove blue colors. 

 

"Dwell time" in directed energy terminology is the amount of time (usually in seconds) that a 

certain amount of energy (usually in kilowatts, kW) stays focused on a target. For example, a 

"hard kill" that can actually destroy a drone usually requires 50 kW for about 2 seconds, or 

100 kilowatt-seconds (100 kW*s), and about double that for artillery, mortars, and small 

missiles (200 kW*s). A cruise missile could theoretically be taken down at 50kW, but it requires 

a dwell time of anywhere between 12 to 36+ seconds, which isn't feasible for many cruise 

missiles.  

 

At 150 kW, most cruise missiles are destroyed within 4 to 12 seconds (600 to 1,800 kW*s), but 

modern tactical missiles like the Chinese DF-ZF hypersonic (Mach 10) armored stealth missile, 

have a low radar cross section, heat-ablative laser resistant armor, and split-second evasive 

maneuvering to both avoid radar and laser tracking and to decrease the effectiveness of laser 

engaged dwell times by quickly rolling like a hotdog, to spread the heat more evenly. It's 

estimated that to destroy such a missile requires up to 10 seconds of dwell time at 300 kW (3,000 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDeIYVoMQ-4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDeIYVoMQ-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-photo_blue
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-photo_blue
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-photo_blue
https://removery.com/blog/color-tattoo-removal/
https://removery.com/blog/color-tattoo-removal/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XLnPs-H72hI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XLnPs-H72hI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XLnPs-H72hI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XLnPs-H72hI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XLnPs-H72hI


kW*s), 6 sec at 500kW, or 3 sec at 1,000 kW (1 MW).  

 

A car can withstand directed energy for longer than a drone, and even better than many cruise 

missiles. (The ATHENA laser mentioned earlier began with only 30kW and claimed to disable a 

truck in "seconds", which was mostly possible because the truck was not moving and they 

perfectly targeted the engine manifold, which realistically was done in less than a minute, so 

their claim of "seconds" is still semantically accurate. 50 kW is usually not enough to stop a 

moving car unless remaining focused on the right spot for about 36 to 48 seconds, but 150 kW is 

enough to melt through a car in about 15 seconds (2,250 kW*s), or 8 sec at 300 kW (2,400 

kW*s). 

Eric West investigates two cars melted by a "grass fire" with no other damage around.  

~ 6:49am - 6:55 am These two cars were in a small patch of burnt grass, surrounded by 

completely unburnt structures. The aluminum and glass appear to have melted into a runny 

liquid, but the singed fur of an animal remains under the hood. A fire investigator determined 

this particular area was not ignited by power lines or from "arson", and that temperatures reached 

3,000 degrees Fahrenheit to completely liquify glass and aluminum. Estimated laser engaged 

dwell time of around 8 to 15 seconds each at 150 to 300 kW (2,400 kW*s), with a heat radius of 

10+ feet.  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/oqsrQl05GcIW/  

Eric West investigates two cars melted by a "grass fire" with no other damage around. 

 

This area is directly across Lahainaluna road from where Shane Treu captured his video, and 

right below the police bodycam evacuation footage, but neighbors report that the 6:30 am 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/FmHML92Ju6OB/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/FmHML92Ju6OB/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/FmHML92Ju6OB/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/oqsrQl05GcIW/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYSr-gdbtTc
https://youtu.be/WiYI1Yk9jzs?si=1ggjF23I9msia1Ac&t=5


fire was indeed contained, only destroying 2 cars and no structures. The fire department 

stayed until 2:18 pm to continue observing the location, with no flare ups.  

 

 

 

< 2:18 pm to 2:42 pm: The grass at the exit from the bypass onto Lahainaluna road catches fire 

for no visually apparent reason. A censored video captured the early moments of this "fire" as 

a motorist was exiting onto Lahainaluna road. An official fire investigator determined this fire 

NOT to be the cause of arson (lasers aren't arson?) or power lines, as the power lines were de-

energized after the 6:30 am fire.  

 

It's almost as if the progression of the morning fire had somehow "paused" and waited for the 

Fire Department to leave before resuming it's previous course again just prior to < 2:42 pm, 

when the Fire Department was seen being dispatched AGAIN, to the afternoon "flare up" that 

somehow reignited after 5 hours, on the opposite side of the 100 ft. wide bypass from the site 

of the morning fire, while the power was off. The odds of this happening naturally are extremely 

low (astronomically microscopic). 

3:06 pm: Police are also called back AGAIN to the site of the morning fire. This clip from 3:06 

pm shows the same two Hawai'ian police officers, X6031776H and X6031339F, trying to 

evacuate people and fight the fires with hoses, as a METAL shed catches fire from the 

INSIDE-OUT with the door almost closed and no other fires around. As the officers spray 

water into the shed with TWO hoses, it keeps "popping" and only increases in intensity until 

the officers throw the two hoses into the shed and retreat to evacuate more neighbors. 

https://youtu.be/WiYI1Yk9jzs?si=565M27ESnEL9UHCd&t=175  

Maui Police Department releases it's body cam footage from officers on August 8th. This 

clip shows two Hawai'ian officers, X6031776H and X6031339F, trying to evacuate people 

and fight the fires with hoses, as a METAL shed catches fire from the INSIDE-OUT with 

the door almost closed and no other fires around. As the officers spray into the shed with 

TWO hoses, it keeps "popping" and only increases in intensity until the two officers throw 

the two hoses into the shed and retreat to evacuate more neighbors, calling one of them 

"uncle" at one point although it's unclear if the two men are actually related. 

. 

https://www.aol.com/news/fighting-beast-inside-desperate-quest-204634000.html
https://youtu.be/WiYI1Yk9jzs?si=565M27ESnEL9UHCd&t=175
https://youtu.be/WiYI1Yk9jzs?si=565M27ESnEL9UHCd&t=175
https://youtu.be/WiYI1Yk9jzs?si=565M27ESnEL9UHCd&t=175


Blue-grey Mercedes on Kalena street in Lahainaluna  

~ 3:45 pm: This Blue-grey Mercedes on Kalena street in Lahainaluna was surrounded by total 

destruction. (Some red items also seem to have survived, but not very many.) 

Blue Toyota Tacoma on on Kahako street  



~ 4:00 pm: Blue Toyota Tacoma on on Kahako street, south of the bypass in Lahainaluna 

neighborhood. Laser strike on front left fender failed to destroy target. Estimated laser engaged 

dwell time of 4 to 8 seconds at 150 to 300 kW, with a heat radius of only 6 inches. 

Blue Toyota Tacoma on Kahako street, south of the bypass in Lahainaluna neighborhood. 

 

 

. 



Blue Chevy Silverado on Kahena street in Lahainaluna neighborhood  

~ 4:15 pm: Blue Chevy Silverado on Kahena street in Lahainaluna neighborhood. This was the 

second blue vehicle to survive the fire. It does not appear to have been directly struck, but the 

structure to the left is destroyed, and it may have insulated the adjacent vehicle from the heat 

and/or beams. By August 14th, this Chevy appears to have been driven away. (FEMA and the 

Army Corps of Engineers claim not to have used any heavy machinery to remove debris at this 

point, “Excavators and other heavy machines are currently only being used in the Lahaina 

disaster area to assist emergency responders with the search and recovery process.”) 

https://youtu.be/yd9KD3ct8Vc?si=ZAMNDMtSvwRcmpp_&t=287
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=679616504196299&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=679616504196299&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=679616504196299&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=679616504196299&set=pb.100064438672356.-2207520000&type=3


Blue Chevy Silverado 1500 on Limahana circle, just south of the Kahoma Stream levee.  

~ 4:45 pm: Blue Chevy Silverado 1500 on Limahana circle, just south of the Kahoma Stream 

levee. Structures on all sides were completely burned. It appears to have been insulated from the 

heat and/or beams. 

Blue Jeep Grand Cherokee on Limahana circle, just south of Kahoma stream levee.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ToLyKh9EPs&t=235s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ToLyKh9EPs&t=235s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ToLyKh9EPs&t=260s


~ 4:45 pm: Blue Jeep Grand Cherokee on Limahana circle just south of Kahoma Stream levee, 

adjacent to 3 cars that melted into a single puddle. It appears to have been insulated from the heat 

and/or beams. The 3 cars to the right in this picture were completely destroyed, with an estimated 

laser engaged dwell time of 8 to 15 seconds each at 150 to 300 kW, with a heat radius of 

about 8 to 10 feet. 

The aluminum from three cars melt into a single puddle, but the Jeep looks fine. 

 

. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ToLyKh9EPs&t=260s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ToLyKh9EPs&t=260s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ToLyKh9EPs&t=260s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ToLyKh9EPs&t=260s


4:47 pm: ADP auto towing lot contained dozens of exploded cars (bottom left), but 

Tamura's was saved (above bottom left), but the Kupuohi Apartments (above Tamura's) 

continued to burn until the next afternoon. 

 

4:47+pm: ADP Towing Yard, followed by the Kupuohi Apartments; Bethany Gurgone 

reported cars exploding at ADP towing lot near Maui Estates Chocolates, commenting on the 

"intense heat energy" that almost prevented her from reaching her car. Fire fighters saved the 

liquor store, but somehow not the apartments. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1dqH7g01ws&pp=ygUPYmV0aGFueSBndXJnb25l
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1dqH7g01ws&pp=ygUPYmV0aGFueSBndXJnb25l
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1dqH7g01ws&pp=ygUPYmV0aGFueSBndXJnb25l


Pinhole sized burn mark in the Hardie Fiber Cement Siding on the garage door frame just an 

inch or so from where the cover originally was. (Kahoma village, which mostly survived, had 

Hardie Fiber Cement Siding instead of wood.)  

4:48+pm to 5:43+pm: Kahoma Village; Jesse Wald escapes when his neighbors trashcan and 

fence catch on fire, but the neighbors blue house didn't burn, and the only damage to Jesse's 

property was a missing keypad cover from his garage door opener and a pinhole sized burn mark 

on the garage door frame just an inch or so from where the cover originally was, along with a 

small section of fence that only "burned" where it contained metal nails, right next to potted 

plants that were untouched, and only died from lack of water. There's even a bloom on the 

branch a few feet away. 

https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=eMqbb5dphZkxOV6E
https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=eMqbb5dphZkxOV6E
https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=eMqbb5dphZkxOV6E
https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=eMqbb5dphZkxOV6E
https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=eMqbb5dphZkxOV6E
https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=eMqbb5dphZkxOV6E


Small section of Jesse's fence that only "burned" where it contained metal nails, right next to 

potted plants that were untouched, that only died from lack of water. There's even a bloom on the 

branch a few feet away. 

The bushes in Kahoma village were scorched in some places, but didn’t “burn”. The only 

structure damage in Kahoma village was to the 4 MULTI-FAMILY townhomes 

(seriously?) at the center of the village. Only 1 single-family home was destroyed, just a few 

feet away from untouched homes. 



The bushes in Kahoma village were scorched in some places, but didn't "burn". The only 

structure damage in Kahoma village was to the 4 MULTI-FAMILY townhomes 

(Seriously?) at the center of the village. Only 1 single-family home was destroyed, just feet 

away from untouched homes. 

Blue Honda CRV in Kahoma Village, next to the multi-family town homes that were leveled to 

ash and rubble. Also notice how the UNDERGROUND UTILITES appear to have 

CAUGHT FIRE UNDERNEATH THE SIDEWALK. 



Blue Honda CRV in Kahoma Village, next to the multi-family town homes that were leveled to 

ash and rubble.  

> 4:48 pm: Blue Honda CRV in Kahoma Village, with a completely destroyed multi-family 

townhome in front, and destroyed cars to the left and right of it. It appears to have been 

insulated from the heat and/or beams. 

Plastic Jeep next to another destroyed multi-family town home in Kahoma Village.  

https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=eMqbb5dphZkxOV6E
https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=eMqbb5dphZkxOV6E
https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=eMqbb5dphZkxOV6E


>4:48 pm: This Blue plastic Jeep in Kahoma village was right next to multi-family town homes 

that were completely "burned". It appears to have been insulated from the heat and/or beams. 

Blue Honda Accord near Ground Zero when cars started exploding on Front street. (Notice 

the bare concrete rings around most cars (except the Blue Honda) where the asphalt boiled 

away. 

This Blue Honda Accord was at Ground zero near the intersection of Front and Baker street 

when cars started exploding in a line down Front Street  

https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=eMqbb5dphZkxOV6E
https://youtu.be/9mppuqs7YF0?si=eMqbb5dphZkxOV6E


5:28 pm: This Blue Honda Accord was at Ground zero near the intersection of Front and 

Baker street when cars started exploding in a line down Front Street, some with people 

inside, while many surviving witnesses abandoned their own vehicles for the water. It appears to 

have been insulated from the heat and/or beams.  

 

Flames were said by multiple reports to be "leap-frogging" from one car to another every few 

seconds. From the various videos of those in the water, dwell times seemed to vary from about 8 

to 15 seconds each, with the flames reaching a steady brilliant explosive roar within seconds, 

just like an arc welder, with sloppy spattering welds like little lava volcanoes, which can 

also be seen and heard in some videos (like the video of boats in the harbor). 

This dog was intact but completely charred on the outside. Why didn't the skin and muscle 

burn off?  

 

~ 5:30 pm: Animals and people: This dog on Front street between Papalaua and Baker was 

carbonized on the outside. Why didn't the skin and muscle burn down to the bone? This was 

the same condition a cat was found in on the sidewalk by the harbor, as well as a frog that was 

carbonized while in a jumping pose.  

 

This woman was completely carbonized (Warning: graphic content). Her braided hair can be 

seen still intact, although charred. Why didn't her skin, hair, or muscles burn?  

https://youtu.be/j8wBFjuPm4A  

A woman found her son holding the family dog. Both were carbonized in place. She 

expected to find him as ashes, but thinks that "God left him that way so she could 

recognize him." (Human remains are not typically left "recognizable" after fires.) 

https://youtu.be/x2AW-f8ioGs?si=IVA_CAMIlfUiAzpc
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbonization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbonization
https://www.bitchute.com/embed/bE5L3J79OM11/
https://youtu.be/j8wBFjuPm4A
https://youtu.be/j8wBFjuPm4A
https://youtu.be/j8wBFjuPm4A


Blue umbrellas at Tommy Bahamas on Papalaua and Front street.  

~ 5:30 pm: Blue umbrellas at Tommy Bahamas, directly adjacent to the building, on the corner 

of Papalaua and Front street. These appear to have been insulated from the heat and/or beams 

that destroyed the building (up to 300 kW of directed energy for 15 seconds or more), 

outperforming most vehicles and structures. 



This Blue Ford Focus was stuck at the back of the traffic jam trying to turn north onto 

Front street from Papalaua street. You can see it's hazard lights are still blinking, and 

could probably even be driven away.  

>5:30pm: This Blue Ford Focus was stuck at the back of the traffic jam trying to turn north 

onto Front street from Papalaua street. In this video, you can see it's hazard lights are still 

blinking, and could probably even be driven away. It appears to have been insulated from the 

heat and/or beams, while everything around it is completely destroyed, except for the blue 

umbrellas across the street at Tommy Bahamas.  

https://youtu.be/BUWX4GGAbiw?si=kYktwRPkL43FFJX3&t=55
https://youtu.be/BUWX4GGAbiw?si=kYktwRPkL43FFJX3&t=55
https://youtu.be/BUWX4GGAbiw?si=kYktwRPkL43FFJX3&t=55
https://youtu.be/BUWX4GGAbiw?si=kYktwRPkL43FFJX3&t=55
https://youtu.be/BUWX4GGAbiw?si=kYktwRPkL43FFJX3&t=55


Blue Ford Focus at Front and Papalaua street in front of blue umbrellas at Tommy 

Bahamas. 

 

 

Blue t-shirts found on the west side of Front street, across from the brewery.  

~ 5:30 pm: Blue t-shirts on the west side of Front street across from the brewery near the 

intersection of Front and Baker street (Ground Zero). They appear to have been insulated from 



the heat and/or beams, while everything around them is completely destroyed. "The only apparel 

to survive the fire." - Eric West 

"SISSTREVOLUTION" 

 

Blue bathrooms at the Lahaina Harbor on Front street.  



5:30 to 10:30 pm: "Fire" swept through Lahaina Harbor, sparing the blue bathrooms and only 

13 boats, mostly at the southernmost end of the harbor, plus the "Atlantis" which was shielded 

by the blue bathrooms. All other boats burned, including those anchored over 50 yards out.  

 

The Banyan tree was examined by an arborist who said it was mostly only burned at the bark 

layer with some leaves burned on the very top. Banyan trees contain lots of water and it only 

appears to have been heated to the point of losing some of it's water and sap, and is expected to 

recover with periodic watering and maintenance, which has been happening. Update: The 

Banyan tree will be ok, but almost a quarter portion of it is completely desiccated (dried 

out) and might be removed. 

Only 13 boats survived, mostly at the southern end of the harbor, plus the "Atlantis" which 

was shielded by the blue bathrooms. ALL other boats were destroyed, up to a quarter mile 

out to sea. The Banyan tree is expected to recover. 

https://youtu.be/WaTJ9yk38g4?si=KTkPlRR01eBll2Ys
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6r-IWbpIwX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6r-IWbpIwX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n9KmwnJgFoE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n9KmwnJgFoE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n9KmwnJgFoE


The "Atlantis" was shielded by being directly downwind from the blue bathrooms. 

Boats anchored near, but not in, the harbor. 



This boat "burned" (calcinated and sublimated) while anchored almost a quarter mile out. 

All that's left is the Blue inner hull. 

 

Blue-green buckets in Jodo Mission, the Buddhist temple that burned down.  



~ 5:45 pm: Blue-green buckets at Jodo Mission, the Buddhist temple that burned from around 

5:45 to 10:30 pm. They appear to have been insulated from the heat and/or beams, while 

everything around them is completely destroyed. Many Blue-green objects also survived. 

Blue paper brochure at Front street and Lahainaluna road, near Cheeseburger and Paradise.  

~ 5:45 pm: Blue paper brochure at Front street and Lahainaluna road, near Cheeseburger 

and Paradise. It appears to have been insulated from the heat and/or beams, while everything 

around it is completely destroyed. "How did this survive?" - Eric West 



Before: The center of Lahainatown, at Front Street and Lahainaluna, looking north.  

On the left is Cheeseburger and Paradise (with Fish). 

After: The center of Lahainatown (after), at Front Street and Lahainaluna, looking north.  

On the left was Cheeseburger and Paradise (Fish survived).  

~ 5:45 pm: Cheeseburger and Paradise;  

Cheeseburger and Paradise was at the intersection of Front Street and Lahainaluna, in the 

center of Lahainatown. This is Fish's old hang out spot, where he would cook fish for the kids 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_DEYnSR4jHw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_DEYnSR4jHw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_DEYnSR4jHw
https://youtu.be/_zik2vcn1yk?si=O8_RvbhrkS3QwkuA&t=3805
https://youtu.be/_zik2vcn1yk?si=O8_RvbhrkS3QwkuA&t=3805


and make those weaved hats (like Milo Tomkinson was wearing). 

 

Metal bike racks and metal street light poles appear to have vanished. All that's still intact here 

was the Blue mailbox.  

Notice how all the boards are energized along their entire length, with very few combustive 

flames actually present. This is NOT a natural burn pattern. 

 

 

~ 6:00 pm: Waiola Church and Cemetery; The site of a historic mission established in 1823. 

Originally called Waineʻe Church until 1953, the cemetery is the final resting place for early 

members of the royal family of the Kingdom of Hawaii. 

 

Notice how all the boards are energized along their entire length, with very few combustive 

flames actually present. This is NOT a natural burn pattern. 

 

~ 6:15 pm: Lahaina Shores (Miracle beach resort); You've probably heard about the "Miracle 

house", well what about the "Miracle beach resort"? Lahaina Shores beach resort was completely 

untouched, while everything around it "burned" up to a few feet from the property line... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nr6fGHiMU9g  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kingdom_of_Hawaii
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0tP_Exb2G4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ol6CN3qiAw0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ol6CN3qiAw0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0tP_Exb2G4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0tP_Exb2G4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0tP_Exb2G4


You've heard of the "Miracle House", well what about the "Miracle resort hotel"? Lahaina 

Shores resort hotel was completely untouched, while everything around it "burned" just a few 

feet from the property line...  

 

Blue Ford Ranger on Kahili place, north of Puamana.  

~6:30 pm: After the fire reached Maui's west coast, it spread south to Puamana and north to the 

bypass, where it appeared to be contained until sometime between sunset and 9:30 pm when it 

turned north, moving in straight lines, through knee high grass, against an 80 mph wind STILL 

to the southwest, while being sprayed by firefighters who now have access to water... On it's way 

south towards Puamana, it somehow skipped this Blue Ford Ranger on Kahili place (above) 

while turning everything around it to ash. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0tP_Exb2G4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0tP_Exb2G4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0tP_Exb2G4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDeIYVoMQ-4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDeIYVoMQ-4


Ford Ranger at 220 Puapihi street  

~ 6:45 pm: Another Blue Ranger, at 220 Puapihi street, where zero structures and few vehicles 

survived. It appears to have been insulated from the heat and/or beams, while everything around 

it is completely destroyed. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/9FI5S2cck_U?si=XwBVNEd79T9k8fdM  

~ 9:45 pm: Lahaina Pentecostal Church; 

The southeast corner of the Lahaina Pentecostal Church is irradiated, but the only affected 

areas include the ceiling in the SE corner and a wooden beam bisecting the south half of 

ceiling, which housed the electrical line for a light fixture, another of which is seen still 

intact on the north half of the ceiling. This is direct evidence of directed energy, specifically 

MICROWAVES in this case, whereby metals in the wire functioned as an antenna to 

receive and transduce microwaves into infrared heat and electricity, just like foil in the 

kitchen microwave. It's NOT COMBUSTION, it's CALCINATION and SUBLIMATION 

due to transduction from microwave IRRADIATION.  

~ 9:45 pm: Lahaina Pentecostal Church; 

The southeast corner of the Lahaina Pentecostal Church is irradiated, but the only affected 

areas include the ceiling in the SE corner and a wooden beam bisecting the south half of 

ceiling, which housed the electrical line for a light fixture, another of which is seen still 

intact on the north half of the ceiling. This is direct evidence of directed energy, specifically 

MICROWAVES in this case, whereby metals in the wire functioned as an antenna to 

receive and transduce microwaves into infrared heat and electricity, just like foil in the 

kitchen microwave. It's NOT COMBUSTION, it's CALCINATION and SUBLIMATION 

due to transduction from microwave IRRADIATION.  

https://youtu.be/9FI5S2cck_U
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Combustion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calcination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sublimation_(phase_transition)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irradiation
https://youtu.be/9FI5S2cck_U
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Combustion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calcination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sublimation_(phase_transition)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irradiation


 

As seen in Paradise, any flammable material near metals of ANY size (from metal dust to 

engine blocks) will absorb the radiative infrared heat energy transduced by the nearby metals 

from microwaves, and either calcinate into powder or stone (some people were "calcified" 

(CARBONIZED), like the people and dog on Front Street, or the cat on the sidewalk near 

the harbor across from the Seaman's Museum), or sublimate into vapor and gases, leaving only 

a neat pile of grey ashes and small beads of rubble (80% of structures). 

 

 

A plastic trash can in Wahikuli was found just a couple feet from burned fence posts, and 

about 10 feet from an exactly "half burned" vehicle. It appears that "the clean up crew" 

missed a trash can in one of the last areas to "burn" (sublimate and calcinate via 

microwave transduction).  

~ 10:00-10:15 pm: Plastic trash can in Wahikuli neighborhood;  

A plastic trash can in Wahikuli was found just a couple feet from burned fence posts, and about 

10 feet from an exactly "half burned" vehicle. It appears that "the clean up crew" missed a trash 

can in one of the last areas to "burn" (sublimate and calcinate via microwave transduction). 

 

 



Blue-green dumpsters in Lahainaluna neighborhood behind the school busses. Several 

dozens of which survived, perhaps even a hundred or more in total.  

And last but not least, the blue-green dumpsters located everywhere. Several dozens of these 

survived, perhaps even a hundred or more in total. I only found four that were actually "burned" 

(The blue-green dumpsters across from Foodland took the most damage). 

 



The blue-green dumpsters across from Foodland took the most damage  

 

 

 

 

Available DEW hardware and capabilities (possible murder weapons): 

To get a ballpark idea of dwell times required at certain wattage levels, I reviewed some 

available products on the market to make an informed consumer comparison. (Ideally this would 

be done prior to purchasing, but unfortunately my money was already defrauded through 

institutional theft and extortion and spent on democide without my informed consent (which 

exonerates me from being an accomplice or accessory) and any potential refund is subject to 

inflation and intense scrutiny under the ironic threat of "tax fraud" or "tax evasion", which is 

actually just theft evasion from the actual aggressors threatening and using force.)  

 

I'm only going to cover the likely suspects here, as these were already actively deployed in the 

Pacific theatre within range of Maui at the time, due to Exercise Talisman Sabre '23 being 

conducted just days prior, with the participation of STARCOM and Space Force Maui, etc. 

https://youtu.be/ENh78I2KpYM?si=3sWNGeELsLgayll5  

You've heard of elf on a shelf, but what about a laser on a RZR? (This particular platform is 

NOT capable of the destruction seen in Lahaina.)  

10 to 15 kW: The entry level mobile laser weapon, the Raytheon H4, can "hard kill" small 

drones within a few seconds of dwell time (30 to 45 kW*s). It fits nicely on a pallet in the back 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AjMz2Ufi_E0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AjMz2Ufi_E0
https://www.starcom.spaceforce.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/3490163/starcom-amps-up-space-force-participation-in-talisman-sabre-23/
https://www.starcom.spaceforce.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/3490163/starcom-amps-up-space-force-participation-in-talisman-sabre-23/
https://www.techeblog.com/raytheon-high-energy-laser-weapon-gets-installed-on-polaris-mrzr-utv-could-be-the-ultimate-drone-killer/
https://www.rtx.com/news/news-center/2023/06/12/raytheon-technologies-delivers-fourth-combat-ready-laser-weapon-to-u-s-air-force
https://www.thedefensepost.com/2023/06/13/us-first-palletized-laser-weapon/?expand_article=1


of a truck, mounted on the back of a RZR side by side ATV, or on various military UAV 

platforms. (This particular platform is NOT capable of the destruction seen in Lahaina.) 

10-15 kW fits nicely on a pallet in the back of a truck. (This particular platform is NOT 

capable of the destruction seen in Lahaina.)  

 

50 kW: The mid level mobile laser platform (50 kW) is enough for all drones, small missiles, 

artillery shells, and mortar rounds, but only enough to stop a moving car if remaining focused on 

the same spot for about 48 seconds (2,400 kW*s). Usually in the form of a Stryker Guardian, an 

8 wheeled 8x8 military vehicle carrying the high energy 50 kW version of the Raytheon laser. 

If you happen to have an Apache or Seahawk helicopter, they make 50 kW laser pods for those 

too. The 50-100kW Lockheed Martin LANCE compact laser module has already been used on 

AC-130 Gunships, MQ-20 Avenger (Predator C) unmanned combat aerial vehicles, MQ-9 

Reaper (Predator B) unmanned combat aerial vehicles, the Q-4 Global Hawk, F-35's, F-

22's, F-15's in Syria, F-18 Super Hornets, and F-16's.  

https://www.thedefensepost.com/2023/06/13/us-first-palletized-laser-weapon/?expand_article=1
https://www.techeblog.com/raytheon-high-energy-laser-weapon-gets-installed-on-polaris-mrzr-utv-could-be-the-ultimate-drone-killer/
https://www.defensenews.com/land/2022/01/13/army-readies-to-deliver-first-set-of-strykers-with-50-kilowatt-laser-weapons/
https://prd-sc101-cdn.rtx.com/-/media/ris/what-we-do/advanced-tech/high-energy-lasers/2023-03/ris_hel6-panel_singlepg_data_ic15_m1.pdf?rev=e5a070dcd0e14fbf9a0de608e444c098&hash=45210F6E0A3104495B3EEDCB5BAD50E6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3EjOyrFXF4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qW757uG8Op0
https://youtu.be/x5yXzwBfrsU?si=_j9GuUppvQMVqlB3&t=459
https://www.nextbigfuture.com/2015/12/150-kilowatt-lasers-will-be-tested-on.html
https://www.nextbigfuture.com/2015/12/150-kilowatt-lasers-will-be-tested-on.html
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/11526/missile-defense-agency-looking-for-high-flying-drone-for-airborne-laser-2-0
https://www.19fortyfive.com/2022/08/could-the-f-35-stealth-fighter-get-a-laser-weapon-enter-lance/
https://youtu.be/x5yXzwBfrsU?si=xsVJMOYLAv63Ccor&t=280


Stryker Guardian, with the 50 kW Raytheon laser. (This particular platform is NOT likely to 

have been involved in the destruction seen in Lahaina.) 

Apache helicopter with integrated nose-mounted 50 kW laser pod. (This particular 

platform IS capable of the destruction seen in Lahaina, and was likely even present at the 

time but not confirmed.) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/rLav0zMHut8?si=UeQpwZLan8KYD3Vp  

https://www.armyrecognition.com/us_army_wheeled_and_armoured_vehicle_uk/de_m-shorad_guardian_stryker_50_kw-class_laser_weapon_data_fact_sheet.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3EjOyrFXF4


Tactical Airborne Laser Weapon System (TALWS). (This particular platform IS capable of 

the destruction seen in Lahaina, and was possibly present at the time, but not confirmed.) 

60kw-300kw laser pods mounted on fleet of AC-130 Gunships. (This particular platform IS 

capable of the destruction seen in Lahaina, and was likely present at the time, but not 

confirmed.) 

 

150 to 300 kW: The next level of high energy mobile lasers are at 150 to 300 kW. 150 kW is 

enough to destroy most airborne threats, or melt a car in 15 seconds (2,250 kW*s), while 300 

kW is enough to destroy virtually ANY airborne (or spaceborne) threat, or melt a car in 8 

seconds (2,400 kW*s). 

 

Lockheed Martin was the first to be awarded contracts for 150+ kW lasers, and has since 

integrated them as standard equipment on the F-35 Lightning. 150+ kW lasers can also be found 

on the F-22 Raptor, Apache helicopter side-mounts, Seahawk helicopter side-mounts, the Q-4 

Global Hawk, the upgraded Stryker Guardian (150 kW), the Indirect Fire Protection Capability-

High Energy Laser (IFPC-HEL) (150-300 kW), Self-Protect High Energy Laser Demonstrator 

(SHiELD)(50-150 kW), "Valkyrie" 20 foot intermodal containers (150-300 kW), and the USS 

Ronald Reagan aircraft carrier (300 kW). General Atomics now also makes 150-300 kW 

integrated laser modules for the F-35, F-22, and MQ-20 Avenger (Predator C) unmanned combat 

aerial vehicle. (Lockheed Martin has also partnered with Rafael Advanced Defense Systems on 

twin 150 kW laser platforms, for Israel's Iron Beam directed energy defense system, that 

combine to equal 300 kW total.) 

https://youtu.be/rLav0zMHut8
https://youtu.be/CU2v855nLAo?si=TAyXGUkYiWe6QK-O&t=170
https://www.nextbigfuture.com/2015/12/150-kilowatt-lasers-will-be-tested-on.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/NAzx43L9YNin/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdFn__oXnz4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRXiX1HmXjY
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/11526/missile-defense-agency-looking-for-high-flying-drone-for-airborne-laser-2-0
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/11526/missile-defense-agency-looking-for-high-flying-drone-for-airborne-laser-2-0
https://taskandpurpose.com/news/army-laser-weapon-power/
https://www.armyrecognition.com/us_army_wheeled_and_armoured_vehicle_uk/de_m-shorad_guardian_stryker_50_kw-class_laser_weapon_data_fact_sheet.html
https://www.army.mil/article/233346/scaling_up_army_advances_300kw_class_laser_prototype
https://www.army.mil/article/233346/scaling_up_army_advances_300kw_class_laser_prototype
https://www.afrl.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/2511692/afrls-shield-set-to-receive-critical-assembly/
https://www.afrl.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/2511692/afrls-shield-set-to-receive-critical-assembly/
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2023/10/12/ride-of-valkyries-army-getting-us-militarys-most-powerful-laser-weapons-yet.html
https://www.airuniversity.af.edu/JIPA/Display/Article/2870650/why-china-cannot-challenge-the-us-military-primacy/
https://www.airuniversity.af.edu/JIPA/Display/Article/2870650/why-china-cannot-challenge-the-us-military-primacy/
https://spectrum.ieee.org/tactical-laser-weapon-module-can-laserify-almost-anything
https://spectrum.ieee.org/tactical-laser-weapon-module-can-laserify-almost-anything
https://spectrum.ieee.org/tactical-laser-weapon-module-can-laserify-almost-anything
https://www.rafael.co.il/worlds/land/iron-beam/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RF6eHC4JBXA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iron_Beam


150-300 kW Indirect Fire Protection Capability-High Energy Laser (IFPC-HEL). (This 

particular platform is NOT likely to have been involved in the destruction seen in 

Lahaina.) 

150-300 kW "Valkyrie" 20 foot intermodal containers. (This particular platform is NOT 

likely to have been involved in the destruction seen in Lahaina.) 

https://www.army.mil/article/233346/scaling_up_army_advances_300kw_class_laser_prototype
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2023/10/12/ride-of-valkyries-army-getting-us-militarys-most-powerful-laser-weapons-yet.html


150 kW Raytheon laser module side-mounted on Apache helicopter. . (This particular 

platform IS capable of the destruction seen in Lahaina, and was likely present at the time 

but NOT confirmed.) 

Seahawk with the standard equipment nose-mounted Raytheon Multi-Spectral Electro-

Optical Targeting System (EOTS), which also has an Airborne Laser Mine Detection 

https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/products/sikorsky-mh-60-seahawk-helicopters.html
https://www.militaryaerospace.com/communications/article/16718620/raytheon-wins-another-contract-for-multispectral-targeting-systems-for-navy-helicopters
https://www.militaryaerospace.com/communications/article/16718620/raytheon-wins-another-contract-for-multispectral-targeting-systems-for-navy-helicopters
https://www.navaltoday.com/2019/06/17/us-navy-tests-laser-based-almds-mine-warfare-system-during-baltops/


System (ALMDS) replacing it's normal missile mount underneath. This Seahawk has an 

optical targeting system in the nose that controls an (ALMDS) laser module on the retractable 

"wing" (Blackhawks and Seahawks with laser modules are called "LASERHAWKS"). 

Alternatively, the nose-mounted Seahawk EOTS could've easily been swapped with a 50 kW 

nose-mounted laser pod from an Apache (the USS America (LHA-6) typically carries up to 

7 of these in their inventory). (This particular platform WAS confirmed to be present at the 

time, but is unknown if capable of the destruction seen in Lahaina.) 

300 kW General Atomics laser module for integrated airborne platforms like the MQ-20 

Avenger (Predator C) unmanned combat aerial vehicle, F-22, and F-35. (Batteries 

included, but charger sold separately). (This particular platform IS capable of the 

destruction seen in Lahaina, and was possibly present at the time, but not confirmed.) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/uIljAqxL8G8?si=pZrZfV4D3nv7KN5f  

General Atomics video depicts MQ-20 Avenger (Predator C) unmanned combat aerial 

vehicle using 150-300 kW integrated laser module. . (This particular platform IS capable of 

the destruction seen in Lahaina, and was possibly present at the time, but not confirmed.) 

https://www.navaltoday.com/2019/06/17/us-navy-tests-laser-based-almds-mine-warfare-system-during-baltops/
https://www.navaltoday.com/2019/06/17/us-navy-tests-laser-based-almds-mine-warfare-system-during-baltops/
https://www.helis.com/database/news/mh-60s_almds/
https://raytheon.mediaroom.com/2017-06-19-Raytheon-unveils-compact-Multi-Spectral-Targeting-System-TM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3EjOyrFXF4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3EjOyrFXF4
https://www.c7f.navy.mil/About-Us/Facts-Sheet/
https://www.c7f.navy.mil/About-Us/Facts-Sheet/
https://spectrum.ieee.org/tactical-laser-weapon-module-can-laserify-almost-anything
https://spectrum.ieee.org/tactical-laser-weapon-module-can-laserify-almost-anything
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uIljAqxL8G8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uIljAqxL8G8


The Missile Defense Agency (MDA) Advanced Technology Directorate is interested in a High 

Altitude Long Endurance (HALE) unmanned aircraft (such as the Q-4 Global Hawk) for the 

2023 timeframe. (140-280 kW). (This particular platform IS capable of the destruction seen 

in Lahaina, and was possibly present at the time, but not confirmed.) 

Aperture for the F-35 electro-optical and infrared targeting system (EOTS). (This particular 

platform IS capable of the destruction seen in Lahaina, and was likely present at the time, 

but not confirmed.) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AjMz2Ufi_E0  

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/11526/missile-defense-agency-looking-for-high-flying-drone-for-airborne-laser-2-0
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/11526/missile-defense-agency-looking-for-high-flying-drone-for-airborne-laser-2-0
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/11526/missile-defense-agency-looking-for-high-flying-drone-for-airborne-laser-2-0
https://aviationweek.com/defense-space/f-35-partners-eye-targeting-pod-options


Lockheed Martin already has orders for 500 kW lasers to be installed on warships like the USS 

Ronald Reagan, which was in the Pacific returning from hosting Exercise Talisman Sabre '23, 

at the time of the Maui "fires".  

 

500 kW: Lockheed Martin won a (OUSD R&E) contract on July 28th, 2023 for 500 kW 

lasers, to be installed on warships like the USS Ronald Reagan, which was in the Pacific 

returning from hosting Exercise Talisman Sabre '23, at the time of the Maui "fires", as 

well as land, air, and space platforms. The Department of Defense has requested 1,000 kW 

lasers, or 1 Megawatt (1 MW), for the High Energy Laser Scaling Initiative (HELSI) Phase 

3, and Lockheed Martin plans to compete for that (OUSD R&E) contract as well. 

 

 

 

And last but not least, 5G towers: 

5G monopole base stations with both 4G and 5G compatible gNodeB (gNB) and Next-

Generation Evolved Node B (ng-eNB) phased emitter arrays. 5G phased arrays have both 

beamforming and beam steering capabilities, but are limited to line of site (LoS).  

There's been a lot of hype for years about the capabilities of 5G towers, so let's start by 

separating myth from fact discerning just what 5G can and can't do. To that end, Derrick Broze 

did an expose on the health effects of 5G, called "The 5G Trojan Horse", which briefly touches 

on the Directed Energy Weapon aspects of 5G, which is already a DEW in the form of 5G 

towers, known as "phased microwave emitter arrays". 

https://www.cpf.navy.mil/Newsroom/News/Article/3482094/uss-ronald-reagan-carrier-strike-group-joins-royal-australian-navy-for-sea-air/
https://www.cpf.navy.mil/Newsroom/News/Article/3482094/uss-ronald-reagan-carrier-strike-group-joins-royal-australian-navy-for-sea-air/
https://www.cpf.navy.mil/Newsroom/News/Article/3482094/uss-ronald-reagan-carrier-strike-group-joins-royal-australian-navy-for-sea-air/
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https://rumble.com/embed/v3o1b4g/?pub=4  

Derrick Broze did an expose on the health effects of 5G, called "The 5G Trojan Horse", which 

briefly touches on the Directed Energy Weapon aspects of 5G.  

Advantages of Phased Array Technology 

Beamforming with phased array antennas is necessary at high frequencies (approximately WiFi 

frequencies and higher) to overcome losses during transmission. With an appropriately sized 

phased array antenna, radiative energy from high gain emitters can be directed over a 

broad solid angle. 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/4/4a/Phased_array_animation_with_arr

ow_10frames_371x400px_100ms.gif/280px-

Phased_array_animation_with_arrow_10frames_371x400px_100ms.gif  

Animation showing how a phased array works. It consists of an array of antenna 

elements (A) powered by a transmitter (TX). The feed current for each element passes through 

a phase shifter (φ) controlled by a computer (C). The moving red lines show the wavefronts of 

the radio waves emitted by each element. The individual wavefronts are spherical, but they 

combine (superpose) in front of the antenna to create a plane wave, a beam of radio waves 

traveling in a specific direction. The phase shifters delay the radio waves progressively going up 

the line so each antenna emits its wavefront later than the one below it. This causes the resulting 

plane wave to be directed at an angle θ to the antenna's axis. By changing the phase shifts, the 

computer can instantly change the angle θ of the beam. Most phased arrays have two-

dimensional arrays of antennas instead of the linear array shown here, and the beam can be 

steered in two dimensions.  

 

Phased array technology has helped enhance the characteristics of the collective signal or 

(microwave) radiation pattern. The enhancement in various parameters and quantities upon 

arraying can be summarized as follows: 

a. Power—the power of the collective signal is the summation of the individual signal 

powers, therefore, the strength is increased. 

b. Beamforming—the shape of the beam (vergence) can be controlled by the phase 

difference of the individual signals and the radiation pattern of the phased array 

antenna is narrow compared to single antennas. 

c. Beam Steering—the elimination of mechanical repositioning makes beam steering or 

beam positioning flexible. Beam steering is established using electronically variable 

phase shifters.  

d. Multi-Beams—with the help of phase shifters, hundreds of beams can be 

synthesized in phased array antennas.  

e. Digital or Mixer Option—phase shifting can be achieved either in an analog or digital 

way. The analog phase shifters rely on down-conversion and time-shifting of signals. The 

digital approach is to shift the phase of the Intermediate Frequency (IF) mixer or Local 

Oscillator (LO) signal. 

https://rumble.com/v3qmp1m-the-5g-trojan-horse-documentary.html
https://resources.system-analysis.cadence.com/blog/msa2021phased-array-antennas-principles-advantages-and-types
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phase_shifter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superposition_principle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plane_wave
https://www.electronicproducts.com/beam-steering-one-of-5gs-many-technologies/
https://www.electronicproducts.com/beam-steering-one-of-5gs-many-technologies/
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https://www.electronicproducts.com/beam-steering-one-of-5gs-many-technologies/
https://resources.pcb.cadence.com/blog/2020-frequency-mixer-circuits-applications-and-topology-types


f. Weight—the weight of phased array antennas is less than the mechanically-steered single 

antenna. 

g. Cost—a mechanically-steered antenna can be replaced by a less expensive phased array 

antenna, keeping the resolution the same.  

h. Reliability—the reliability of phased array antennas is much greater than single antennas. 

If one array antenna becomes impaired, the remaining antennas in the array will continue 

to function with a slight modification of the radiation pattern.  

 

One of the directed energy weapon (DEW) capabilities of 5G towers include; Active Denial 

Systems (ADS) which use millimeter microwaves to repel people from large areas by heating the 

top layer of skin, causing minor but painful burns. They can also converge their beams 

somewhat, but not as efficiently as lasers, focusing microwave energy to disrupt electronics and 

disable drones.  

 

The Army National Guard also has mobile ADS systems in their inventory, as well as 

FEMA, US Northern Command (US NORTHCOM), and the US Indo-Pacific Command 

(INDOPACOM), which just finished hosting the wargames exercise, Talisman Sabre (NOT 

JUST AN EXERCISE), aboard the USS Ronald Reagan (which was ironically called for 

help).  

 

Many people reported feeling the intense heat "over a block away" from the flames, and even a 

quarter mile into the water. For people downwind that would make sense, but for those upwind 

or on the flank, they shouldn't have felt any convective heat, but they could still feel radiative 

heat, or infrared. Infrared is normal in any fire, but the radiative heat wouldn't remain at peak 

intensity over that long of a distance, due to the inverse square law, unless the radiative field was 

larger than (and likely preceding) the actual "flames".  

 

It's uncertain if 5G towers alone could start fires, but if so then it's likely to only occur within the 

near-field region of the emitter, again due to the inverse square law, which is limited to a few 

hundred yards on average and the range of that capability would be too limited to cover an entire 

town like Lahaina on it's own.  

 

Most of the evidence, such as Lahaina Pentecostal Church, points to the laser guided form of 

microwave transmission, where lasers create conductive plasma channels as a waveguide for a 

narrow microwave beam with less collateral damage. This is probably how they were able to 

steer around the HECO trucks replacing telephone poles in the middle of the "fire". 

 

 

Relief efforts: 

Legit relief efforts: 

Help Maui Rise: Venmo's and GoFundMe's of many individuals, along with their stories; 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lExatubPl6zvsDcy4qUd3Sv1PvvKrzMhUyOzaKuId0o/

htmlview 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Active_Denial_System
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Active_Denial_System
https://sgp.fas.org/eprint/northcom-opplans.html
https://www.ndia.org/events/2021/3/8/1540---post-2021
https://youtu.be/AjMz2Ufi_E0
https://youtu.be/AjMz2Ufi_E0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse-square_law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse-square_law
https://youtu.be/9FI5S2cck_U
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Mostafa-Alshershby/publication/241779808_Guiding_microwave_radiation_using_laser-induced_filaments_The_hollow_conducting_waveguide_concept/links/5deceb3c92851c83646cf154/Guiding-microwave-radiation-using-laser-induced-filaments-The-hollow-conducting-waveguide-concept.pdf?_tp=eyJjb250ZXh0Ijp7ImZpcnN0UGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIiwicGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIn19
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Mostafa-Alshershby/publication/241779808_Guiding_microwave_radiation_using_laser-induced_filaments_The_hollow_conducting_waveguide_concept/links/5deceb3c92851c83646cf154/Guiding-microwave-radiation-using-laser-induced-filaments-The-hollow-conducting-waveguide-concept.pdf?_tp=eyJjb250ZXh0Ijp7ImZpcnN0UGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIiwicGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIn19
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Mostafa-Alshershby/publication/241779808_Guiding_microwave_radiation_using_laser-induced_filaments_The_hollow_conducting_waveguide_concept/links/5deceb3c92851c83646cf154/Guiding-microwave-radiation-using-laser-induced-filaments-The-hollow-conducting-waveguide-concept.pdf?_tp=eyJjb250ZXh0Ijp7ImZpcnN0UGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIiwicGFnZSI6InB1YmxpY2F0aW9uIn19
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lExatubPl6zvsDcy4qUd3Sv1PvvKrzMhUyOzaKuId0o/htmlview
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lExatubPl6zvsDcy4qUd3Sv1PvvKrzMhUyOzaKuId0o/htmlview


 

Maui Food Bank: https://mauifoodbank.org/ 

 

Hungry Heroes Hawaii - Aka: HHH MAUI: https://hhhmaui.org/ 

 

World Central Kitchen: https://wck.org/ 

https://lookout.co/santacruz/environment/wildfires/story/2023-08-16/lahaina-maui-wildfire-

surfing-legend-archie-kalepa-leads-volunteer-army-to-get-supplies-to-survivors 

Maui Legal Preservation Fund (LEGAL PROTECTION FUND TO PRESERVE LAND 

OWNERSHIP & PREVENT GOVERNMENT OVERREACH): 

https://www.mauilegalpreservationfund.org/ 

 

Do NOT give to the Red Cross, FEMA, Maui Strong, or the People's Fund of Maui 

(Oprah). Red Cross withheld supplies, FEMA spends it on $1300/night 5-star hotels (while 

demanding almost impossible compliance for a one-time payment of $700 for survivors), 

Oprah's using the PFoM as a PR campaign to fatten her purse, andMaui Strong is 

ironically a tentacle of Maurice Strong's environmental terrorism think tank at the UN.  

 

UN Environmental terrorist, the late Maurice Strong, wrote a perfect description about the kind 

of brinksmanship the world is facing today. "Brinksmanship" is the practice of trying to 

achieve an advantageous outcome by pushing dangerous events to the brink of active conflict. 

The maneuver of pushing a situation with the opponent to the brink succeeds by forcing the 

opponent to back down and make concessions rather than risk engaging in a conflict that would 

no longer be beneficial to either side. That might be achieved through diplomatic maneuvers, by 

creating the impression that one is willing to use extreme methods rather than concede. 

The tactic occurs in international politics, foreign policy, labor relations, contemporary military 

strategy (by involving the threat of nuclear weapons), terrorism, high-stakes litigation, and now 

environmental terrorism via weather warfare, also known as "climate change". 

https://mauifoodbank.org/
https://hhhmaui.org/
https://wck.org/
https://lookout.co/santacruz/environment/wildfires/story/2023-08-16/lahaina-maui-wildfire-surfing-legend-archie-kalepa-leads-volunteer-army-to-get-supplies-to-survivors
https://lookout.co/santacruz/environment/wildfires/story/2023-08-16/lahaina-maui-wildfire-surfing-legend-archie-kalepa-leads-volunteer-army-to-get-supplies-to-survivors
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_weapons
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terrorism


UN Environmental terrorist, the late Maurice Strong, wrote a perfect description about the 

kind of brinksmanship the world is facing today.  

https://youtu.be/hFL1IWYlcTA  

King Charles at COP28 (with a hint of Strongian Brinksmanship); "The Earth does not 

belong to us, we belong to the Earth... We are carrying out a vast frightening experiment of 

changing every ecological condition all at once at a pace that far outstrips natures ability to 

cope. With what we are witness our choice is a starker and darker one. How dangerous are 

we actually prepared to make our world?" 

 

 

If you want to help Lahaina, either give to the charities below held in high regard by the locals, 

or directly to the individual victims themselves, many of which have their own GoFundMe and 

Venmo links in the videos of their stories.  

 

For visitors, it's not recommended to spend your money on the rich "other side" of Maui, nor is it 

recommended to "visit" Lahaina. Any mainlander "haole" in Lahaina right now should be there 

to help fill the gaps, and not be a burden on a sacred town that's already been stretched past the 

breaking point. It's disgusting how Oprah and the billionaires on the "other side" of the island are 

trying to milk the Kula fire (the "Maui Owie" which destroyed 19 houses near Oprah) to distract 

from and overshadow their democide of Lahaina. 

 

 

 

The Death Count Issue:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brinkmanship
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/hFL1IWYlcTA
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/hFL1IWYlcTA
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/hFL1IWYlcTA
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/hFL1IWYlcTA
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/hFL1IWYlcTA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haole
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqqSMPd_MAI&t=2953s


(Around 480 is the unofficial total; from 183 Bodies washed up on Lanai, + 100 or more 

collected by a fisherman from Moloka'i, + 115 they couldn't hide, + 85 still missing.) 

 

Compiled spreadsheet of the REAL list of survivors, missing, and confirmed dead: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1WAA1iFGIOT7H3xJcr5aRgqVbUdwPnJkBolBc-

eFFlJE/htmlview 

 

 

Identification of Suspects: 

In the process of identifying suspects, they'll be listed here in order of their level of involvement 

and and severity of crimes, rather than chronologically according to the timeline of events.  

 

First is the local and state government officials (the usual suspects), as they are the keys to the 

federal and global "officials" and the corporations they collude with.  

Lineup of the usual (government) suspects from the State of Hawai'i and the County of Maui; 

Governor Josh Green (front), and (left to right) Army National Guard, Red Cross, MEMA 

Administrator Herman Andaya (who did NOT regret NOT warning Maui then resigned the 

next day), Mayor Richard Bissen, John Pelletier, the Las Vegas false flag handler and Maui 

Police Chief (and coroner) and Maui Fire Chief Brad Ventura. 

 

 

https://www.onenewspage.com/video/20230825/16120227/Maui-Hawaii-183-bodies-wash-ashore-on-neighboring.htm
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1WAA1iFGIOT7H3xJcr5aRgqVbUdwPnJkBolBc-eFFlJE/htmlview
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1WAA1iFGIOT7H3xJcr5aRgqVbUdwPnJkBolBc-eFFlJE/htmlview
https://x.com/StarAdvertiser/status/1692029256337850745?s=20


Main Suspect #1: John Pelletier (Codename: Robocop), Accomplice to 1st degree Democide, 

Conspiracy to commit mass murder, and Accessory BEFORE the fact; "We took the 

biggest crime scene, second only to 9/11, and we did everything to mitigate that,” said John 

Pelletier, the Las Vegas false-flag incident commander and current Maui Police chief (and 

coroner), said on the Las Vegas incident. He roadblocked EVERY exit from the city and 

corralled people back into the fire, running them around in a roadblock rotisserie while they got 

nuked with DEW (Directed Energy Weapons). Extraordinary claims DO require extraordinary 

evidence, and the burden of proof is certainly on us, but this "burden" is really just a call to "light 

the fire within" and "carry the torch" of truth.  

 

Main Suspect #1: John Pelletier, Accomplice to 1st degree Democide (mass murder), and 

Accessory BEFORE the fact; 

 

"We took the biggest crime scene, second only to 9/11, and we did everything to mitigate 

that,” said John Pelletier, the Las Vegas false-flag handler and current Maui Police chief 

(and coroner), who roadblocked every exit from the city and corralled people back into the fire, 

running them around in a roadblock rotisserie while they got nuked with DEW (Directed 

Energy Weapons). 

 

What are the odds that John Pelletier, a co-conspirator, accomplice, and accessory BEFORE 

the fact in the Las Vegas false flag event, was chosen to be the incident commander for that 

event, and then AGAIN for the mass murder on Maui? The odds are astronomically 

microscopic. 

https://www.reviewjournal.com/crime/las-vegas-police-captain-named-police-chief-in-maui-hawaii-2454245/
https://www.reviewjournal.com/crime/las-vegas-police-captain-named-police-chief-in-maui-hawaii-2454245/
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https://www.bitchute.com/video/b3swopObHTiR/  

On the arrest of John Pelletier and Herman Andaya, and how they were accomplices and 

accessories BEFORE the fact, along with USNORTHCOM CONPLAN 2501-05, DEFENSE 

SUPPORT OF CIVIL AUTHORITIES (DSCA)  

The native New Yorker and former Las Vegas police captain was named the chief of the Maui 

Police Department. His selection was unexpected. In bringing an outsider like him to an insular 

organization like an island police force, the Maui Police Commission clearly wanted someone 

different. 

 

Well, they got him. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/McKOSgsHkqFg/  

John Pelletier exposed as the Las Vegas false-flag handler and current Maui Police chief 

(and coroner), who roadblocked every exit from the city and corralled people back into the fire.  

At live-streamed press briefings, government officials and first responders stand stoically against 

the back wall, walk to the podium when it’s their turn, and answer questions in calm, measured 

tones. 

In contrast, Pelletier sometimes starts talking before he even gets to the microphone. There was 

one moment when, as Pelletier walked up to answer a question from a reporter, both Gov. Josh 

Green and Mayor Richard Bissen exchanged a look like, “Here he goes again” and Green 

jokingly put his hand on Pelletier’s arm like a manager telling a boxer to calm down and stay 

focused (because that's what he is).  

 

"Every data point is gonna be scrubbed... We're doing data scrubs", said Pelletier. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/b8ET19rTpJJX/  

"Every data point is gonna be scrubbed... We're doing data scrubs", said Pelletier. 

 

John Pelletier also received many complaints from within the Maui Police Department, and 

replaced good cops with bad ones, then MPD secretary Terry Jones suddenly dies under 

suspicious circumstances. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/CDoPKws76hYs/  

John Pelletier also received many complaints from within the Maui Police Department, and 

replaced good cops with bad ones, then MPD secretary Terry Jones dies under suspicious 

circumstances.  

https://twitter.com/jeremyleetv/status/1723408619960766841?s=20  

Maui Police Chief John Pelletier is also reluctant to admit his whereabouts during the fire, 

and it's believed that he may have been at the Pacific Partnership Meeting (NOT JUST A 

FIRE DRILL).  
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This is all evidence of him being an ACCESSORY BEFORE THE FACT, AND 

ACCOMPLICE TO 1ST DEGREE MASS MURDER. 

 

Main Suspect #2: Herman Andaya, (Codename: Hear no evil) MEMA Administrator (who 

did NOT regret NOT warning Maui then resigned the next day), Accomplice to 1st degree 

Democide, Conspiracy to commit mass murder, and Accessory BEFORE the fact.  

 

Main Suspect #2: Herman Andaya, MEMA Administrator (who did NOT regret NOT 

warning Maui then resigned the next day), Accomplice to 1st degree Democide, Conspiracy to 

commit mass murder, and Accessory BEFORE the fact; Not only did he NOT regret NOT 

sounding warnings, MEMA's Herman Andaya was confirmed to have attended the Pacific 

Partnership Meeting, which was (NOT JUST A FIRE DRILL). This is evidence of him being 

an ACCESSORY BEFORE THE FACT, AND ACCOMPLICE TO 1ST DEGREE MASS 

MURDER, unless he spills the beans on Bob Fenton, the regional FEMA coordinator who 

was promoted to Chief Federal Response coordinator for his role in dividing and 

distracting the local emergency managers. 

 

 

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2023/08/23/mauis-disaster-response-leadership-wasnt-even-on-the-island-during-wildfires-n2627443
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2023/08/23/mauis-disaster-response-leadership-wasnt-even-on-the-island-during-wildfires-n2627443
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Main Suspect #3: Hawaiian Electric Company, HECO (controlled by Blackrock and 

Vanguard), ACCESSORIES BEFORE THE FACT, AND ACCOMPLICES TO 1ST 

DEGREE MASS MURDER. 

 

Vanguard), ACCESSORIES BEFORE THE FACT, AND ACCOMPLICES TO 1ST 

DEGREE MASS MURDER.; 

The major shareholders of the utilities on Hawai'i are the corporate oligarchies of 

Blackrock Inc, Vanguard Group, and the Carlyle Group, so collusion should be no surprise 

here, it's "par for the course". 

https://www.wallstreetzen.com/stocks/us/nyse/he/ownership
https://www.wallstreetzen.com/stocks/us/nyse/he/ownership
https://www.wallstreetzen.com/stocks/us/nyse/he/ownership
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https://www.wallstreetzen.com/stocks/us/nyse/he/ownership
https://www.hawaiiantel.com/aboutus/Our-History


Hawaiian Electric Company (Blackrock and Vanguard) blocked the southbound highway 

at Hokiokio place, despite being told by police that there was an active evacuation in 

progress.  

 

The emergency proclamation to streamline housing development allowed the state to re-

zone historical districts for faster rebuilding after NATURAL DISASTERS, which has 

already been used to evict residents whose homes were not even damaged, and are being 

bought up by shell companies owned by Blackrock Inc, Vanguard Group, Harpo 

Productions, Alexander and Baldwin, and West Maui Land Co. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2YVh2aHzfU&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=23
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2YVh2aHzfU&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=23
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2YVh2aHzfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2YVh2aHzfU
https://www.facebook.com/reel/214346108137408
https://dod.hawaii.gov/hiema/governor-green-issues-emergency-proclamation-relating-to-housing/
https://www.facebook.com/reel/844641197299083
https://www.facebook.com/reel/844641197299083
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8Objyoqyww&list=PLZCjPv2EuUUGvYtm4aVd8pvNg4paTiF7N&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8Objyoqyww&list=PLZCjPv2EuUUGvYtm4aVd8pvNg4paTiF7N&index=5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harpo_Productions
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harpo_Productions


Hawaiian Electric Company (Blackrock and Vanguard) blocked the southbound highway 

at Hokiokio place, and were STILL blocking the highway north at Kahoma stream during 

the 9:30 pm evacuation, despite being told by police that there was an active evacuation in 

progress.  

 

Hawaiian Electric Company (Blackrock and Vanguard) also blocked the southbound 

highway at Hokiokio place, and were STILL blocking the highway north at Kahoma stream 

during the 9:30 pm evacuation, despite being told by police that there was an active evacuation 

in progress. Beginning on the south end of the highway at Hokiokio place around 5:00 pm (pre-

emptively blocking the traffic that will be arriving after police road blocks are abandoned at 

5:28pm) Hawaiian Electric Company moved north fixing about 29 telephone poles, arriving at 

the Kahoma stream levee by 9:22 pm, right on time to block the 9:30 pm Wahikuli evacuation 

to the north. It appears that HECO somehow just continued putting up new telephone poles 

throughout the entire evacuation (and fire) as if nothing was even happening. Ignoring 

traffic probably isn't new to them, but it looks like ignoring infernos isn't either. 

 

This is all evidence of them being ACCESSORIES BEFORE THE FACT, AND 

ACCOMPLICES TO 1ST DEGREE MASS MURDER. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2YVh2aHzfU&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=23
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2YVh2aHzfU&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=23
https://www.facebook.com/reel/269895959200154
https://www.facebook.com/reel/269895959200154
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2YVh2aHzfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2YVh2aHzfU
https://www.facebook.com/reel/214346108137408
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2YVh2aHzfU&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=23
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2YVh2aHzfU&list=PL4tr79K4T3y_NDCgT34o8nA-9PuN-DdMn&index=23
https://www.facebook.com/reel/269895959200154
https://www.facebook.com/reel/269895959200154
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2YVh2aHzfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2YVh2aHzfU
https://www.facebook.com/reel/214346108137408
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=as4nPbHFPa8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=as4nPbHFPa8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=as4nPbHFPa8


Main Suspect #4: Governor Josh Green (Codename: The Delegate) Accomplice to 1st degree 

Democide, Conspiracy to commit mass murder, and Accessory BEFORE the fact.  

(Realizing what he just said on camera, even though it will later be "fact checked" as false.) 

 

Main Suspect #4: Governor Josh Green; Accomplice to 1st degree Democide, Conspiracy to 

commit mass murder, and Accessory BEFORE the fact; 

"Governor Josh Green, M.D. shared his vision for Hawai‘i’s leadership in renewable 

energy and climate action in his first major climate speech this week. This vision includes 

climate policy initiatives including a recommitment to the US Climate Alliance, and the 

establishment of a Climate Advisory Panel. Chairing the Climate Advisory Panel will be: 

Dawn Lippert, CEO of Elemental Excelerator, and Chris Benjamin, CEO of Alexander and 

Baldwin." 

 

Hawaii governor Josh Green goes to the United Nations’ Economic and Social Council in 

New York to give his bosses a progress report on Hawaii's implementation of the UN’s 2030 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDG 2030) agenda. 

 

Hawaii governor Josh Green, while still at the United Nations’ Economic and Social Council 

in New York, declares a housing emergency and issues an emergency proclamation to 

streamline housing development, allowing the state to re-zone historical districts for faster 

rebuilding after NATURAL DISASTERS, which has already been used to evict residents 

whose homes were not even damaged, and are being bought up by shell companies owned by 

Blackrock Inc, Vanguard Group, and Harpo Productions etc. 

 

Governor Josh Green was also coincidentally unavailable on the mainland during August 

8th, so the "acting lieutenant governor" Sylvia Luke was the one who issued the initial 

https://youtu.be/nhd4RBV0Jo8
https://youtu.be/nhd4RBV0Jo8
https://mauinow.com/2023/01/10/governor-green-sets-course-for-hawaii-climate-leadership/
https://mauinow.com/2023/01/10/governor-green-sets-course-for-hawaii-climate-leadership/
https://rumble.com/v373olh-maui-will-be-turned-into-smart-city-governance.html
https://rumble.com/v373olh-maui-will-be-turned-into-smart-city-governance.html
https://www.khon2.com/local-news/gov-green-goes-to-the-un-to-talk-about-hawai%CA%BBi/
https://www.khon2.com/local-news/gov-green-goes-to-the-un-to-talk-about-hawai%CA%BBi/
https://dod.hawaii.gov/hiema/governor-green-issues-emergency-proclamation-relating-to-housing/
https://dod.hawaii.gov/hiema/governor-green-issues-emergency-proclamation-relating-to-housing/
https://www.facebook.com/reel/844641197299083
https://www.facebook.com/reel/844641197299083
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8Objyoqyww&list=PLZCjPv2EuUUGvYtm4aVd8pvNg4paTiF7N&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8Objyoqyww&list=PLZCjPv2EuUUGvYtm4aVd8pvNg4paTiF7N&index=5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harpo_Productions
https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/2023/08/23/disaster-response-conference-went-with-hawaiis-top-emergency-officials-there-maui-burned/
https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/2023/08/23/disaster-response-conference-went-with-hawaiis-top-emergency-officials-there-maui-burned/


emergency proclamation for Maui at 3:21 pm.  

 

He was also the keynote speaker at the Hawaii Digital Government Summit, to bring 

together technology focused public-sector (government) professionals with industry partners 

(big tech) to connect (collude) on innovative (invasive) approaches and discover new 

technologies (tech apologies)."  

https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/2023/08/23/disaster-response-conference-went-with-hawaiis-top-emergency-officials-there-maui-burned/
https://events.govtech.com/Hawaii-Digital-Government-Summit.html


 

 

This is all evidence of him being an ACCESSORY BEFORE THE FACT, AND 

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2023/08/23/mauis-disaster-response-leadership-wasnt-even-on-the-island-during-wildfires-n2627443


ACCOMPLICE TO 1ST DEGREE MASS MURDER. 

 

 

 

 

 

Main Suspect #5: Mayor Richard Bissen (Codename: Speak No Evil), Accomplice to 1st 

degree Democide, Conspiracy to commit mass murder, Obstruction of justice (withholding 

evidence), and Accessory BEFORE the fact. 

 

Main Suspect #5: Mayor Richard Bissen, Accomplice to 1st degree Democide, Conspiracy 

to commit mass murder, and Accessory BEFORE the fact; 

 

Mayor Richard Bissen was already in the Wailuku EOC the day before. "As this seems to be 

of interest, I should have offered more in my comments about what occurred on the day of the 

disaster, and I want to be clear and repeat that I had been present in our emergency operating 

center since Aug. 7th." He was only available during the 11 am hour and the 6 to 7 pm hours.  

 

Mayor Richard Bissen lied to KITV4 news about which Emergency Operations Center 

(EOC) he was at, claiming to be in Wailuku instead of Waikiki; "As this seems to be of 

interest, I should have offered more in my comments about what occurred on the day of the 

disaster, and I want to be clear and repeat that I had been present in our emergency operating 

center since Aug. 7th." He was only available during the 11 am hour and the 6 to 7 pm hours, 

matching up with the scheduled "program" of events (he also seemed more concerned about 

the ongoing "Networking Reception" ending at 7 pm than the "old structures" in 

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2023/08/23/mauis-disaster-response-leadership-wasnt-even-on-the-island-during-wildfires-n2627443
https://x.com/jeremyleetv/status/1693716836972728440?s=20
https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/local-news/2023-09-01/maui-mayor-addresses-wildfire-rumors-timeline
https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/local-news/2023-09-01/maui-mayor-addresses-wildfire-rumors-timeline
https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/local-news/2023-09-01/maui-mayor-addresses-wildfire-rumors-timeline
https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/local-news/2023-09-01/maui-mayor-addresses-wildfire-rumors-timeline
https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/2023/08/23/disaster-response-conference-went-with-hawaiis-top-emergency-officials-there-maui-burned/
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1694862307628217
https://x.com/jeremyleetv/status/1693716836972728440?s=20
https://x.com/jeremyleetv/status/1693716836972728440?s=20
https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/local-news/2023-09-01/maui-mayor-addresses-wildfire-rumors-timeline
https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/local-news/2023-09-01/maui-mayor-addresses-wildfire-rumors-timeline
https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/local-news/2023-09-01/maui-mayor-addresses-wildfire-rumors-timeline
https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/local-news/2023-09-01/maui-mayor-addresses-wildfire-rumors-timeline
https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/2023/08/23/disaster-response-conference-went-with-hawaiis-top-emergency-officials-there-maui-burned/
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1694862307628217
https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/2023/08/23/disaster-response-conference-went-with-hawaiis-top-emergency-officials-there-maui-burned/
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1694862307628217
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1694862307628217


Lahaina), which corroborates with the testimony of others who attended). 

 

Mayor Bissen (allegedly) first hears about the fire, while conveniently occupied on Oahu 

island, at an emergency management conference, with all the top emergency officials from 

the entire island of Maui. "I had been present in our emergency operating center since Aug. 

7."… Again, too many coincidences is evidence of no coincidence at all. (Also, he claims to 

have been at "our" emergency operations center, implying Wailuku Maui, when he was really at 

the one in Waikiki on O'ahu)... He seemed unaware of the severity of the fire, as he cites traffic 

concerns. He obviously has no idea the city has already been destroyed, and he rejoins the party 

until a 7 pm update. 

 

This is evidence of him being an ACCESSORY BEFORE THE FACT, AND 

ACCOMPLICE TO 1ST DEGREE MASS MURDER. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Main Suspect #6: Robert "Bob" Fenton, the regional FEMA director that headlined the 

Pacific Partnership Meeting (Not just a fire drill) who was appointed as Chief Federal 

Response Coordinator by Joe Biden 2 weeks later; 

 

August 7th, 2023: Bob Fenton (one of the nations leading emergency managers) had 

ALREADY arrived in Hawai'i BEFORE the "fire", and two weeks before he is appointed by 

Biden as Chief Federal Response Coordinator. 

https://www.facebook.com/reel/1694862307628217
https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/2023/08/23/disaster-response-conference-went-with-hawaiis-top-emergency-officials-there-maui-burned/
https://x.com/jeremyleetv/status/1693716836972728440?s=20
https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/local-news/2023-09-01/maui-mayor-addresses-wildfire-rumors-timeline
https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/local-news/2023-09-01/maui-mayor-addresses-wildfire-rumors-timeline
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1694862307628217
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1694862307628217
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2023/08/23/mauis-disaster-response-leadership-wasnt-even-on-the-island-during-wildfires-n2627443
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2023/08/23/mauis-disaster-response-leadership-wasnt-even-on-the-island-during-wildfires-n2627443
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CwsI5gtOdld/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CwsI5gtOdld/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CwsI5gtOdld/


 

The Pacific Partnership Meeting on disaster preparedness (NOT JUST A FIRE DRILL), 

Sponsored by the US Department of Homeland Security and FEMA, began in Waikiki on 

O'ahu island at 7:30 am August 8th, just 53 minutes after the first "fire" actually occurred. 

This was the "drill" by the feds that occurred to distract and divide the local emergency 

managers while the event itself was actually unfolding. 

 

Bob Fenton has been involved in the response to more than 50 Federal disasters, 

including Hurricane Katrina, the four Florida Hurricanes of 2004, the Southern California 

Wildfires of 2003 and 2007, the Typhoon Pongsona in Guam, and the 9/11 World Trade Center 

terrorist attacks. 

 

UPDATE: It's now believed that FEMA, Bob Fenton, and others conspired to divide and 

distract the local emergency managers that day in order to perpetrate their crime and pin 

it on the scapegoats, who aren't speaking up to avoid further implicating themselves. This 

only serves to protect the real perpetrators at the expense of the useful idiots. 

 

Local and state government officials (the usual suspects), are the MISSING LINKS to the 

federal and global "officials" and the corporations they collude with (the "Unusual 

Suspects"). The "Unusual suspects" are the other feds, globalists, NGOs, corporations, and the 

primary offenders (trigger men) that they are accomplices and co-conspirators with, and 

accessories to (before and after). 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/b3swopObHTiR/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurricane_Katrina
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2004_Atlantic_hurricane_season
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_California_wildfires
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_California_wildfires
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typhoon_Pongsona
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/September_11_attacks
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/September_11_attacks


 

 

 

Main Suspect #7: Joe Biden (Codename: Genocide Joe), Accomplice to 1st degree Democide, 

Conspiracy to commit mass murder, and Accessory BEFORE the fact  

Main Suspect #7: Joe Biden, Accomplice to 1st degree Democide, Conspiracy to commit 

mass murder, and Accessory BEFORE the fact; 

The Heartland Institute's editorial director expressed concerns that President Joe 

Biden, elected in November 2020, would "bring the Great Reset to the United States" and 

that "the country [would] never be the same." 

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CwsI5gtOdld/  

August 14th, 2023, 10:28 am: Biden tweets, "We're laser-focused"... 

https://twitter.com/POTUS/status/1691109605278179328


 

 

Biden REPEATS his "laser-focused" comment on live video... 

https://youtu.be/o_AfF_OxYlQ?si=rE64Yh4dNhdH7_Hj&t=125  

He also "Built Black Barriers", around the perimeter area of the burn zone, where the future 

TOD corridor was schedule to begin it's "action phase" in Fall of 2023. 

https://youtu.be/rl5bmF-kA4A  

Biden talks about his (blue) corvette that "almost" caught fire.  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/2BH2joPi1YcP/  

BIDEN & KING CHARLES III TERRA CARTA UN AGENDA 21 WEF PLAN TO 

GENOCIDE USA BY ENERGY DEPRIVATION  

This is all evidence of him being an ACCESSORY BEFORE THE FACT, AND 

ACCOMPLICE TO 1ST DEGREE MASS MURDER. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/o_AfF_OxYlQ?si=rE64Yh4dNhdH7_Hj&t=125
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/saraharnold/2023/08/30/black-curtains-surrounding-the-site-of-maui-fires-suggests-media-blackout-from-learning-the-truth-n2627751
https://youtu.be/rl5bmF-kA4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68ugkg9RePc&list=PL4tr79K4T3y9sXwQBlvb_Guhx_iXgMXUc&index=2
https://www.bitchute.com/video/2BH2joPi1YcP/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/2BH2joPi1YcP/


The "Unusual suspects", the other feds, globalists, NGOs, corporations, and the primary 

offenders (trigger men) that they are accomplices and co-conspirators with, and accessories 

to (both before and after the fact).  

Now for the "Unusual suspects", the other feds, globalists, NGOs, corporations, and the 

primary offenders (trigger men) that they are accomplices and co-conspirators with, and 

accessories to (both before and after the fact).  

 

Of all the false dichotomies within the Maui investigation, the false dichotomy between the 

accountability of offenders (both primary and secondary) and what I've seen called the "Blue 

Herring" of the investigation, Directed Energy Weapons (or DEWs), is actually a division that 

appears to be intentional, for the purpose of hiding the "Unusual Suspects" behind a figurative 

"Big Black Barrier" of plausible deniability. The false dichotomy between these two is NOT 

mutually exclusive, and BOTH are required pieces for the puzzle of accountability, for both the 

"Usual suspects" and the "Unusual Suspects" below. I intended to weld this fracture back 

together seamlessly, unlike a long range laser welder.  

 

Only by unravelling this false dichotomy (and the cognitive dissonance that comes with it) can 

we see the full picture and hold all offenders accountable (BOTH PRIMARY AND 

SECONDARY, AS WELL AS THE ACCESSORIES BEFORE AND AFTER THE FACT).  



Unusual Suspect #1: James Trebes (Codename: Jabba), Principle 

Director for Directed Energy at the DoD OUSD R&E (Solicitor for Star Wars weapons)  

 

Unusual Suspect #1: James Trebes, Accomplice to 1st degree Democide, Solicitation of 

weapons used for mass murder; 

Dr. James Trebes is the Principal Director for Directed Energy, within the DoD's Office of the 

Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (OUSD R&E).  

 

In that role, Dr. Trebes is responsible for coordinating directed energy development and 

implementation efforts across the Department of Defense. This includes developing and 

maintaining the Department of Defense roadmap for the development of directed energy 

weapons (DEW). Within the Department of Defense, he previously served as the OUSD (R&E) 

Principal Physicist for Directed Energy. He spent 15 years within the LLNLs Laser Director 

working on a wide range of projects including laser technology, nuclear weapons physics, and 

basic science. 

 

James played pivotal roles in Soliciting directed energy weapons (DEW) later used in the 

murder of 480 Hawai'ians; including routing the roadmap for the High Energy Laser Scaling 

Initiative (HELSI), colluding with corporations to Solicit directed energy weapons (DEW) 

with extorted money, and enabling the DoD to commit plausibly deniable democide. He 

basically Solicited and distributed the murder weapons to the trigger men, and his virtual 

"fingerprints" are all over them. 

 

This is evidence of him being an ACCESSORY BEFORE THE FACT, AND 

ACCOMPLICE TO 1ST DEGREE MASS MURDER. 

 

 

 



Unusual Suspect #2: Space Commander Steingold (Codename: Buzz Lightyear) Commander 

of Space Delta 11, Accomplice to 1st degree Democide, Solicitation of weapons used for 

mass murder  

https://www.starcom.spaceforce.mil/About-Us/Senior-Leaders/Display/Article/3494654/jay-m-steingold/
https://www.starcom.spaceforce.mil/About-Us/Senior-Leaders/Display/Article/3494654/jay-m-steingold/


 

Unusual Suspect #2: Space Commander Steingold, Accomplice to 1st degree Democide, 

Solicitation of weapons used for mass murder;  

When looking for principle offenders (trigger men), the trail eventually leads to Colonel 

Steingold, Commander of Space Delta 11. Of course, neither he nor James are directly 

culpable, as they were only ordering followers, but these two would have been at least indirectly 

involved, and in the case of Commander Steingold, he was directly involved in providing 

directed energy weapons (DEW) and training (Talisman Sabre) to the actual trigger men 

behind the space lasers that murdered Maui. This is especially true of orbital platforms on 

satellites in space, like those belonging to the National Space Test and Training Complex 

Orbital component (NSTTC-O) under his space command, but for air, land, and sea based 

platforms (like the Seahawk chopper) we must also refer to James Trebes (above), and Admiral 

John C. Aquilino (below) for further questioning.  

 

Colonel Jay M. Steingold is Commander of Space Delta 11, (Ranges & Aggressors) under 

Space Training and Readiness Command headquartered at Schriever Space Force Base, 

Colorado. His Guardians, Airmen, Sailors, and Marines are responsible for delivering realistic, 

threat-informed test and training resources to U.S. Space Force and Joint/Coalition Space 

(laser) Operators via live, virtual, and constructive threat replication, leveraging the orbital 

component of the National Space Test and Training Complex spanning multiple space 

warfighting disciplines. 

 

In 2022, Steingold became a "Guardian" in the U.S. Space Force and assumed the role of 

Chief, Satellite Communications Mission Area Team onboard Headquarters Space 

Operations Command at Peterson SFB. He oversaw all military and commercial SATCOM 

integration, requirements, and Space Delta 8’s operational readiness. 

 

This is evidence of him being an ACCESSORY BEFORE THE FACT, AND 

ACCOMPLICE TO 1ST DEGREE MASS MURDER. 

 

The question of culpability still remains though. Even if we find those who pulled the triggers of 

actual lasers that killed real people (and those who ordered them to do so), each will still blame 

the other with everyone pointing their finger at each other. If Commander Steingold was "only 

ordering followers", and anyone pulling triggers was "only following orders", then by that logic 

one might as well just go ahead and call directed energy weapons "climate change" or "wild fire" 

instead of what it is (weather warfare). 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.starcom.spaceforce.mil/About-Us/Senior-Leaders/Display/Article/3494654/jay-m-steingold/
https://www.starcom.spaceforce.mil/About-Us/Senior-Leaders/Display/Article/3494654/jay-m-steingold/
https://www.starcom.spaceforce.mil/Portals/2/98%20SRS_Fact%20Sheet.pdf
https://www.starcom.spaceforce.mil/Portals/2/98%20SRS_Fact%20Sheet.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRXiX1HmXjY
https://www.spaceforce.mil/News/Article/3227481/space-force-presents-forces-to-us-indo-pacific-command/
https://www.spaceforce.mil/News/Article/3227481/space-force-presents-forces-to-us-indo-pacific-command/
https://www.starcom.spaceforce.mil/About-Us/STARCOM-Deltas/Space-Delta-11-Range-Aggressors/
https://www.starcom.spaceforce.mil/Portals/2/98%20SRS_Fact%20Sheet.pdf
https://www.starcom.spaceforce.mil/Portals/2/98%20SRS_Fact%20Sheet.pdf


 

 

Unusual Suspect #3: Admiral John C. Aquilino (Codename: The Lung), US Navy 

Commander, U.S. Indo-Pacific Command;  

 

John Christopher Aquilino is an admiral in the United States Navy, serving as the commander 

of the United States Indo-Pacific Command since April 30, 2021. He previously served as the 

commander of the United States Pacific Fleet and before that, commander of the United States 

Fifth Fleet and Combined Maritime Forces. 

 

USINDOPACOM includes 380,000 Soldiers, Sailors, Marines, Airmen, Guardians, Coast 

Guardsmen and Department of Defense civilians and is responsible for all U.S. military activities 

in the Indo-Pacific, covering 36 nations, 14 time zones, and more than 50 percent of the world’s 

population. 

 

On November 22nd 2022, The U.S. Space Force officially activated and assigned U.S. Space 

Forces, Indo-Pacific to the U.S. Indo-Pacific Command in a ceremony at Camp H.M. Smith 

under the leadership of Brig. Gen. Anthony Mastalir. Basically, this places some of the 

hardware that was formerly under Commander Steingold now under the command of Admiral 

Aquilino (such as the Seahawk seen on August 8th over Maui).  

https://www.defense.gov/About/Biographies/Biography/Article/2906049/admiral-john-c-aquilino/
https://www.defense.gov/About/Biographies/Biography/Article/2906049/admiral-john-c-aquilino/
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Admiral_(United_States)
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/United_States_Navy
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/United_States_Indo-Pacific_Command
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/United_States_Pacific_Fleet
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/United_States_Fifth_Fleet
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/United_States_Fifth_Fleet
https://www.spaceforce.mil/SFB/Display/Article/3224830/brigadier-general-anthony-j-mastalir/
https://defensescoop.com/2023/08/28/indo-pacific-command-moves-to-plug-in-emerging-tech-for-dod-through-key-programs-new-directorate/
https://defensescoop.com/2023/08/28/indo-pacific-command-moves-to-plug-in-emerging-tech-for-dod-through-key-programs-new-directorate/
https://defensescoop.com/2023/08/28/indo-pacific-command-moves-to-plug-in-emerging-tech-for-dod-through-key-programs-new-directorate/


USSPACEFOR-INDOPAC is the service’s second component to present forces to a 

combatant command and the first to stand up at an overseas combatant command. The 

component is directly subordinate to the Chief of Space Operations for the execution of 

responsibilities under Title 10 (under the presidents command) for service-specific 

administration and support functions. 

 

Having field components dedicated to Space (allegedly) removes layers of bureaucracy and 

aligns with how other services provide forces to the commander. Additionally, activating the 

USSF component to INDOPACOM provides clarity to command relationships, roles and 

responsibilities. 

 

USSF service components integrate at the component level and provide combatant commanders 

a subordinate space commander, organic space planning and employment expertise, and space 

command and control that is focused on the joint force’s operational warfighting priorities and 

requirements. 

 

USSPACEFOR-INDOPAC will provide USINDOPAC a cadre of space experts who can work 

with allies and partners to integrate space activities into shared operations, activities, and 

investments.  

 

USSPACEFOR-INDOPAC will be headquartered at Joint Base Pearl Harbor - Hickam in Hawaii 

to maximize synergy with USINDOPACOM headquarters and the existing Air Operations 

Center with U.S. Pacific Air Forces. 

The stand up at USINDOPACOM is the USSF’s blueprint for presenting forces to the other 

combatant commands. The nation’s newest service plans to establish two additional component 

field commands and present them to U.S. Central Command and U.S. Forces Korea by the end of 

the calendar year. Planning is also underway to establish USSF service components at each of 

the remaining combatant commands. 

On August 28th 2023, Adm. John Aquilino announced the establishment of the Joint Mission 

Accelerator Directorate, to ‘plug in’ emerging tech for DOD through key programs.  

 

"He is leading a broad organizational shift to stand up a new directorate within U.S. Indo-

Pacific Command that sharply focuses on “plugging in” emerging military technologies 

proven in certain other Defense Department components’ portfolios and industry — to 

ultimately advance his team’s key programs at a much faster pace than ever before.  

The Indo-Pacom chief announced the establishment of the new Joint Mission Accelerator 

Directorate, which he’s forming in the months leading up to his retirement from the command. 

Broadly, he’s shaping this new directorate to “pull in” officials and assets from Pentagon 

elements that are hyper-focused on technology acceleration — like the Chief Digital and 

Artificial Intelligence Office (CDAO) and Defense Innovation Unit (DIU), among others — 

to directly support Indo-Pacom’s critical mission needs and pursuits by expediting their use of 

innovative capabilities.  

https://www.spaceforce.mil/News/Article/3227481/space-force-presents-forces-to-us-indo-pacific-command/
https://www.spaceforce.mil/News/Article/3227481/space-force-presents-forces-to-us-indo-pacific-command/
https://www.spaceforce.mil/News/Article/3227481/space-force-presents-forces-to-us-indo-pacific-command/
https://www.spaceforce.mil/News/Article/3227481/space-force-presents-forces-to-us-indo-pacific-command/
https://defensescoop.com/2023/08/28/indo-pacific-command-moves-to-plug-in-emerging-tech-for-dod-through-key-programs-new-directorate/
https://defensescoop.com/2023/08/28/indo-pacific-command-moves-to-plug-in-emerging-tech-for-dod-through-key-programs-new-directorate/
https://defensescoop.com/2023/08/28/indo-pacific-command-moves-to-plug-in-emerging-tech-for-dod-through-key-programs-new-directorate/
https://defensescoop.com/2023/08/28/indo-pacific-command-moves-to-plug-in-emerging-tech-for-dod-through-key-programs-new-directorate/
https://defensescoop.com/tag/cdao/
https://defensescoop.com/tag/defense-innovation-unit-diu/


The overarching intent is that, via this new hub, those collaborating organizations can help 

synchronize technologies for speedier use in the command’s major programs, including its 

“Stormbreaker” AI-enabled wargaming and planning initiative and the in-the-works 

multi-domain Joint Fires Network. 

Aquilino confirmed that he’s spent a lot of time with DIU Director Doug Beck over the last 

several months puzzling out how to best shape and staff the envisioned Joint Mission 

Accelerator Directorate. 

To start, DIU officials are embedding with the command in Hawaii, he said, to “help 

facilitate and drive this.” 

“For me, I don’t care if it’s off-the-shelf, I don’t care if it was built before, I don’t care if it’s 

brand new technology,” Aquilino said. “Let’s just be clear, this is about delivering outcomes. So, 

we’re ready to take whatever you got.” 

He added: “Joint Fires Network is going to be delivered today, and would be able to take 

advances — whether they be the AI tools and additional ISR  … So, the design is to be able to 

plug in anything that delivers effects and then push it out through applications that are effective 

for the user. 

This is evidence of him being an ACCESSORY BEFORE THE FACT, AND 

ACCOMPLICE TO 1ST DEGREE MASS MURDER. 

 

 

 

 

https://defensescoop.com/2023/05/09/doug-beck-ash-carter-exchange/


Unusual Suspect #3: Klaus Schwab (Codename: Dr. Evil), Accomplice to 1st degree 

Democide, Conspiracy to commit mass murder, and Accessory BEFORE the fact. 

 

Unusual Suspect #4: Klaus Schwab; Accomplice to 1st degree Democide, Conspiracy to 

commit mass murder, and Accessory BEFORE the fact; 

World Economic Forum (WEF) chief executive officer Klaus Schwab described three core 

components of the Great Reset: creating conditions for a "stakeholder (fascist) economy"; 

building in a more "resilient, equitable, and sustainable" way, utilizing environmental (warfare), 

social (credit scores), and (AI) governance (ESG) metrics; and "harness[ing] the innovations 

of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Reich)." 

 

 In a speech introducing the initiative, International Monetary Fund director Kristalina 

Georgieva listed three key aspects of a sustainable response to COVID-19: green growth, smarter 

growth, and fairer growth. 

 

This is evidence of him being an ACCESSORY BEFORE THE FACT, AND 

ACCOMPLICE TO 1ST DEGREE MASS MURDER. 

 

(Update coming soon) 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/uMoYGPsHcag?si=-ukfuazkb7cPIFbu  

Klaus Schwab, "A Decisive Decade"  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Klaus_Schwab
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stakeholder_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental,_social,_and_corporate_governance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental,_social,_and_corporate_governance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental,_social,_and_corporate_governance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental,_social,_and_corporate_governance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental,_social,_and_corporate_governance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental,_social,_and_corporate_governance
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/now-is-the-time-for-a-great-reset/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Monetary_Fund
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kristalina_Georgieva
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kristalina_Georgieva
https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2020/06/03/sp060320-remarks-to-world-economic-forum-the-great-reset
https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2020/06/03/sp060320-remarks-to-world-economic-forum-the-great-reset


Unusual Suspect #4: Barack Obama (Codename: Barry Soetoro), for High Treason (Signing 

over American autonomy and sovereignty to the UN climate gang when he signed the Paris 

(Disparaged) Agreement.  

Unusual Suspect #5: Barack Obama, for High Treason (Signing over American autonomy 

and sovereignty to the UN climate gang when he signed the Paris (Disparaged) Agreement. He 

was at the 2015 Paris Conference on Climate Change, also known as COP21 (CO-OPT21), 

the Paris (Disparaged) Agreement was signed, then ratified by 187 parties (traitors), including 

Barack Obama himself. 

World leaders (traitors, including Barack Obama) at the UN Climate Change Conference 

(COP21) in Paris reached a breakthrough (takeover) on 12 December 2015: the historic Paris 

(Disparaged) Agreement. (8 years ago today) 

The Agreement (Aggression) is a legally binding international treaty. It entered into force 

on 4 November 2016. Today, 194 Parties (traitors, including Barack Obama) have joined the 

Paris (Disparaged) Agreement. The Paris Agreement provides a durable framework guiding 

the global effort for decades to come 

(With the Paris (Disparaged) Agreement and Paris (Disparaged) Rulebook now legally binding 

in 194 countries, the ploy was in place: "Burn Back Better" to "Grab the Globe" for a "Prison 

Planet".) 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/gallery/2012/may/25/obama-early-years-pictures
http://unfccc.int/files/essential_background/convention/application/pdf/english_paris_agreement.pdf
http://unfccc.int/files/essential_background/convention/application/pdf/english_paris_agreement.pdf
http://unfccc.int/files/essential_background/convention/application/pdf/english_paris_agreement.pdf
http://unfccc.int/files/essential_background/convention/application/pdf/english_paris_agreement.pdf
http://www.cop21paris.org/
http://www.cop21paris.org/
http://unfccc.int/files/essential_background/convention/application/pdf/english_paris_agreement.pdf
http://unfccc.int/files/essential_background/convention/application/pdf/english_paris_agreement.pdf
https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=XXVII-7-d&chapter=27&clang=_en
https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=XXVII-7-d&chapter=27&clang=_en
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/953
https://www.amazon.com/Burn-Back-Better-Lahaina-Perfect/dp/196257802X


This is evidence of him being an ACCESSORY BEFORE THE FACT, AND 

ACCOMPLICE TO 1ST DEGREE MASS MURDER. 

 

Unusual Suspect #5: John Kerry (Codename: The Envoy) ACCESSORY BEFORE THE 

FACT, AND ACCOMPLICE TO 1ST DEGREE MASS MURDER. 

 

Unusual Suspect #6: John Kerry, ACCESSORY BEFORE THE FACT, AND 

ACCOMPLICE TO 1ST DEGREE MASS MURDER. 

 

This isn’t the first time Kerry has thrown his weight behind the Great Reset; 

A 23 January 2021 Financial Times article said that policymakers around the world are 

anticipating President Biden's "reset on trade, tax and climate". Then President-(s)elect Joe 

Biden had announced in November 2020, John Kerry would be appointed as U.S. Special 

Presidential Envoy for Climate, and Kerry was confirmed in this position on inauguration day, 

20 January 2021. Kerry had participated in one of the Great Reset Dialogues on how to 

rebuild the "social contract". Kerry said that COVID-19 offered a "big moment" that 

opened the possibility for the Great Reset. He said the WEF would play a significant role in 

refining how to respond to (with) climate change (warfare) and inequalities that were "laid 

bare as a consequence of COVID-19." 

 

"In America, most policymakers – including President-(s)elect Joe Biden – have been relatively 

https://www.ft.com/content/96aac122-fe71-415a-ab08-ffb3986afe65
https://www.ft.com/content/96aac122-fe71-415a-ab08-ffb3986afe65
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Kerry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Special_Presidential_Envoy_for_Climate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Special_Presidential_Envoy_for_Climate
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/great-reset-social-contract-john-kerry-phillip-goff/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/great-reset-social-contract-john-kerry-phillip-goff/
https://thehill.com/opinion/energy-environment/528482-john-kerry-reveals-bidens-devotion-to-radical-great-reset-movement/
https://thehill.com/opinion/energy-environment/528482-john-kerry-reveals-bidens-devotion-to-radical-great-reset-movement/
https://thehill.com/opinion/energy-environment/528482-john-kerry-reveals-bidens-devotion-to-radical-great-reset-movement/
https://thehill.com/people/joe-biden/
https://thehill.com/people/joe-biden/


quiet about the Great Reset, leaving many to speculate what a Biden administration would do to 

support or oppose this radical plan.  

There has been some evidence suggesting that Biden and some of his biggest allies back the 

Great Reset and would attempt to impose it on the United States. But Biden and his team have 

never explicitly stated that America would be involved — that is, until now. 

At a panel discussion about the Great Reset hosted by the World Economic Forum in mid-

November, former Secretary of State John Kerry – Biden’s would-be special presidential 

envoy for climate – firmly declared that the Biden administration will support the Great 

Reset and that the Great Reset “will happen with greater speed and with greater intensity 

than a lot of people might imagine.” 

 

When asked by panel host Borge Brende whether the World Economic Forum and other Great 

Reset supporters are “expecting too much too soon from the new president, or is he going to 

deliver first day on this [sic] topics?,” Kerry responded, “The answer to your question is, no, 

you’re not expecting too much.”  

 

Kerry later argued that the Great Reset is necessary to slow the “climate crisis” and that “I know 

Joe Biden believes … it’s not enough just to rejoin Paris [the Paris Climate Accords] for the 

United States. It’s not enough for us to just do the minimum of what Paris requires.” 

Kerry also said that because of the Great Reset movement, he believes “we’re at the dawn of an 

extremely exciting time” and that “the greatest opportunity we have” to address social and 

economic problems is “dealing with the climate crisis.” 

These and the other comments made by Kerry at the WEF event are made more important by the 

fact that Kerry’s role in a Biden administration would involve working with the very same 

international institutions that have already expressed their support for the Great Reset on climate 

change.  

The evidence is now crystal clear about Biden’s connection to the Great Reset. He, John Kerry 

and the rest of the Biden administration are planning to bring the Great Reset to the United 

States. And if they are successful, the country will never be the same.  

This is evidence of him being an ACCESSORY BEFORE THE FACT, AND 

ACCOMPLICE TO 1ST DEGREE MASS MURDER. 

 

The Dishonor Roll: (Dishonorable Mention);  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3fTQ1swe3dY  

Unusual Suspect #7: Bill Gates (Codename: MicroSoft), Accomplice to 1st degree Democide 

(mass murder), and Accessory BEFORE the fact; 

(Bill Gates "Smart City" video from 10 years ago).  

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/11/the-great-reset-building-future-resilience-to-global-risks
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/23/climate/john-kerry-climate-change.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/23/climate/john-kerry-climate-change.html
https://thehill.com/opinion/energy-environment/528482-john-kerry-reveals-bidens-devotion-to-radical-great-reset-movement/
https://thehill.com/opinion/energy-environment/528482-john-kerry-reveals-bidens-devotion-to-radical-great-reset-movement/
https://stoppingsocialism.com/2020/11/john-kerry-joe-biden-great-reset-it-will-happen/
https://youtu.be/njos57IJf-0?si=BtRomZqlMnjx6WpJ&t=15


Unusual Suspect #7: Bill Gates (Codename: MicroSoft), Accomplice to 1st degree Democide 

(mass murder), and Accessory BEFORE the fact; 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmEc7_jV3j0  

Why Is Bill Gates Buying Up Stolen Native American Land? (From 2 years ago)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0z4Skd27ww  

Billionaires Bill Gates, Larry Ellison in Bidding War Over Hawaiian Island of Lanai (11 

years ago)  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/hznUY1IpvmI?si=G8GqAFgXOb8LGPMY  

‘Lahaina is not for sale’: Maui wildfire survivor to real estate developers 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sErgwyD2KR0  

And let's not forget this gem; where Bill Gates hinted at Covid, 3 years before it happened, 

and 2 years before he simulated it via Event 201.  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/AoLw-Q8X174?si=Evmgh4URf5iFfcUi  

Event 201 Pandemic Exercise: Highlights Reel  

https://youtu.be/DpxxTryJ2fY?si=rgWHazjuVTPX5Xrf  

Fresh content from Bill Gates updates at COP28 in Dubai.  

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/njos57IJf-0?si=BtRomZqlMnjx6WpJ&t=15
https://youtu.be/AoLw-Q8X174?si=Evmgh4URf5iFfcUi


Unusual Suspect #8: Oprah Winfrey (Codename: Harpo), Accomplice to 1st degree 

Democide, Conspiracy to commit mass murder, and Accessory BEFORE the fact  

Unusual Suspect #8: Oprah Winfrey, Accomplice to 1st degree Democide, Conspiracy to 

commit mass murder, and Accessory BEFORE the fact; 

Oprah has been buying up land on Maui (just like all the other billionaires) and has been "lying 

and buying" through shell companies that connect back to Harpo Productions.  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/A-Ux3HrjX1U?si=KgQxDu6Nd6AkTAwt  

People are asking for Oprah Winfrey to be investigated for the Maui Hawaii fires  

Oprah Winfrey INVESTIGATED for Maui Fires:  

Oprah Winfrey Has Been Buying Up Land in Maui Like Crazy 520-acre plot for $3.89 million 

(2023) 330 acres for $2.47 million (2023) Two 10-acre swaths of land for $100,000 each (2022) 

IN THE LAST FEW YEARS SHE HAS GONE FROM ABOUT 100 ACRES OF LAND IN 

MAUI TO OVER 1000 ACRES! Then All of A Sudden Out of Nowhere A Fire Comes And 

Destroys Many Homes Near Her But Her Land Remains Untouched! 

 

IN 2017 AN EXTREMELY DEADLY FIRE DESTROYED MANY HOMES NEAR OPRAH’S 

MONTECITO MANSION BUT HER PROPERTY REMAINED UNTOUCHED!!!!! AFTER 

2017 OPRAH CONTINUED EXPANDING HER LAND IN MONTECITO TO OVER 70 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-Ux3HrjX1U


ACRES… INCLUDING BUYING A 4-ACRE COMPLEX (IN 2019) THAT WAS 

DESTROYED BY MUDSLIDES ONLY A FEW WEEKS AFTER THAT 2017 FIRE. Locals in 

Maui Were Refusing To Sell Their Land To The Elites The Part of The Island Mainly Destroyed 

By The Fires Was Prime Area Right Next To Lavish Mega-Mansions Now, A Lot of Those 

Locals Are Forced To Sell Their Land and Many Tragically Died in The Flames Oprah Winfrey 

Has A Luxury Mansion in Maui; It’s Completely Fine Jeff Bezos Has A Luxury Mansion in 

Maui; It’s Completely Fine. 

 

Within a couple weeks of Operation Blue Roof, several Maui celebrities also happened to paint 

their houses blue, including Obama, Clinton, Hanks, DeGeneres, Kid Rock, and even Oprah.  

 

Do NOT give to the Red Cross, FEMA, Maui Strong, or the People's Fund of Maui 

(Oprah).Oprah's using the PFoM as a PR campaign to fatten her purse. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/2D9Wl37NOj8?si=75BjxXKghXTWpZqx  

Oprah's using the PFoM as a PR campaign to fatten her purse.  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/YDlEfM4w6lw?si=cPPdGSdhs8jtpiPK&start=734  

More on Oprah and the PFoM, as well as shocking video of cops drawing guns on 

roadblock runners and sending them back to let their kids burn.  

It's disgusting how Oprah and the billionaires on the "other side" of the island are trying to milk 

the Kula fire (the "Maui Owie" which destroyed 19 houses near Oprah) to distract from and 

overshadow their democide of Lahaina. 

 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/LecImvZR6d7J/  

Unusual Suspect #9: Hilary Clinton (Codename: FrazzleDrip) 

Hilary Clinton wants to start keeping track of deaths from climate change (only because it 

distracts from her own body count)  

Unusual Suspect #9: Hilary Clinton, Serial Murder, Accomplice to 1st degree Democide 

(mass murder), and Accessory BEFORE the fact; 

Hilary has been part of coverups since Watergate, White Water, 9/11, Epstein etc. She was 

already a mass murderer, and wants to start keeping track of deaths from climate change 

(only because it distracts from her own body count).  

 

 

 

Unusual Suspect #10: Mark Zuckerberg, Accomplice to 1st degree Democide (mass 

murder), and Accessory BEFORE the fact; 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/W6_RyE6XZiw?si=jcwf86FzXMpB-Mhy  

Unusual Suspect #10: Mark Zuckerberg, Accomplice to 1st degree Democide (mass 

murder), and Accessory BEFORE the fact  

https://canadafreepress.com/article/covid-19-the-answer-to-maurice-strongs-autobiographical-question-where-on-e
https://youtu.be/YDlEfM4w6lw
https://youtu.be/YDlEfM4w6lw


 

 

 

Unusual Suspect #11: Jeff Bezos, Accomplice to 1st degree Democide (mass murder), and 

Accessory BEFORE the fact; 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/tvR49vDkWTk?si=2BwXk0Fpbs7KeKiZ  

Unusual Suspect #11: Jeff Bezos, Accomplice to 1st degree Democide (mass murder), and 

Accessory BEFORE the fact  

 

 

And many more: 

DARPA, 

DLNR, 

US Department of Agriculture's Forest Service, 

Koji Tanaka, Executive Vice President and Executive Officer at Hitachi, 

Makoto Kubota, President of Cyber Defense Institute, 

Alan M. Arakawa, former Mayor of Maui County, 

Sharon Suzuki, President of Maui Electric Company, 

Marc Matsuura (Hawaii Natural Energy Institute), 

Derrick Sonoda (Hawaiian Electric), 

Lockheed Martin, 

Raytheon, 

SEGITTUR, 

PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited (PwC), 

Former Maui Mayor Michael Victorino, 

Institute for Defense and Government Advancement (IDGA), 

National Defense Industrial Association (NDIA), 

U.S. Indo-Pacific Command (US INDOPACOM), 

DoD OUSD R&E, 

Department of Defense Information Analysis Center (DoD IAC), 

Former Governor David Ige, 

STATE OF HAWAII OFFICE OF PLANNING AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, 

The University of Central Florida, Center for Directed Energy (CDE) Systems, 

FEMAs Operation "Blue Roof" (Clinton, Obama, Oprah, etc), 

MileHigh Adjusters, 

Talisman Sabre '23, 

Bob Fenton, 

NASA, 

Army Corps of Engineers, 

DSCA's JTF-CS, 

NORTHCOM, 

Net Zero, 

EPA, 

King of Spain Felipe VI and Queen Letizia, 



Douglas Murdock, Hawai'i CIO, (and former Air Force), 

Hawai'i Department of Transportation, 

Hawai'i Public Utilities Commission, 

Hawai'i Office of Homeland Security, 

Hawaiian Telcom (Carlyle Group), 

Hiroshi Kuniyoshi, Executive Director at NEDO 

Department of Commerce & Consumer Affairs, 

Oracle,  

Adobe, 

Google, 

University of Hawai'i, 

Department of Business, Economic Development & Tourism, 

Department of Labor & Industrial Relations,  

Center for Digital Government, 

Department of Health, 

Transform Hawaii Government, 

Tourism Innovation Summit, 

Smart Cities Connect 

 

Other Links: 

If you go no farther than this, then the only link that would be REQUIRED information 

would be the following, in which a man explains how he handled the Lahaina Maui fire and 

the police roadblocks etc, and explains what to do if YOU are ever in a similar situation. 

This video really is a "Must share": 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/0kxmUm33pi8?si=5_z7cykbrDdKy1eJ  

If you go no farther than this, then the only link that would be REQUIRED information would be 

the following, in which a man explains how he handled the Lahaina Maui fire and the police 

roadblocks, and explains what to do if YOU are ever in a similar situation.  

 

 

 

Water rights on Maui: 

https://freepressers.com/articles/equity-obsessed-hawaii-official-delayed-water-to-maui 

 

Maui fires renew centuries-old tensions over water rights. The streams are sacred to Hawaiians 

 

Why was there no water to fight the fire in Maui? 

 

Maui residents say water official removed after wildfires was unfairly targeted 

 

https://youtu.be/0kxmUm33pi8
https://youtu.be/0kxmUm33pi8
https://youtu.be/0kxmUm33pi8
https://freepressers.com/articles/equity-obsessed-hawaii-official-delayed-water-to-maui
https://abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/fire-renews-maui-stream-water-rights-tension-longtime-102521303
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2023/aug/17/hawaii-fires-maui-water-rights-disaster-capitalism
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/maui-fire-kaleo-manuel-water-official-removed-unfairly-rcna100974


Hawaiʻi’s water commission reinstates 1st Deputy Kaleo Manuel following controversial 

redeployment 

Hawaiian Electric controlled by Vanguard and Blackrock: 

https://www.wallstreetzen.com/stocks/us/nyse/he/ownership 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/ownership-structure-hawaiian-electric-industries-

161337475.html 

 

Fact check, on something the governor said about AI smart cities, which he actually said in 

several other places, just NOT when he visited Lahaina... 

https://apnews.com/article/fact-check-hawaii-governor-wildfires-lahaina-smart-city-

534303567490 

Maui's Smart city (concentration camp) pilot program: 

https://sashalatypova.substack.com/p/maui-plans-for-a-high-tech-prison 

 

List of scheduled AI Smart Cities: 

https://spring.smartcitiesconnect.org/about/cities.html 

 

https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=8RKHN5KD9D7B 

 

Smart cities 

 

Architects share vision for Lahaina in rebuilding process 

 

Canary Islands were test bed for Maui Smart City land grab 

 

 

 

More details are revealed involving Hawaiian Electric's communication failures with the Maui 

fires 

The globalists land grab of the globe, starting with Maui: 

https://brucecain.substack.com/p/the-maui-fires-and-the-globalist 

Biden "Built Black Barriers" (Policed by Blackrock, Vanguard, and Army National Guard): 

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/saraharnold/2023/08/30/black-curtains-surrounding-the-site-of-

maui-fires-suggests-media-blackout-from-learning-the-truth-n2627751 

Maui's Space Force mountain DEW. (AMOS): 

https://afresearchlab.com/technology/air-force-maui-optical-and-supercomputing-amos-site/ 

Space Force's sister site for DEW, the Starfire Optical Range (SOR) at Kirtland Air Force 

base. 

https://mauinow.com/2023/10/09/hawai%CA%BBi%CA%BBs-water-commission-reinstates-1st-deputy-kaleo-manuel-to-maui-post/
https://mauinow.com/2023/10/09/hawai%CA%BBi%CA%BBs-water-commission-reinstates-1st-deputy-kaleo-manuel-to-maui-post/
https://www.wallstreetzen.com/stocks/us/nyse/he/ownership
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/ownership-structure-hawaiian-electric-industries-161337475.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/ownership-structure-hawaiian-electric-industries-161337475.html
https://apnews.com/article/fact-check-hawaii-governor-wildfires-lahaina-smart-city-534303567490
https://apnews.com/article/fact-check-hawaii-governor-wildfires-lahaina-smart-city-534303567490
https://sashalatypova.substack.com/p/maui-plans-for-a-high-tech-prison
https://spring.smartcitiesconnect.org/about/cities.html
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=8RKHN5KD9D7B
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmKot06YSJE&t=1856s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iRfdJ8dLB9w
https://youtu.be/t9TD4IMG6iE?si=NA57br9gMIoLsX9-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2YVh2aHzfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2YVh2aHzfU
https://brucecain.substack.com/p/the-maui-fires-and-the-globalist
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/saraharnold/2023/08/30/black-curtains-surrounding-the-site-of-maui-fires-suggests-media-blackout-from-learning-the-truth-n2627751
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/saraharnold/2023/08/30/black-curtains-surrounding-the-site-of-maui-fires-suggests-media-blackout-from-learning-the-truth-n2627751
https://afresearchlab.com/technology/air-force-maui-optical-and-supercomputing-amos-site/


https://www.kirtland.af.mil/About-Us/Fact-Sheets/Display/Article/825975/directed-energy-

directorate-overview/ 

 

Non-photo blue color, or non repro blue, is non-interactive with light: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-photo_blue 

 

What to Know About Colors and Laser Tattoo Removal: 

https://removery.com/blog/color-tattoo-removal/ 

 

 

List of lawsuits and investigations: 

UPDATE: Hawaii Governor Being Sent 

LAWFUL Affidavit 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/Nx7jcGc7KZY?si=wsKhsgY6Hi6u_ojH  

 

Hawaiian Electric (Vanguard/Blackrock): 

https://edition.cnn.com/2023/08/24/business/maui-county-hawaiian-electric-company-

lawsuit/index.html 

 

https://www.cnn.com/2023/09/07/business/maui-fire-lawsuit/index.html 

Hawaii’s Attorney General has opened an investigation into Maui's alert system: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-a9CWuna3WE 

 

Maui County And State Of Hawaii Sued Over Maui Fire In First Suit To Blame The 

Government: https://www.forbes.com/sites/willskipworth/2023/09/05/maui-county-and-

state-of-hawaii-sued-over-maui-fire-in-first-suit-to-blame-the-

government/?sh=2c571e281e68 

 

Oprah Winfrey INVESTIGATED for Maui Fires:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-Ux3HrjX1U 

 

The O’Keefe Media Group has filed a lawsuit against Hawaii’s Democratic Gov. Josh 

Green and the County of Maui following an incident where the group’s founder, James 

O’Keefe, was threatened with arrest while attempting to capture hidden camera footage of the 

aftermath of devastating wildfires that ravaged the region: 

https://www.westernjournal.com/video-okeefe-threatened-arrest-getting-hidden-camera-footage-

maui/ 

https://www.kirtland.af.mil/About-Us/Fact-Sheets/Display/Article/825975/directed-energy-directorate-overview/
https://www.kirtland.af.mil/About-Us/Fact-Sheets/Display/Article/825975/directed-energy-directorate-overview/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-photo_blue
https://removery.com/blog/color-tattoo-removal/
https://edition.cnn.com/2023/08/24/business/maui-county-hawaiian-electric-company-lawsuit/index.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2023/08/24/business/maui-county-hawaiian-electric-company-lawsuit/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/09/07/business/maui-fire-lawsuit/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-a9CWuna3WE
https://www.forbes.com/sites/willskipworth/2023/09/05/maui-county-and-state-of-hawaii-sued-over-maui-fire-in-first-suit-to-blame-the-government/?sh=2c571e281e68%0a
https://www.forbes.com/sites/willskipworth/2023/09/05/maui-county-and-state-of-hawaii-sued-over-maui-fire-in-first-suit-to-blame-the-government/?sh=2c571e281e68%0a
https://www.forbes.com/sites/willskipworth/2023/09/05/maui-county-and-state-of-hawaii-sued-over-maui-fire-in-first-suit-to-blame-the-government/?sh=2c571e281e68%0a
https://www.forbes.com/sites/willskipworth/2023/09/05/maui-county-and-state-of-hawaii-sued-over-maui-fire-in-first-suit-to-blame-the-government/?sh=2c571e281e68%0a
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-Ux3HrjX1U%0a
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-Ux3HrjX1U%0a
https://www.westernjournal.com/video-okeefe-threatened-arrest-getting-hidden-camera-footage-maui/
https://www.westernjournal.com/video-okeefe-threatened-arrest-getting-hidden-camera-footage-maui/
https://www.westernjournal.com/video-okeefe-threatened-arrest-getting-hidden-camera-footage-maui/%0a
https://www.westernjournal.com/video-okeefe-threatened-arrest-getting-hidden-camera-footage-maui/%0a


https://www.youtube.com/embed/9tgjN0_rSro?si=75p8TBTM2wr4qXlB  

Lawsuits and investigations  

 

Charter Communications and Hawaiian Telcom (Carlyle Group): 

"Verizon Hawai‘i was sold to The Carlyle Group and our name changed to Hawaiian Telcom." 

https://www.hawaiiantel.com/aboutus/Our-History 

 

 

 

Quotes: 

"It was a choreographed disaster." - "Fish" 

"The fire was going INTO the ocean! The best way to explain it was a continuous bomb going 

off. There was boats on fire 50 yards out, so even in the ocean, at THOSE points, we were 

STILL getting burned, at points we didn't even know where land was." - Mike Cicchino (They 

got burned over 50 yards out into the water, at points where they didn't even know where land 

was...) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaTJ9yk38g4 

 

 

"Half the world does not know how, the other half lives." - The "other side" of Maui 

Videos: 

Forensic Arborist Robert Brame says it's not natural. He proposes microwave DEW's (Lahaina 

Pentecostal Church), but we know laser DEW's were also used, as evidenced by the undamaged 

"non-photo" blue (which is non-interactive with light) cars that were directly adjacent to cars that 

melted into puddles: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bs3o3z0G8tw  

Forensic Arborist Robert Brame says it's not natural. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BvyZGWgLWyk  

33 year fire captain shares insights into the Lahaina Maui fire. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/RuWtCL6S7cs?si=bDfGa6m6I41MgIBI  

Ann Williams, INTENTIONAL DEATH TRAP “If I had listened to the Police..I’d Be 

Dead” Lahaina Fire Survivor Story  

https://youtu.be/9tgjN0_rSro?si=nzwzmLC0m6p9_VrC
https://www.hawaiiantel.com/aboutus/Our-History
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaTJ9yk38g4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RuWtCL6S7cs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RuWtCL6S7cs


 

 

 

Firefighter testimony: "Streams of smoke started coming from the steering wheel." "The glass 

windshield began bubbling, so we had to abandon the vehicle." 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89vCT3_7VBg  

Firefighter testimony: "Streams of smoke started coming from the steering wheel." "The glass 

windshield began bubbling, so we had to abandon the vehicle."  

 

 

 

Eric West interviews "Fish" about the roadblocks: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/hJXjpa6daC35/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=easMHBYdpJo  

 

 

 

 

Eric West's epic 4K footage of ALL of Lahaina. 

BitChute: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/hXPZ0QxbPXLL/ 

https://youtu.be/7PSYNqZqAVs?si=FTytCeCXh90WUAW1  

 

 

 

Songs: 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/videoseries?si=ftGmr8FVw4al3mnD&list=PL4tr79K4T3y9sX

wQBlvb_Guhx_iXgMXUc  

Eiffel 65 - "Blue" (Da Ba Dee)  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vRsEC65NTA  

"Against the Wind" by Bob Seger  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRbhLtjOiRc  

"Night of Fire" - Initial D  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/hJXjpa6daC35/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/hXPZ0QxbPXLL/


 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRpiBpDy7MQ  

Don McLean - "American Pie"  

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/RWEisXyVuSI?si=6D55QKMIdAhSmZYP  

Alais Clay - "Mountains We Move"  

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/HntIqDniTb0?si=0roJ0pqPd9N5c0JW  

Alais Clay - "With Earth As My Witness"  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/Ksf4y5x9Sbg?si=b1WeaCNpmXcb9bYB  

Log 333 (feat. Steve Grant) · Alais Clay · Steve Grant  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/bab_07mBKqI?si=o6FqwgA7JeXEoG2g  

Alais Clay - 'In The Light'  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/OvouxUrZbRo?si=RWmVYJ5Ud_-AJubS  

Pain R.I.P. - Alais Clay  

 

 

Nā ʻOhana o Lele shares mele Hawaiʻi - Aug. 18, 2023 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/VYJB3WzsAjw?si=Eto_e9oOhaOJKR8s  

Nā ʻOhana o Lele shares mele Hawaiʻi - Aug. 18, 2023  

 

 

 

Prophetic native Hawai'ian poem, "Upper Laha": 

 

The breadfruit shade of Lele (is the very best) 

Beautiful shades by (steel) 

With poor rain (and Alone) 

That wet the fronds of fern 

 

Oh, beautiful Laha 

The star of the Pacific 

A lamp ever (that cannot be quenched) 

(that cannot be quenched) 

In the Red Wind 

By the Wind War 

 

The cold water meets above (water runs in the pipes) 

https://youtu.be/VYJB3WzsAjw
https://www.huapala.org/La/Lahainaluna.html
https://www.huapala.org/La/Lahainaluna.html


Gently murmuring at midnight (softly murmuring) 

The birds bathe in the upland (of Doctor) 

And listen to the sound of ringing bell" 

 

 

 

Source: Mele of Hawaii by West Maui Hawaii Civic Club - Lele is the ancient name of Lahaina. 

Alone (Hālona) is an inland stream in Lahaina. No (Kauaʻula) is the gusty wind of Lahainaluna. 

Verse 2, stanza 3, the birds are the students bathing and listening for the school bell. Translation 

(Hi) 

 

Source: Na Mele O Hawai`i by West Maui Hawaiian Civic Club - Lele is the ancient name of 

Lahaina. Alone (Hālona) is an inland stream in Lahaina. Kauaʻula is the gusty wind of 

Lahainaluna. Verse 2, stanza 3, the birds are the students bathing and listening for the school 

bell. Translation by Mary Pukui 

 

https://www.huapala.org/La/Lahainaluna.html 

Ho'oponopono, Aloha, and Mahalo.      

 

https://www.huapala.org/La/Lahainaluna.html

